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Many canadian "nrrur":i:îl.rrr or sexuar abuse. when

these crimes against children are reported and processed in
the criminal justice system, the child victims are often

required to be witnesses. As witnesses chitdren have special

needs, due to their â9êr inexperience and developmental

level. The theoretical framework of this study is cognitive-
developmental theory. The effect of the physical environment

ís also included in the theoretical discussion.

This study assessed if the court system in Manitoba

treated child witnesses in accordance with their special

needs. A comparison vras made of the treatment of children in
the specialized Farnily Violence Court and the non-specíalized

Court of Queen's Bench. The data that riras used for this
comparison $ras from the Family Viol-ence Research project, a

two year project that assessed the impact of the Farnily

Violence Court. Specific features of the two courts were

compared.

This study established that child witnesses $/ere treated
better in the Family Violence Court. The environment of the

Family Violence Court sras more child-sensitive and child
witnesses testified for shorter periods of time to more

supportive personnel who treated them in a more age-

appropriate manner. As well, cases were processed much more

quickly in Family Violence Court. Overall, the Family

Violence Court provided a milieu that hras more child.-sensitive
than did the Court of Queen's Bench.
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INTRODUCTION

Many Canadian children are victims of sexual abuse. In
fact, a Manitoba Cornmunity Services report (January, 1-988)

states that the number of reported cases of child sexual abuse

is increasing dramatically, particularly since the government

began emphasizing the importance of reporting chitd abuse.

Gunn and Linden (L994) report that statistics índicate

anywhere from L2 to 38 percent of all women and 3 to l-5

percent of all men have been victims of sexual abuse in their
childhood. Further, the number of reported sexual abuse

cases increased by 50å in Canada between L977 and 1980 (Hurtey

et aI., 1-988). In Manitoba between the years l-990 and L99Ll

there were LL79 reported cases of sexual- abuse (Ursel t L993).

A heightened public ah¡areness of child sexual abuse has

resulted from the work of child advocates, special interest
groups and feminists (Driver, 1989) and has facilitated the

development of a view of children as citizens with rights that
should be upheld through legislation (BaIa, Horni-ck & Vogl,

1988).

Child sexual abuse was once treated as a hamity matter,

handled exclusiveÌy by social workers who worked for social
service agencies (the government and voluntary sector-mandated

agencies) . child abuse cases hrere addressed within farnily
courts. It was not until the l-970s, during feminist
consciousness-raising sessions, that widespread sexual abuse



was 'discovered' (Connell I L974r. In the 198Os, J-egislative
and policy efforts to deal with thís issue developed and

culminated with the L984 rel-ease of the Report of the
committee on sexuar offenses Against children and youths

(Hearth and werfare canada, L9g4) and the 1985 rerease of the

Report of the Special Corunittee on pornography and

Prostitution (Department of Justice, i-995). These government

reports, also call-ed the Badgley and Fraser Reports

respectively, focused on how to define, legislate and assess

the indísputabre prevarence of chí1d sexuar abuse in canada.

Since then, the sexual abuse of chil-dren has become

increasingly criminalízed and addressed within the criminal
justice system, making child. protection a legal issue. State
intervention and corresponding legislative changes made

through the 1980s have improved the status of chirdren, such

that chirdren are more readily accepted as credibre and.

reriable sources of infornation than they r^¡ere previousry. rn
fact, there has been a dramatic increase in the number of
child sexual abuse cases that are heard in criminal court
(Bala et â1., l-988). As a resul_t, more children are nov/

required to be witnesses in court.

while this trend refrects a growing acknowl-edgrment of
children's credibility, it brings with it a need for
sensitivity within the crirninal justice system to chirdren's
cognitive and affective states as they provide testimony.
sexuarry abused children are faced with coping not only with



the traurna of their abuse, but also with their involvement in
the criminal justi-ce system, which tends to magnify the

negative irnpact of sexual abuse (Sas, L99t). The conplex,

adult,-oriented judiciar system may intimidate and evoke

considerable anxiety and fear in children who, âs a result,
can have difficulty presenting themselves as reliable sources

of information. Expectations regarding testimony, insensitive
treatment by lawyers and judges, use of complex languag.e, and.

court rituals and procedures can contribute to confusion and.

stress for the child (Yuille, Hunter, Joffe & Zaparniuk,

l-993). rn order to herp child witnesses deal with stress
associated wíth sexual abuse and the court system so they can

testify accurately, an understanding is needed of the
situationar, emotionar and developmental issues that can

influence children's ability to testify (Hur1ey et â1., 19BB).

The increasing crirninalization of child sexual- abuse has

been accompanied by a recognition of these special needs of
children, such that the status, importance and linitations of
child testimony are being revievred continuousì-y by academics

and people involved in the criminal justice system. The most

comprehensive response to the problems associated with chird
testimony regarding sexual abuse has been the 19gB

proclamation of Bilr c-15, Ar Act to Amend the criminal code

and the Canada Evidence Act (S.C. LgB7, c.24) (Hornick,

Burrows, Perry & Bolitho, L992) | which folrowed many years of
politicar lobbying by children's rights advocates for the



reconmendations outlined in the Badgley Report (Hurley et aI.,
L988). Bill C-l-5 defines the requirements that must be

satisfied before a child can testify. First, it states that
a child may testify under oath if he or she understands the
nature of an oath. If this cannot, be demonstrated, the child
may still testify if the judge is satisfied that the chíId
wilr be abre to communicate the evidence and can promise to
tell the truth. The judge, Crown and defense attorney may ask

the child questions about, for example, details of everyday

life and the difference between a truth and a lie, to satisfy
these requirements.

BiIl C-15 also included the foltowing amendments: (1) a

screen may be praced between the child and the accused during
the child's testimony or the child may be arrowed to testify
outside the courtroom via a crosed-circuit televisi-on, (2) the

rure that states corroborating evidence is necessary for a

conviction was abolished, and (3) the judge's cautionary note

to the jury with regard to finding a person guirty without
corroborating evidence was dismissed. Bilr c-15 al-so allows

for videotaped interviews to be admitted as evidence to
supplement the childts testimony (section 7LS.l- of the
Crimína1 Code). A Manitoba Court of Appeal case (R vs.

Laramee) challenged this arnendment concerningr its
constitutionality with regard to the rights of the accused.

rn June, L993, the supreme court of canada ruled that chírdren
rnay testify by videotape in sexual assault cases.



According to BilI C-l-s, judges have the power to impose

evidentiary requests that are usually made by the Crown

attorney. The Criminal Code has provisions that allow the

court to ban publication or broadcast of the identity, ot
information that could disclose the identity of the victim or

witnesses in trials of sexual abuse. Further, a judge can

order that the observers in the courtroom reave to minimize

their effects on the chitdrs disclosure (Crimínal Code, R.S.C.

1985. c.C-46,s.486(1) ).
These amendments have made receiving chitdrenrs evidence

a much less structured process than it was prior to the
passage of the 8i11. The amendments in the evidentiary and

procedurar lawsr âs well as in definitions of offenses,

facilitate prosecution of child sexual abuse cases, as welr as

convictions. They also provide an unspoken acknowledgement

that children can be reliable and credible witnesses and. that
it is inappropriate to appry adurt tests for credibility to
the evidence of children (R. v. W. (R), lIggTl Court of Appeal,

ontario). These legísrative changes can herp improve the

treatment of children in courtr âs chirdren v¡irl then be

assessed according to their age and ability.
fn Manitoba, additional changes have been made which

affect, child victims. rn 1990, a speciarized Family viorence

Court (F'.V.C.) was implemented in V{innipeg. One of the

mandates of the F.v.c. is to recognize that chitd witnesses



may have speciar needs and to attempt to provide a comfortabre
and safe place for children to testify.

Many reconmendations have been made in the riterature
that speak to the issue of the appropriate treatment of
children in court (see sas, l-99i-; Goodman & Bottoms, Lgg3).
children are special witnesses because their a9e,
vurnerability, dependency and developmental revel prace them

at a disadvantage retrative to adurts. These qualities must be

considered and accounted for in the courtroom if children are
expected to give testimony. A specíarized court system
designed to be more sensitive to the needs of víctims may

provide a more comfortabre environment for chird witnesses.
This study aims to assess if the court system in Manitoba

facilitates chirdren providing testirnony. rn order to make

thís assessment, a comparison wirl be made of the specialized
F.v.c. and the non-specíarized court of eueen's Bench (o.a.¡
in terms of their abirity to meet children's needs. This
study will compare how children are treated, the rore of court
personnel and environmental- characteristics of the courtroom.

rn the forlowing chapter, a theoreticar framework based

on cognitive-deveropmentar theory will be outrined. This
framework will herp to provide an understanding of the speciar
needs of children as witnesses. chapter Two witl provide a

discussion of the way in which chil-d sexual_ abuse cases are
prosecuted, including a description of the F.v.c. and e.g..
ïn chapter Three, the methodorogy of the study will be



described. chapter Four will present the research findings
for the data anarysis. Lastly, chapter Five wilr díscuss the
conclusions and ramifications based on the research findings.
Attention will first turn to chapter one, the theoreticar
framev¡ork.



CHAPTER ONEs THEoRETICÀIJ FRA!,fEwoRK

Introduction

The primary theoreticar framer¡¡ork of this research is
cognitive-developmental theory, which offers an explanation of
how a child's intellectual and emotional states and abilities
change with age.l According to this theoryr ê9êr
developmentar revel and experience are primary determinants of
children's abirities. Therefore, the demands that can be
reasonably made of chird witnesses, who generally experience
intense examination and are expected to ansT¡¡er anxiety-
provoking questions and express themselves coherentry and
succinct'ly, may vary according to deveropmental stage.
cognitive-developmental theory provides an understandj-ng of
what can be expected from children of dif ferent ag.es, lrhy
chíldren sometimes have troubr-e comprehending questions and
recalling inforrnation, how to determine childrenrs abirity to
testify, and how to treat chirdren in the legar systern
accordíng to their devel0pmental leve1 (perry & vürightsman,
1ee1) .

lThe following references provide a deLaired. discussion ofcognitive-developmental theory: -Butterworth 
& Light, L9B2; Damon,1988 ; Garton, L9g2; Grusec & Lytton, 19.88 ; ttarris,' l_989 ; Kagan,L9B4; Kohrberg, Levein & Hewer, L9B3¡ piagLtl-nZ\'¡ ämarr , Lego¡Smith & Cowie, j,ggLr. and Wadsworth, ígeg.



cognitive-deveropmentar theory, based. on the work of
Jean Piaget, posits four stages of deveropment during which
qualitat,ive shifts in thinking occur. These cognitive chang,es

are seen as underlying devel0pment i_n the ringuistic (speech),
affective (feelin9s, varues, and emotions) and moral (rules of
conduct about right and wrong that guide peoprers beliefs and
behaviour) domains. rn the forlowing sections, the course of
deveropment in each of these areas wilr be outrined and the
irnplications of these deveropmentar processes for
understanding a chird's experience and effectiveness as a

witness will be examined2.

rn addition to deveJ-opmental factors influencing the
child witness, environmental or contextuar aspects of the
courtroom situation will be examined. As crusec and Lytton
have stated rthe interaction between personarity
characteristic and situation has been found to account for a
greater amount of variance than eíther personality factors
alone or situation factors aroner (19gg:36). Batterman-Faunce
and Goodman (a993) point out that current research on
cognitive development emphasizes the importance of situational
influences on chirdren's cognitive abirities. Environmental
factors, incÌuding such things as the physicar layout of the

2The use of cognitive-developmental theory in this research isto provide reasonable guidelin"s- to indicate'trow ãrtifar"r, d.ifferaccording to age. Thé debates in the riteratur" -råg."ding 
thespecificity of the -theory are informative, but not critical forthis research. For detailLd discussiátt 

"r the empirical- support ofcognitive-developmentar theory, refer to: chaprnån, l-988; Flaverr,1'993; osherson and Markman; aña uzgiris and Hünt ,' :'õez.



courtroom and the number of people present during testimony
also influence child witnesses.

Cognitive-Developmental Theory

Píaget's theory of deveropment outrines when and how
devel0pment occurs. He states that deveropment fo110ws
universal patterns, although the rate of progress can differ
among individuals. As I{adsworth explains, lrpiaget
conceptualized deveropment as a continuous process aJ_ong a
continuumt (1989'.24). A chird gains experience through
activity, and. it is with activity that a chird constructs his
or her knowledge.

Piaget organized cognitive and affective growth into four
deveropmentar stages: (1) sensori-motor intelligence, a9e o

Eo 2 years ì (2) pre-operationar thought, age 2 to 7 years; (3)
concrete operations, age 7 to r-1 years; and (4) formal
operations, açfe 11- to 15 years (wadsworth, 1989). The ages
assigned to each stage are not fixed, but each stage must be
compì-eted before progress is made to the next stage. Each of
Piagret's four stages is equalry irnportant and relevant to our
underst,anding of chirdren. However, for the purposes of this
study, stages three and four wirr be emphasized, as the
rnajority of the present sampr-e are from this age range.

10



rn the first stage of cognitive devel0pment, sensori-
motor interligence, chir-dren experience their worrd in a
r!- -.perceptual, action-oriented, nonverbal fashionf,
(Garbarino, scott & Facurty of the Erikson ïnstitute,
L989:16). During this period, chirdren.develop the abirity to
recognize peopre and objects. Also, they start to understand
causality on a very basic leveI. That is, they begin to
realize that a specific action wirr cause a specific
consequence. For exampre, a nudge with a foot may make a
pillow move (yarmey, LgTg). sensori-motor development is the
foundation of a child's cognitive deveroprnent, and. any further
development occurs from the achievements made in this fi_rst
stage- children Ín the sensori-motor stage generarry do not
have the abírity to speak yet, and thus cannot provide
testimony in a courtroom- As there are not any
victirn/witnesses from this age group participating in the
courtroom, this stage wirl not be discussed in detair.

The stage of pre-operational thought is
many developmental advances. Children begin
to comprehend and control their environment.
children begin to develop a relationshÍp with

characterized by

to find nel¡¡ trays

Pre-operational

the environment

1_L



that is primarily mentar, rather than physicar (as it is in
the sensori-motor stage). There are two children from the
sample for this study who fall into this category, both girls.
However, it is important to point out that there are children
who were abused at the pre-operational age but who did not
disclose or enter the crininal justice system untir they were
older. From this sample, 23 cases, Lg girls and 4 boys, had.

incident dates indicating victimization in this developmental
period.

coqnition- pre-operationar chirdrensr reasoning is
prelogical or semilogicar. For instance, they have difficurty
understanding that the inherent properties of objects (rength,
weight, number, vorurne) do not change despite changes in
spatiar orientation. They focus on perceptualry sarient
features, rather than the context as a whole (Garbarino et
ar-, 1989). This has irnplications for a chitd in courtr âs
detairs of an event rnay not be remembered. For exampre, in
a F.v.c. case, a young chird testified about a family
acquaintance abusíng her. The defense rawyer questioned the
child on details like the clothing she hras wearing and the
weather at the tíme of the abuse. No matter how many cues
were offered to the chird, she could not place her memories in
this sort of context. young chirdren tend to focus on
particular aspects of a situation, thus non-salient features,
such as clothing and weather, flay not be remembered.
unfortunatery, these rnissing pieces of a memory can be used by

L2



the defense to argue that the chird is unreriable. Thís
li¡nitation praces pre-operat,ionar children at a disadvantage
in court because witnesses who remernber both central_ and
peripheral details tend to be believed more (perry and
Wrightsman, l-991_) . Pre-operational children are also
incapable of reasoning successfulry about sequences of events
(I'Iadsworth, 1989). An understanding of the dimension of time
and the ordering of events in a chronorogicar fashíon are
usuarry beyond their ability. For example, young children
tend to find it, difficurt to conceptualize time as having a
past and a sequence, and understanding tirne as a unit of
measurement to gauge how 10ng an event lasted (Garbarino et
â1., l-989). This difficulty was irlustrated in a F.v.c. case
during direct examination. The crown attorney asked the chird
how rong the accused had fondled her genital area. The child
responded with an ansltrer of ten minutes. The crown then had
the child sit and watch the second hand on the clock, to help
her to concretize time. The child, after doing this exercise,
changed her estimate to two minutes. perry and !{rightsman
(1-991) report that chíldren under the age of eight tend to be

better at reporting events as having occurred in reration to
a routine part of their daily rives, like just before bed or
during a television show.

Therefore, adurts must be carefur not to use adurt
standards of reference, like tine, without understanding how

the child defines them. The stringent rules applied to court

13



evidence to be ordered and sequential is not appropriate for
chirdren. Most young children need special attention to
accommodate their developmental lever. For example, defense
lawyers often focus on a feature rike tine to demonstrate a

chird's unreliabirity. But, no matter how many times a child
is asked to order the events according to time, the child will
not be able to do sor as it is beyond most pre-operational
children's cognitive abilities. child witnesses should not be
disberieved sinpry because they do not understand adurt
concepts. The evidence of the victin is crucial to a caser âs
child sexual abuse cases often rery solely on the childrs
account. corroboration, such as r¡¡itnesses or physical
evidence of the abuse are not conmon (Goodman, Taub, Jones,
Eng1and, Port, Rudy & prado I Lggz).

rn terrns of memory, pre-operationar chir_dren tend to
perform better on recognition tests than they do on recalr
tests ([rladsworth, ]-989). Irlhire even very young chirdren (4-s
years ord) have performed as well as adurts on recogrnition
memory tasks, their ability to recall events is much more
limited (ceci, Togria & Ross I L}BT). Further, as they tend to
focus on sarient features of an event, they do not remember

many details. This rimitation is significant for the chird
who must testify in court as the questioning that is directed
at the child requÍres recarr abirity. Recognition tasks are
rarery used. Therefore, children often need assistance to
recall events. Acknowledging that children have rimitations
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is necessary in ord.er for child ad.vocates to develop effective
methods of investigation. rdentifying areas where children
may have weaknesses should not reduce their credibility; it
should motivate the adults to find vrays to accommodate and

account for these potential factors.
chirdren sometimes make farse statements without

consciously lying. This can be for reasons of fear,
immaturity, poor probrern-solving skirls or suggestibirity
(Sas , L99L). Research also indicates that children fabricate
even when they know the difference between a rie and a

truthfur statement. This is particurarly true when the
statement directly relates to a behaviour (Bussey, Lee &

Grimbeek, L993). For example, a young child may rie to avoid.
getting ín trouble after breaking a lamp. The anticipated
punishment for truthfurness can induce children to rie. This
is relevant to courtroom research because often children are
threatened with punishment if they do not compry with adult's
orders. Therefore, children are susceptibre to being coerced
into making farse arlegations or threatened into denying
something happened. rnterestingry, Bussey et, ar (l_993) point
out that, children's farse statements were mostly a reaction to
an event that occurred. From this, it can be specurated that
if children were to rie about sexual abuse, they are more

likely to deny abuse happened, rather than fabricate a farse
allegation. Further, there is little empirical evidence to
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support the claim that children have a propensity for false
allegations to a third party (Bussey et aI., 1993).

Children, particularly young children, seem to be more

susceptible to rnisleading questions, leading questions and

subtre hints than adul-ts (King & yuirre I LgB6) . Irlhen

questioned on events they do not remember, young chirdren can

become confused and feer pressured to provide an ansvrer.

Leading questions can provide the information to firr in the
gaps of their memory, easing the pressure put on them to
provide detaired testimony. Therefore, court personner must

be very careful with the type of cues they offer young

chirdren. This issue will be consid.ered in more depth in the
stages to folIow.

Langruaqe. During the pre-operational- stage, chirdren
acquire the use of languager âs they now have the ability to
mentarry and verbarry symbolize their environment. They

deverop the ability to represent objects and events through
the use of symbors and signs. This is referred to as
tsymboric representation' and enables children to imitate
things they have experienced (I{adsworth, 1989). I¡Ihi1e their
language is rapidly deveJ-oping, it remains rimited. For

example, they may interpret questions differently than adurts.
This is due in rarge part to young chirdren's concrete style
of thinking whereby they rerate ideas in terms of things they
can see or that are tangibre. For exampre, a young witness
who is asked ttDid Bob hurt you nrhen he touched you?rr might
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think that the person asking the question is asking if she was

physically damaged in any way. Therefore, the child may

respond in the negative (if they were not physicalty damaged),

which will rninimize the allegation somewhat. The person

asking the question, oD the other hand, may be asking about

the impact of the sexual touch, in both physical and ment,al

terms.

The egocentrism that is characteristic of pre-operat,ional

children may affect their communícation. They tend to answer

questions in a simple and direct manner, not providing detairs
or explanations (Yarrney, LgTg). This places young chirdren at
a disadvantage in the courtroom. rf the adurt questioning

them does not make an effort to elicit detailed testimony, by

asking many questions and providing cues, the chirdren may

appear to be unreliable.

Affect. The stage of pre-operationar thought is the time

when children learn to name and then describe their feerings.
They can rerate to others by sharing feelings about themserves

using ranguage. However, young childreR are typically unavrare

of the nature of their emotions. Harris and olthof (LgBz)

point out that children tend to focus on the emotion-arousing

situation, not on their mentar states. For exarnpre, if during
an argument with a peer a chil-d is called a derogatory name

that triggers an abuse-related memory, the chird is rikery Èo

react to the name, perhaps by reaving the situation. The

child wirl probably not connect the word and the feeling.
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Analogousry, if a defense rawyer uses words that trigger an

emotion-laden memory, the chird may respond by not answering

any more questions.

Although young children have the capability to display
pretend emotions through verbal, behaviorar or facial
reactions and can identífy which emot.ionar reactions are

appropriate in a given social situation, they cannot conceive

that in a given situation they can have two distinctry
different emotions at the same time (Harris & orthof I Lga2).

For example, shildren who have been sexualry abused are often
caught in a confusing emotional struggre. They may both rove

and hate the abuser and have great diff.icurty making sense of
these conflicting emotions. rn court, these children are

vurnerabre to defense rawyers' strategies of inducing guirt or
confusion with questions like, rryou rove your daddy donrt
you?rr.

Pre-operational children have difficurty thinking of rtrays

to change theír emot,ions in distressing situations; they see

changing their behaviour as the only solution (Harris, 19g9).

However, in a situation from which they cannot physicarly
remove themserves, they may turn to a mental- escaper so they
can intellectually remove thernselves from the traumatic event
(Hartman & Burgess I L9B9). Three types of these survivar
strategies are dissociation, deniar and projection. Through

dissociation, chirdren excrude the feerings associated with a

traumatic event from their consciousness. Denial is the
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refusar to recogrníze that an upsetting event or feelingr has

occurred. Projection is the abílity to attribute unacceptable

unconscious tendencíes to an object or another person (cramer,

LeeL, .

Young chirdren are capabre of using these survivar
strategies, though in generar they exist in a rirnited and

mechanicar way during the pre-operational stage. For exampre,

denial in early childhood can consist of the child falring
asleep in an attempt to deny the traumatic st,imuli (Kagan,

1988). rn earry childhood, projection is manifested in
physiorogicar responses. For instance, a young chiì-d wtro has

been sexually abused often displays physical symptoms tike
stomach aches, vomiting, appetite changes, constipation and

bed-wetting (Hartman & Burg'ess, 1999). As chirdren get order,
they become capable of projecting on an intelrectuar rever.

The above three survival strategies wirr be discussed in
more detaír in the forrowing stages, âs it is predominantly

order children who exhibit sophisticated forms of them. But,

it is important to note at this point that survivar strategies
can affect the role of young children as witnesses. Even ress

sophisticated forms of denial and dissociation can affect the
ability of children to remember d.etairs of traumatic events
(Singer, l-990) . This may cause them to appear to be

unreliable and less credible while testifying.
Moraritv. The pre-operationar child,s growing ability to

respond to otherst feerings and appreciat,e standards
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contributes to the development of moral reasoning. However,

at this stage, the childts understanding of morality ís based

on the most salient aspects of a situation. The pre-

operational childts reasoning is 'pre-moral' (Kohlbetgt Levein

& Hewer, 1983). Rules are obeyed out of fear of authority,
rather than out of mutual respect. Rules and social

expectations are seen as external to the self (Grusec and

Lytton, 1988).

Young children have distinct concêpts of punishment and

authority, and act to avoid punishment from authority. Most

children of this age adhere to adult authority and accept an

authority's opinion as valid and correct. This tendency is
often exploited by abusers who force children to keep silent

by threatening severe punishment. These threats are perceived

as reality by young children who cannot distinguish between

the logical and the inpossible. AIso, abusers often can

convince children that abuse is normal and commonplace, as

they do not have adequate experience to evaluate the situation

in any other way.

Pre-operational children, being highly egocentric, are

primarily concerned with fulfilling their ovrn needs and tend

to disregard the effects of their actions upon others. They

make moral judgements based on the consequences of an act,

rather than on the intentions of the actor. For example, they

may lie in order to protect a loved one or to avoid perceived

punishment. If a person who lies is not punished, the lie is
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not seen as morally hrrong. Furthermore, whatever an adult
says is true must be truer âs children judge lies to be vrhat

authority says are lies (Vüadsworth, 1989).

As witnesses, pre-operational children are vul-nerable to
adult authority and may say what they think adults want to
hear and accept what adults say to them. Their dependence on

adults makes them vuLnerable to suggestion and leading
questions (Yarrney, L979'). For example, if a young childrs
testimony from the prelirninary hearing to a tríal changes,

defense lawyers may charlenge hin or her with the question
[Are you lying no!ìr, or did you lie earlier?rr The child is
likely to believe that this is indeed a lie, âs a discrepancy

does exist in the testimony and an authority figure Ís
identifying it as a lie. The childrs inconsistency, however,

may be due to the effect of time on memory and cognition
(Perry & wrightsman, l-991). As chirdren's morar understanding

of events becomes more sophisticated, they wilr be better able

to decipher the intentions and expectations of others.

The Stage of Concrete Operations (7-l-l_ years)

Children typíca1ty enter the third stage of development

at approximatery the same tirne that they enter the school

system, an environment that facilitates their cognitive
deveropment. significant cognitive gains have been made by
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the time a child enters this stage that allow the development

of the new abilities described in this section.

There are 33 child witnesses from the sample for this

study who fall into this category, 25 girls and I boys.

However, it is important to note that although some children

may be in the concrete operational stage when they are called

to testífy as witnesses, the abuse they experienced may Ìrave

happened when they vrere in an earlier stage. Therefore, their

ability to recall events may be limited to the cognitive

skills that v¡ere available to them at the time of the event's

occurrence. From this sample, 34 cases, 29 girls and 5 boys,

had incídent dates indicating victirnization in this

developmental period (writer's calculation) .

Cognition. During the concrete operational stagie,

children become increasingly able to apply simple logic to

concrete problems requiring an understanding of conservation,

seriation (ordering objects by size) and classification. The

problem-solving of concrete operational children, hor/ever, is
lirnited to concrete (real, observable) objects and events that
they have experienced personally. They are not yet equipped

to handle abstract or hypothetical situations (Perry and

!{rightsman, 1991). Despite their cognitive advances, concrete

operational children may continue to focus their attention on

salient features of an event and thus not remember non-salient

features.
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For example, in a F.V.C. case, a nine year old child
testified during the prelininary hearing that the accused had

no pants on at the time of the offence. During the trial,

however, the child said that the accused had his pants down

and around his ankles. The child may have been confused as to

where the accused had his pants because during the alleged

abuse she may have been focusing on a different feature, Iike

Èhe accusedts face, rather than on his clothing.
Nevertheless, the defense lawyer focused on this inconsistency

to argue that the child was an unrel-iable v¡itness.

Since concrete operational children have a more logical

understanding of cause and effect relationships than pre-

operational children, they can predict more accurately the

impact and ramifications of events and are able to provide

correct reasoning for the problems they solve (lrladsworth,

1989). They can reflect on their own thought processes and

make inferences based on reasoning about what they know must

be true, not what they perceive at the moment (Garbarino et

â1., 1989). Their declining egocentrism is seen in their
growing social perspective-taking ability.

While thinking at this stage Ís operational (i.e.,

Iogical), it remains tied to concrete experience. The

concrete operational child has difficulty thinking beyond

rrwhat isr to rrwhat could be. rr For example, child witnesses

are often asked |tI{hy didn't you run away from the abuser?rl

Concrete operational children have difficulty specutating on
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vthy they did not react a certaín qray and anshrer a question

like this with a response like rrl just didn't.rr Responses

like this can make them appear uncooperative or confused

during testimony. concrete operational chirdren may also
become defensive when their actions are chalrenged because

they knew the abuse !üas $¡rong, but at the same time they could
not think of alternatives. Most concrete operational chitdren
see compliance and avoidance as their only options (Driver,
1989). chirdren who come across as uncooperative, confused or
defensive are vulnerabre to the defense rawyerrs attempt to
have them deemed unreliable.

Memory improves as cognition develops. This improvement

is faciritated by children,s increasing ability to organize

and solve problems as perception becomes de-centred.
Metacognitive development is an avrareness and understanding of
one's own thinking processes and children rearn that
strategies, such as rehearsing and categorizing, can aid
memory and performance on recall and recognition memory tasks
(Harris, 1993). These abilities assist the chird in giving
accurate testimony based on recall.

However, the child witness's cognitive deveropment that
occurs throughout the process of hearing the case can

sometimes cast doubt on their credibirity. As the court
process can take up to two years, there ís a considerable

amount of time for the child to rearn. The things the chird
rearns, incruding what constitutes good evidence and what
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adults expect, affects their recall. For example, a child's
first statement to the police often differs considerably from

the testimony given during the court trial (BaIa et â1.,

1991). While these differences can be a function of normal

development, the defense lawyer usually attributes these

differences to inconsistency, deeming the child unreliable.
Accuracy is an important requirement that is central to

legal investigations. Not surprisingly, there has been a

strong focus in the literature on the reliability of children

as witnesses and their susceptibility to suggestion or

misleading questions (see Ceci & Ross, L987; Goodman, 1,984ì

Pipe, Gee & Irfilson, 1993). The research on the veracity of

childrents testimony focuses on children's abilíty to give

evidence. Pipe et aI. (1-993) found that when children are

asked to describe somethJ-ng that has happened using free
recall (no prompting), little information is spontaneously

offered, but the information is typicalty very accurate.

Further, Batterman-Faunce and Goodman (l-993) found that young

children report less information then older children or

adults. These researchers also found that the younger

chíIdren's information was accurate, just incomplete.

The legal process, however, requires details in order for
allegations to be assessed. Free recall is therefore not

likely to be a satisfactory method by which to obtain

children's testimony. Methods of eliciting details without

prejudicing the rights of the accused must be found.
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Typically, the methods used involve verbal and non-verbal

cues. Horarever, the effectiveness and limitations of ttreses

cues must be considered. These retrieval techniques may

increase the amount of detailed information at the expense of

accuracy. But, if details are necessary, cues must be given

in order to stimulate their reporting of (Salnritz & Snyder,

L9931. A resolution must be found as to what is considered

leading and what is necessary in order to elicit accurate and

detailed testimony. Unfortunately, the research on this issue

does not draw any fírm conclusions or offer any guidelines,

but does offer insight.

Verba1 cues involve specific types of prornpting to

retrieve memories. Children are asked questions such as illrlhat

happened first?rr and ttO.K., he closed the door and then what

did he do?rr, which relate directly to a specific event. These

types of questions are frequently used in court but can be

considered rfleading in naturerr (Batterman-Faunce & Goodman,

1993). In other words, the question suggests the answer that

is sought. An example of a blatant leading question is, rrHe

took your clothes off, didntt he?rr Leading questions should

be avoidedr âs they can result in fabrication or

misrepresentation (Goodman & Clarke-Stewart, 1991) . ChiJ-clren,

as v¡ell- as adu1t,s, hây change their reports as a resuJ-t of
:

Ieading questioning (Batterman-Faunce & Goodman, L993).

Research shows that childrents accuracy and

suggestibility is not an age-reÌated personality trait
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determined solely by cognitive maturity. Rather, it seems to
be context dependent (Batterman-Faunce & Goodman, 1993). The

context includes the topic to be discussed, how safe the child
feels and the general physical environment. Therefore,

children's testimony may be facilitated or impaired by the

courtroom environment

For example, sexual abuse victirns are required to talk
about sensitive, traumatizíng and embarrassing events.

Saywitz, Goodman, Nicholas and Moan (1-991) conducted a study

that tested children's memories about a physical examination

that either involved or did not involve genital touch. They

found that older children in the non-genital examination group

offered more detailed informatíon than the younger children in
the same group. However, the older children in the genital
examination group reported the same inforrnation as did the
younger children in the same group. This suggests that memory

ability alone does not determine accuracy and detail.
Emotions like embarrassment, for exampÌe, can also play a

roIe.

Non-verbal cues ínclude the use of props, Iike
anatomically correct dolls and diagrams, to retrieve
information. Pipe et al. (L993) state that non-verbal cues

are effective because they can replicate more of the original
incident than verbal cues can. For example, showing a young

child a doll with a penis and having her act out what happened

may be easier than asking questions like rrVthat did you see?rl
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and rrltlhere did he touch you?rt Children tend to be better at
acting out what happened rather than verbally descríbing it.
Nevertheress, adurts must remain cautious because non-verbal

cues can decrease the accuracy of a report. chj-ldren have

vivid imaginations and moders or toys may prompt them to enact

incidents other than those from the event in question (Goodman

& Aman, 1990)

Concret,e operational children are somewhat less
susceptibre to suggestibility than pre-operationar chirdren.
This is due in rarge part to their being ress questioning of
their os/n memories and becoming more proficient at noticing
and internarizing rerevant features of the environment

(Duggan, Aubrey, Doherty, Isquith, Levine & Schneiner, 1999).

Pre-operational chirdren often agree with adurts in a given

situation, but concrete operationar chirdren are more likely
to challenge authority (Goodnan & crarke-stewart, l-991-) . lrrhen

childrents memories for an event are good, they may be less
susceptible to rnisleading inforrnation. I{hÍle these

achievements do not completely eliminate concrete operational
childrents suggestibitity, older chirdren are more accurate

than younger children in their recall and better at resisting
suggestions (Goodman & Clarke-Stewart, LggL).

Lanquagie. As children become capabre of concrete operations,
sociarized speech deverops and they start to use speech to
communicate with peers and others (wadsworth, 19g9). concrete
operational children are beconing decreasingly egocentric and
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are beginning to understand that in order to express
themselves effectively, they must take into account the needs
and interests of the risteners (Harris & orthof , L9B2). Their
ability to pay attention and refrect on the J_anguage they are
using enables them to communicate about the past and the
futurer ês well as the here and now.

The cognitive achievements of the concrete operational
stage facilitate the development of verbal communication
(Garton, 1'992) - For exarnpre, these chirdren can seguence
events from first to last, understand the concept of time,
solve conservation and reversibirity problems, and understand
rerational terms rike rmore and r-essr and rsame and
different- tt They can remember and construct the past using
references to sequences of events and time. Therefore, they
can explain and describe events i_n more detail than pre_
operational children.

Despite decreasing egocentrism and cognitive advances,
concrete operational children do make assumptions that inhibit
communication. concrete operational children may assume that
the listener can understand thern even when their message is
unclear. often, concrete operational children answer simpre
and concrete questions and give reasonable and factual
responses, but tend not to expand on an answer. rrAs far as he
or she is concerned., the answers are sufficient and fully
understandable as statedr (yarmey | L979:2oo). This can
present difficulties for children who testify as wítnesses
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because they give their evidence with the confidence that
their story is being heard as they mean it to be.

An example of this difficurty was seen in a F.v.c. case

invorving two young witnesses, aged nine and ereven, who were

very withdrawn and appeared embarrassed. The crown attorney,
during direct examination, had each child go through the
events of the abuse step-by-step. The crown specificalry
asked rrDid he touch you anlnøhere?, and the chirdren answered

in fulr detail. The defense, during cross-examination, had

the children go through the same step-by-step recorlection,
but did not ask the children if they v/ere touched. The

children failed to incrude the arlegations of the touches on

their ov¡n, possibly due to embarrassment and the assumption

that because they had said it once they did not need to say it
again. The defense successfurry argued that the children did
not mention the touches in the cross-examination because the
touches never happened. young children tend to betíeve that
adults arready knornr the ansv¡ers to the questions they ask
them. As a result, the children r¡¡ilI drastically lirnit their
responses or not respond at a1l, assuming the adult can firl
in the empty spaces (Garbarino et af., 1989) .

rf children are to be treated fairly in court, the adults
must be sure that the children understand the purpose of the
inquiry and the meaning of the guestions. rnterviewing should
take the form of question and answer exchanges, in which
children are given tine to explain themselves (Garbarino et
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al., l-989), and adurts must ask questions using ranguage the
child understands. euestions that are complex or wordy can

lead to faurty evidence, while simpre questions read to good

evidence (Garbarino et al., l-989). Examples of good questions
are: ItDid he touch you anywhere?, and rrhlhere did he touch
you?rr whire poor questions would be: ilDid he attempt to make

physicar contact with you?, and. rDid he bother you?r The

words rrmake physicat contact* or rbotherrr may mean different
things to the child and the adurt asking the question. For
instance, a child nay think that rbotherr means annoy, whereas

the adurt is using it to refer to sexuar abuse. Therefore,
questions should be direct and. without comprex sentence
structure.

concrete operational children, Ìike pre-operationar
children, have a desire to please adults (Goodrnan & clarke-
stewart I LggL) but, if carefully interviehred., they can be

capable witnesses (yuirler 19BB). cl_arification of the
meaning of a childrs response can be achieved through
reflection of the content using age-appropriate languag,e

(i.e., hrords, sentence structure and meaning that children are
capabre of understanding). A child who remains silent
forlowing a question or who gives an awkward response, should
be given another opportunity to anshrer the question in a

reworded form. The childrs answer should be repeated and the
child shourd be asked if that is v¡hat he or she means.
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Affect. As egocentrism declines and sociar perspective-
taking ability increases, concrete operational children become

better at reading how others feer and how others think about
them. They deverop the ability to understand why states of
feerings change in others. Àrso, they come to understand that
peopre can have two distinct and even opposing emot,ions in a

given situation (vtadsworth, 19g9). For example, the child who

both loves and hates her abusive step-father realizes that
these confricting emotions are normal and understandabre.

chirdrents growing sensitivity refrects on themserves, as

well. They are more forgiving of their ohrn mistakes and

nisjudgrments. Their sources of self-esteem become more

integrated. The acquisition of cognitive and task-oriented
skills contríbute to deveroping feelings of v¡elr-being, pride,
and self-esteem (Harris, i-989). Their rapidly developing
metacognitive skílIs help thern to understand what constÍtutes
regitimate praise; they are not easily foored by false
encouragement. As their self-esteem is Íncreasingly
vurnerabre to the opiníons and judgements of others, they may

v¡ant to prease adurts and wilr try to live up to adurtrs
expectations (Garbarino et ar., 1989). rn the case of chird
witnesses, it is the writer's experience that an especialry
aggressive defense rawyer can often successfutly confuse and

mislead even older children, as they do not want to charrenge
the authority before them. Also, abusers may threaten harm to
others if the chird discroses threats to which concrete
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operatíonal children are vulnerabre due to the deveropment, of
guírt (Harris, 1999). Abused children, therefore, are
typicalry vulnerabre to pressure by adurts to keep silent or
to recant their disclosures. !{hen a child discloses
abuse, it can be a painful and perhaps embarrassing time,
especially if the adults react with shock and. disberief. This
reaction is more likety to occur when the accused is a known

family member (Goodman et aI., Lgg2). such cases constitute
a majority of reported chird sexual abuse cases in the F.v.c.
in winnipeg (urseI , Lggz') . The adults, reaction may read a

chird to not report or eventuarry recant a report if the
consequences of telling seem $rorse than the consequences of
being abused again (Goodrnan I Lgg4). rn fact, discrosure can

be harder to dear with than keeping the secret because whíre
an abused chird has only to manage the information privatery,
with disclosure other peopre's reactions must be processed as

welr. Aggressive and demanding defense lawyers may exploit
this situation by suggesting that the arlegations wirr hurt
others in an attempt to induce guilt and a recanting of the
original allegation.

By the end of the stage of concrete operations, children
are abre to identify emotions in a comprex fashíon, J-inking
specific situations to emotionar reactions. They understand
s¡hy behaviorar and physiological reactions accompany their
emotions and can go beyond the emotion-arousing situation to
think about their conscíous mentar states (Harris & olthof,
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L982) - For exampre, chÍrdren who break down during seemingry
non-threatening questioning can identify why they reacted the
way they did.

Recent research indícates that the positioning of the
accused can have a paramount effect on the childrs being abre
to testify openty and confidently (sas, LggL). Goodman et ar.
(L992) found that children had a difficutt time testifying
when the accused h¡as in the room with then. As concrete
operationar chirdren are abre to connect their feerings to
events, they protect themselves in court. For example, a
chil-d who knows that the presence of ttre accused witl silence
then can request a screen to brock the accuser from sight
(though the use of innovative procedures should not be the
responsibility of the child).

The abitíty to identify mental states arrows chirdren to
deverop cognitive strategies to change their emotionar
reactions (Harris, Lggg). concrete operational children
understand that they can change their emotions in distressing
situations and that they can hide their feerings from others.
rn other words, they have rearned that they can change their
emotional state deliberately (Harrís, 1989). The strategies
that heLp concrete operationar chirdren cope with trauma
incrude dissociation and denial, which appear in increasingry
sophisticated forms (Hartrnan & Burgess, r_989). Through
dissociation, the traumatic experience and its associated
emotions are excruded from consciousness. For exampre, during
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an abusive event, a chitd may focus on the window in her
bedroom, which alrows her to concentrate on an object (the
window), whire shutting the physical act and the feerings she

is experiencing out of ah¡areness. DÍssociation can prevent
the anxiety, fear, ançter, sadness, depression, hatred,
hopelessness, shame and guilt that accompany sexual abuse

(Kagan, 19Bg) from being turned towards the serf in the form
of self-blame and self-loathing (Singer, 1990).

Dissociation can, however, be maradapt,ive. First, the
child uses a great deal of psychic energy to repress
frightening thoughts, feerings, and experiences. second.,

important aspects of an experience are forgotten as they are
repressed. This void in the memory can disrupt concepts of
causality and timer âs werr as sequences of events. For
example, a child who focuses on an object, during abusive
episodes may have a difficurt tirne answering questions about
how long he or she was touched and the particurar actions that
occurred detairs that are often required in order for the
testimony to be d.eemed rel-iabre and credible. Although some

repressed infornation can be recalLed with repeated retrieval
and rehearsal efforts, affect often remains repressed, rrwith

the resuÌt that [chirdren] have good memory for factuar
details of distressing events but rittre or no avrareness of
the emotions that presunabry accompanied these eventsrl
(Singer, 1990:20).
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with regard to children's testimony, recarr of affect can

be critical because it offers an explanation of why a chird
act,ed a certain way. For example, a child may continue to
have contact with the abusive adult because she is scared she

will be hurt if she does not. rf the child does not recarl
trer fear, a defense lawyer could try to argTue that there was

consensual interaction. Arso, blocking affect is incongruent

with the stereotype of a victin. A chird witness may present

as cold and unfeeling. If court personnel (iudge, iury and

rawyers) beríeve that an abused child shourd be ernotionally
distraught, they may not find the witness credibre. rt is
important that court personnel under.stand that a chirdrs
behaviour may berie his or her emoti-onal state (Garbarino et
al., 1989) .

Denial, the second major survival strategy of the
concrete operational stage, can take two forms. The first
form will be explained in full here. The second will be

emphasized in the description of stage four presented belorar,

as it is a more sophisticated form conmon in adolescents. rn
its first form, deniat refers to a refusal to perceive rearity
by avoiding, distorting, or not seeing an event (cramer,

1-991) . For exampre, a child who is being sexuaJ-ry abused by

her mother may be unabl-e to aùnit that her own mother would

really hurt her, as this would mean that her rnother does not
realry love her and that her mother may be taken ahray.

Minirnization, a component of deniar, is the process of
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berittring the significance of an anxiety-arousing event so it
does not, seem so horribre (cramer, 1991). A chird may

minimize her abuse with statements rike, rshe didnrt touch me

for very longr rr rr moved and accidentarry sat on her hand, rt or
rrshe was just washing me realry good., clearly, denial can

have a direct impact on chirdren's ability to provide
testimony because they may not be abre to provide the details
necessary for the crown to prove t,o the judge that the abuse

occurred.

Morality. The deveropment of moral varues is tinked to
affective developmenti as chirdren experience feelings, they
question and redefine the values that give rise to their
feelings (Damon, i-9g8). concrete operational chitdren
typically dispray conventionar morarity (Kohrberg et êr.,
1983). Being less egocentric and more socially a$¡are than
they lrere in the pre-operationar stage, they learn to make

their ohrn moral evaluations such that they begin to reason
about the tcorrectnesst or rincorrectnessr of actions and the
effects of their actions on others. Mutual respect and true
cooperation develop (lrladsworth, 1999) .

However, the morality of concrete operatíonar chirdren is
bound by societar norms. rn this stage, chirdren strive to
folrow the rules raid out by authorities and value social
conformity. They learn that the raw is important and morality
is equated with uphording the law because i-t maintains social
order (Yarmey, 1979). Having identified with or internalized
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the rules and expectations of others, concrete operational

children view doing onets duty as moral behaviour (Grusec and

Lytton, 1988). This belief has both positive and negative

ramifications for children as witnesses. On the one hand, it

hetps children to be good witnesses because they bel-ieve that

they should teIl the truth. On the other hand, this belief

may lead chitdren not to disclose abuse following an adult's

instruction to protect the family.

There has been an increased acknowledgement of the

special needs of child witnesses and their understanding of

adult definitions of morality. For example, recent

Iegislation qualifies children under the age of fourteen to be

witnesses without having to take an oath (Hurley et âI.,

1_988). Unsworn testimony is permitted after a judge is

satisfied that the child can communicate effectivelY, can

understand the d.ifference between telling the truth and

telling a lie, and can appreciate the necessity of telling the

truth in court. These requirements can be tested by

questioning a child ín an age-appropriate manner. For

instance, while it would not be appropriate for a judge to ask

a young child to give a definition of truth, the judge can ask

the chitd a question like rrlf I told you that your mother is

not in the room, would I be telling the truth?tt Most children

aS young as three or four can answer questions posed in this

way (Garbarino et â1., 1989). Relying on guestions that deal

with concrete concepts (rather than abstract concepts like
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definitions and colour) can ensure that the child has the

cognitive capacity to understand the question.

For concrete operational children, intentj-ons weigh

heavily in judgements of others. For examP1e, an individual

breaking an object intentionally is seen as less moral than

the same individual breaking the same object accidentally

(Grusec and Lytton, 1988). Intention is also taken into

account by children when assessing lies (Wadsworth, 1989). A

lie is seen as any declaration a person makes t'hat is not in

accordance with objective facts. The greater the díscrepancy

between the declaration and the objective facts, the more

serious the lie is considered to be. Concrete operational

children distinguish between telling the truth and 1yin9, and

between embetlishing and fabricating. A lie is d.efÍned as an

intentionally fatse statement, and is seen as lfrong even if it

goes undetected and unpunished. According to the concrete

operational child, punishment for intentionally doíng

something \ÁIrong should 'fit the crime'. As concrete

operational children tend to have a clear concept of what

honesty is, they can usually understand what an oath is,

enabling them to give sworn testj-mony. This is helpful

because svtorn testimony still carries far more weight in court

than unsworn testimony (Hurley et aI., l-988).
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In the fourth stage' forrnal operations' children reacÏr

theirhighestlevelofcognitivedevelopment.Thereare43
chitd witnesses, 39 girls and 4 boys' from the sample for this

study that falr into this category- This stage has the

majorityofthechildrenfronrthesarnple.Itisimportantto

keepinrnindthatmanyoftheseolderchildrenaretestifying
aboutabusethathappenedtothemyearsago.Whenincident

datesoftheabuseareusedtoclassifywitnesses,52children
are included in this category ' 48 qlrtls and 4 boys (writer's

calculation) '
Cognition.Thisstageischaracterízed,byscientific

reasoning, generation and testing of hypotheses' and true

understanding of causation. Formar operationar thinkers can

reason about propositions' formulate hypotheses and solve

problemsmentallyusingabstractlogic.(Wadsworttr,]-989).At

first,forrnaloperationalchildrenhavead'ifficulttime
combining logic and pragmatism' By approximately age fifteen'

they rearn that they cannot judge worrdry experiences by logic

alone and become more practical and realistic'

They also have more control over their attention span'

beingabletornaintainselectiveattentiontorelevant
information' The ability to pay attention and concentrate

faciritates memory, which helps a chird provid'e more detaired

testimony'Unfortunately'muchoftheresearchonthememory

ofchildabusevictimsisnotbasedonsituationsthatare
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equivalent in irnpact to sexual abuse. It is during this stage

that childrents thinking most closely resembles that of

adults. Memory skills are wetl-developed, informatíon is

efficiently organized into categories and remembered over

time. The development of these abilities is facilitated by an

understanding of seriation (ordering objects by size),

metamemory skills (an awareness and understanding of onets ohln

memory process), and increasingly diverse experience. As

memory is a construction of what is remembered and what is

understood at different stages of cognitive development,

memory emerges in a new forrn at this stage (Yarmey I L979).

As formal operational children are increasingly able to

analyze an adult's intentions, they are less susceptible to

suggestion and leading questions than younger children. In

fact, by the age of eleven, children vtere found to be no more

vulnerable to suggestion than adults (CoIe & Loftus I Lg87).

But, they are still children, and are hampered by their age

and inexperience. children who are highly aroused by stress

or fear are also more susceptible (Goodnan & Clarke-Stewart,

1991). For example, a defense lawyer Íalho appears to be kind

and supportive may be trying to manipulate the child into

altering t,estimony. Even formal operational children may be

deceived by sophisticated lega1 strategies. O1der children

remain vulnerable to defense lawyers' attempts to discredit

them (BaIa et aI., 1-991). On the other hand, if adolescents

believe that the adult questioning them is not on their side,
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they can become defensive and unresponsive (Garbarino et â1.,

1989). This makes them appear to be unreliable and, thus, not

credible.

As rnentioned earlierr suggestibility is context

dependent, not an inherent trait conmon to alJ. chiJ-dren.

Ttrerefore, there must be ways to decrease childrents

vulnerability to leading questions and to interrogate them

without using leading questions. The literature offers

insight into this issue, though not any conclusive data.

Saywitz and Snyder (1993) point out that the programs designed

to prepare children for court are rarely empirically based.

Rather, they are based on anecdotal accounts and clinical

suggestions. The work of Sas (1991-) is an exception to this

but it is li¡nited because it does not test the effects of

preparation on memory performance. Empiricat testing is

necessary to distinguish between what is preparation and what

is coaching.

The literature does consistently outline conditions under

which children are most accurate and least suggestible. one

of the first requirements is to warn children that there may

be questions that are confusing or difficult to answer and

that it is acceptable to say they do not understand the

question. This can significantly reduce the effect of

misleading questions (Batterman-Faunce & Goodman, L993). This

is important because often children may not ask for
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clarification because they are too frightened or nervous

(Saywitz & Snyder, 1993).

Another condition required is to provide chitdren with a

h¡arm and supportive environment (Batterman-Faunce & Goodman,

1993). This can be achieved by com¡nunicating with the

ctrildren that even adults find court intimidating. Further,

a tour of the courtroom and an introduction to the lega1

process to review the facts of the case can help decrease the

anxiety. This reduces children's susceptibility to suggestion

because once they learn the expectations and rules of the

Iegal systern, it becones less threatening to them (saywitz &

Snyder, L993r.

Apart from preparing children for court, the adults who

deal with them must also be prepared. Until adults are

competent to relate to and communicate with children, children

will not be able to share their experiences accurately

(Salnaritz & Snyder, 1993). Court staff must be ahrare of the

developrnental changes in language ability and cognition that

children experience (Batterman-Faunce & Goodman, 1993) and be

trained to use age-appropriate language (Yuille et aI., 1993).

This knowledge can help adults treat children appropriately,

possibly reducing the necessity of asking potentialty leading

questions (Batternan-Faunce & Goodman, 1-993) .

Language. Formal operational children become

linguistically competent communicators (Garton, L992) . Their

continued improvement in all facets of language al-Iows them to
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participate effectively in arguments, complex forms of make-

believe and questioning. This is indicative of highly
developed cognitive abilities to analyze a whole into its
parts, form categories, Iearn and manipulate symbols, use

Ianguage as a tool, understand and produce sequences of
actions, and communicate wíth others (Smal1, 1990).

lrfhile most adults are in the same cognitive stage as

adolescents, adolescents are less experienced than adults, and

so are often not as familiar with the pragrmatics of language.

It, is with time and the continuous decline of egocentrism

throughout life that these abilities get more refined.
Therefore, those adolescent witnesses who are not as

experienced as the lawyers who exarnine them can potential.Iy
become confused or misled.

Affect. Formal- operational children have a keen sense of
how they should treat others and are very sensitive to how

other people feel. They become increasingly able to explain

their emotions as conscious mental states and to develop

cognitive strategies to change their emotional- reactions
(Harris, 1989). Formal operational children have an advanced

ability to cope with emotional distress.

A prirnary survival strategy used in this stage is a

sophisticated form of denial that can lead to the construction

of a personal fantasy and, hence, an talternative realityt to
replace the abusive reality. For example, a sexually abused

adolescent may fantasize that one day she will conquer her
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father and flee from the house, envisioníng herself as a

strong and powerful person who is waiting for the right ti_me

to rise up and rure her ohrn life and fantasizing that she

will be a porice!úoman after she reaves horne, rescuing other
scared children. These fantasies are elaborate and developed

idearizations; real event,s are given unusual significance to
parallel the fantasy. The creation of fantasies is important
to the survivar of the child; they ,sustain the self and

protect the individuar from pain' (cramer, Lggj_:5o) in a

situation that he or she is helpless to rnodify. children who

cannot discrose or avoid the abuse have two choices - to give
up or to believe that things are different from the way they
are.

such fantasies are then imposed on real-ity so that real
events are processed according to thís alternative reality.
children who fantasize may have rong denied their
victirnization and envisioned themselves as strong and

independent. But, in court, they are expected to reveal
incídents that portray their vurnerabirity and dependency.

The fantasy they have created contradicts rearity. Therefore,
full and candid disclosure by these children may be difficurt
to obtain.

Denial in children does not necessarily lead to rong term
cognitive or emotional disturbances. However, deniar can

affect memory, âs certain information is ignored and

forgotten. rf the traumatic experience can be denied, so can
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the associated feelings, Iike fear, guilt and shame. This

linits the amount of information a child can disclose during

testimony and details necessary for his or her testimony to be

deemed reliable and credible may be omitÈed.

A second survival strategy that is conmon among' formal

operational children is projection, through which unacceptable

unconscious tendencies are attributed to an object or another

person so that painful thoughts and actions are not a part of
the self-image (Cramer, L99L). In denialt a mental

representation is rejected, but in projection the

representation is split. The positive part of the

representation is attributed internalJ-y to the self and the

negative part externally to the object or person (Grotstein,

l-981). It is not surprising that projection predominates in
Iate childhood and early adolescence, as advanced cognitive
functions are required to exercise this strategy (Cramer,

r_ee1) .

Projection is exernplified by an adolescent who is being

sexually abused by his mother, but does not want to betieve

that his mother is bad. He attributes the abusive part of his
motherts behaviour onto his stepfather, lvho hurts the boy and

his mother on a daily basis. He thereby separates the abuse

from the person who is doing it, his mother. This allows him

to love his nother and hate the abuse his stepfather 'makes'
his mom do. Therefore, representation of the ,good mothert is
separate from the representation of the 'bad motherr.
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A child who uses projection as a survival strategy may

experience difficulties when being a witness. For example, a

chíId who hras committed to minimizing and rationalizing his
mother's abuse may have a problem separating what he did to
protect himself frorn what his rnother did to him. His apparent

confusion could be used by the defense lawyer to argue that
his testimony is unreliable and that the allegations are not

founded.

While projection can be a useful survival strategyr ôs

the child is able to conceptualize a sense of the tbad self'
and the 'good self, it also results in an alteration of the
perception of reatity. rrTo see something that is not there -
and, in the case of projection, this something is almost

always negative, punishing, and unacceptable - is to distort
reality, to suffer a breakdown in reality testingr (Cramer,

L99L:76). Alteration of rearity leads to a distorted memory

of the abuse, making testimony unreliable. Survival
strategíes may interfere with memory performance (Saywitz &

Snyder, L9931. Therefore, there may be many children who are

terling the truth but who cannot provide the detairs that
court demands. This is very rerevant for courtroom research

because it is the children who provide the most detair who are

believed the most (Batternan-Faunce & Goodman, J-993).

MoraIitv. The adolescentrs ability to think beyond

rrwhat isrr to 'twhat could befr can contribute to a questíoning

of the social order and the creatíon of an ind.ividualized. set
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of moral principles (Kohlberg et â1., 1993). However,

according to Kohrberg et al. (l-983), not all adorescents, or
even adults, reach this 'post conventional, level of morality.

Many formal operational children remain at the same level
of morarity as concrete operationat chitdren (Grusec & Lytton,
1988). They value obedience to the raw because it is the
morar fabric of society, a legal contract between society and

the individual to maintain the fund.amental rights of the
peopre. They willingly confonn to the values and beliefs of
the larger population because it is in the best interest of
the community (yarmey, L979'). However, identity development

during adolescence can read to a differentiation of the self
from the rures and expectations of others, and varues can come

to be defined in terms of serf chosen principles (Grusec &

Lytton, L988).

!{hire adorescents are not as strongly influenced by

authority as younger children (cole & Loftus I Lggz), older
chirdren still can be affected by the court process, just as

most adults can (saln,ritz & snyder, l-993). To lessen its
negative ímpact, all children should have the details of the
court experience explained to them (sas, l-991). This wirl
help them to understand the rores court personner have, the
procedures that witl be forrowed, the expectations praced on

them, and wíII give them the opportunity to ask questions
prior to court (Hurley et aI., 1988).
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Àt' this stage, lies are defined as the intentionar act of
one person to deceive another person. Most formal operational
children have an ad.ult understanding of the distinction
between truth, errors and lies (yarmey, LgTg) and can fulry
understand the significance of a court oath. Typicarry,
formar operationar children take oaths, though section 16 of
the canada Evidence Act allows children under the age of
fourteen to test,ify on a promise to tell the truth. Formar

operational children/s und.erstanding of honesty can read them

to become defensive, agitated or sirent when defense rawyers
become aggressive and challenge them about the truthfulness of
their allegations (Garbarino et â1., 19g9).

Adolescents have the metacognitive ability to predict
their own behaviour and understand why they act the way they
do. This herps them to exprain their actions and attitudes
whire beíng questioned during testirnony. For example, if
chalrenged as to why they continued to have contact with the
accused when they knew that the abuse hras rürong, adolescents
can explain that they $¡ere too scared to do anything erse.

The abirity to express themselves succinctly can be a

tremendous benefitr âs adorescents can try to make people
understand their behaviour and feerings. But, it can al_so

hinder their testimony because they courd have an ansvrer for
everything they are charrenged on. This can make them appear
too prepared, defensive, and therefore unreliable.
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Older Irlitnesses (a6+ vearsl
There are witnesses in the sampre who cannot be grouped

into Piagetts stages because of their age. These are the
witnesses who are 16 years of age and older. The order
witnesses, with their well-deveroped metacognitive abilities,
face their own obstacles. They can be accused of acting while
testifying and fabricating evidence for their ov¡n personal
gain. older children are believed to be capable of inventing
detailed accounts of sexual conduct because they are more

developmentally advanced and experienced than younger
children. rn fact, adult subjects are more rikely to convict
a hypothetical defendant when the victin is a child than vrhen

the victim is an adolescent or an adurt (Goodman, Bottoms,
Herscovici a shaver, l-989). Goodman and Bottoms (Lgg3) report
studies that found that child complaining witnesses in sex
abuse trials may be perceived as more credibre than adurt
witnesses. The beriefs about older chirdren are quite
relevant to this study, as many witnesses in the sample are l-6

and L7 years of age. There are 2g witnesses in this age
category, 26 females and 2 males.

The present study will also include adults who testified
regarding sexual abuse that occurred when they v¡ere children.
rn the sampre to be used for this study, there are 19 adults,
18 female and 1 male. These witnesses may face bias and

obstacles despite their deveropmental- advantage. rn a F.v.c.
case involving two sisters who were thirty-one and thÍrty
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years ord, respectivery, at the time they testified against
their step-father vrho allegedly abused them during theír
childhood, both sísters grave detaÍIed and consistent
statements. The defense challenged them, howeverr on the
books they had read about chird abuse and the counselling they
had gone through. He successfurry argued that they were

irnagining that the abuse happened, based on the contents of
what they had been reading. on the basis of personar
experience, the writer specurates that while defense
strategies used with younger witnesses focus on demonstrating
unreliabirity, those used with order witnesses focus on

misattribution and motive. This is a subtle distinction, as

essentiarry both are being accused of not telring the truth.

rn sorne cases, cognition is confounded by age. That is,
the child or adurt witness may be developmental-Iy younger than
their age or physical maturity wourd suggest. such an

individual may be questioned on a level that exceeds

understanding. For examprer êr1 adolescent who is rearning
disabred or devel-opmentally derayed may have a difficurt time
answering questions geared to the cornprehension of a normalry
achieving adolescent. rn such a case, the child's emotional
reactions during cross-examination may be typical- of a younger

child. Child witnesses who are identified as being
deveropment,arry derayed wirr not be incruded in the samprer ês
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they cannot be assessed by the same criteria as normar

achieving children.

Time, Development and Criminal proceedings

The literature discussed thus far speaks to the
deveropment of children over tíme. Taking this knowledge into
consideration, the writer hlpothesizes that the passage of
time and the development of the wítness can affect chíl-drenrs
testimony. First, there is the issue of the age of the child.
Arthough some children may be in a particular deveropmentar

stage when they are calred to testify as witnesses, the abuse

they experienced may have happened when they h¡ere in an

earlier stage. rn the sample for this study, approximatery
742 of the witnesses who testified experienced the alreged
abuse at an earlier age than their age at discl-osure (writerrs
carculation). The age difference between incident date and

time of testimony ûras sometimes only l- or 2 years, but in
approximately 532 of the cases, it was 2 or more years of
difference (wríter{s calculation). Therefore, their ability
to recarl details of the abuse may be ri¡nited by the cognitive
skilrs that were avairabre to them at the time of the event's
occurrence. rn cases of tthistoricarr abuse, older children,
as welr as younger chirdren, mây need cues to help them

testify.
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Second, the processing of a child sexual abuse case from

the initial investigation to the triar can take a rong tine
(BaIa et aI., L99L). Children can learn and develop as their
case progresses through the crirninal justice system, such that
their ability to describe things and communicate matures.

Also, through examination and interrogation, chirdren learn
what is important, to the adults investigating them, what it
takes to be a good witness, and get better at interpreting
adults' expectations. This can make testimony appear

rehearsed and questionable, attributes the defense lawyer will
focus on to argue that children are not credible witnesses
(Perry & !{rightsman, 1991) . AIso, children may give
evidence at trials that is considerably different from that
given at prelirninary hearings. This inconsistency may be a

function of what was learned during the court processr âs welr
as normal development (Batterrnan-Faunce & Goodman, Lgg3).

Response to the Courtroorn Environment

children are influenced by more than the people around

then. The physical environment of a courtroom can have a

tremendous impact on childrenr âs the power of auttrority is
salient throughout it. As VanderZanden explains, rThe nature,
organízation and meaning of various physicar settings
influence our behaviour and experiencet (LgB7:368). The
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concept of personal space helps to describe the relevance of
physical surroundings. ft explains why we actively maintain

an area around ourselves into which others cannot intrude
without arousing our discomfort (VanderZanden, L9B7l. There

are many opportunities for child witnesses, personal space to
be violated during the court process.

For instance, children are usually seated in the

courtroom so that court personnel surround the witness box.

AIso, the judge is positioned on a level higher than the rest
of the people in the courtroom, creating an aura of authority.
Court personnel can be intirnidating in other vrays r âs well.
Not only are they strangers, but they are also adults. The

roles that the personnel serve are often confusing to
children. For example, when a chíId enters the courtroom, one

of the fírst things in sight is an adult wearing a courtroom

robe. The robe can carry a pov¡erful message to the child that
this is a person in a position of authority. Essentially, for
most young children, a man in a robe is not onJ_y a man

anymore. The robe signif ies poT¡rer and authority,
characteristics that easily intinidat.e children.

The emotions elicited by the courtroorn environment can

affect children's ability to testífy. Children who are

feering intirnidated will probabry have a more difficutt time
giving clear and detailed accounts of the abuse. chirdren
must be taught about the roles and etiquette of the court
personnel in order to dernystify the court experience (Sas,
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leer_) . Furthermore, there are usually people in the
courtroom garlery (rocated at the back of the courtroom)

during child witnesses/ testimony. These people can be famiry
members of the complainant and the accused, support peopler or
strangers. rn e.B. there is arso a guard present duríng the
triar. rn F.v.c. a guard is present onry when the accused has

been detained in custody and requires an escort to the
courtroom or when the accused is rikely t,o be convicted and

going to be detained imrnediatery. The public exposure colnmon

to child witnesses is relevant, as recounting embarrassing and

frightening incidents in public is difficult for children
(sas, L99L). Fortunately, there have been legisrative changes

that give the judge the discretíonary po$rer to ban public
attendance to lessen the trauma of testifying.

Knowing that court can be intimidating, there has been

the argument made that the presence of a support person on

behalf of the child can potentially herp the chird feel
better. Research indicates that chirdren tend to tark more to
people they are faniliar with or when a support person is
present on their beharf (Garbarino et ar., L9g9).
unfortunatery, many children find themselves arone ín court
because their support person, who is often a close friend or
family mernber, must be excl-uded from the courtroom because Ìre
or she has been subpoenaed as a potential witness. The

ramifications of this on the child witnessesr testimony can be
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devastating, as children tend to have a difficult, tine opening

up among strangers (Garbarino et âI., 1989).

The Winnipeg Child Abuse lrlitness Program attempts to
decrease the number of children who are alone in court by

having an appointed adurt cover the case and get to know the
child before the hearing. This is difficult most of the time,
as the Program ontry has one staff member to handle all of the
chird abuse cases in both F.v.c. and e.8.. The program is
very important, as the presence of a support person can Ìrerp

to make chirdren feel safe enough to give comprete and

detailed disclosure about the alleged abuse.

Conclusion

The irnprications of findings of cognitive-deveropmental

research for courtroom procedures ín cases involving children
are sígnificant. The characteristícs of each stage pose

specifíc limitations for the chirdren in their rore as

witnesses. clearly, children who are going to be witnesses
have special needs that must be considered in the development

of courtroom procedures and the assessment of chirdrenrs
testirnony. rn the present study, the rerative abirities of
F-v.c. and Q.B. to adequatery address the needs of child
witnesses in sexuar abuse cases wirr be examined. rn the
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forlowing chapter, the manner in whích chird sexuar abuse

cases are criminally prosecuted will be díscussed, incruding
a description of the F.V.C. and e.8..
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CEAPTER TWO: THE CRIIITNAIJ PRosEcIITIoN oF CEIIJD ABI'SE CASES

Introduction

ïn the 1980s, there lras a move towards the increasing
crirninalization of chíld sexual abuse, refrected in the
release of the Badgley Report in
1985. Both of these reports
Iegistate and assess the child
Canada.

L984 and the Fraser Report in
focused on how to define,
sexual abuse situation in

rn canada, both the child welfare system and the criminal
just,íce system handle chird sexual abuse cases. As Hornick et
al. (July, L992) explain:

The circumstances of a particular occurrencedetermine whether one or both systems becomeinvorved. The criminar justice syste-rn is empãwãråato investigate and resolve arl cases of sexualassault regardress of the relationshíp of in"offender to the victirn...the chird welfalre systãnbecomes ínvolved primarily in cases where eitñer achild ís considered to bã at substantiar risk ofbeing sexuarry abused by a guardian or the guardiancannot or is unwirring to protect the crríra fromsexual abuse (LZr.

The Civil Court process

child abuse cases that are handled in civir proceedings
occur in famiry court. such cases invorve arlegaLions of
abuse or neglect in which a chird protection agency intervenes
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to make the child the subject of court-ordered supervision or
having the child removed from the home and made a ward of the
state (Hornick et a1., Lggz). Arso, family court handles
abuse (physical or sexual) or negrect cases that involve
separated parents who are disputing over custody or access to
the children (Bala et al., 199j-). rn general, it is easier to
prove abuse or neglect in faniry court than in criminar court
because the rures of evidence are more reraxed in civir court.
The st,andard of proof is rower, requiring only proof fron the
barance of probabirities. rr lvhen child abuse cases are
processed in a criminal court they are most rikery to be

sexual abuse cases (BaIa et al., 1991).

The Crininal Court process

criminal proceedings are different than civil
proceedings. Jurisdiction for enacting criminal law and
procedure rests in the hands of federar parliament. The

canadian críminar code is the federar legisration which
defines the sexuar abuse of a chird as a criminal offense.
The provincial governnent is responsibre for the criminal
prosecution of these cases. The primary purposes of criminal
prosecutions are the protection of society in g,eneral and the
social punishrnent of offenders (Ba1a et ar., 199r_).
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crininal proceedings invorve using the highest legar
standard of proof; the prosecution must prove its case rfbeyond.

a reasonable doubt. r To ensure that this standard i_s met,
t'here are evidence rules to be followed and the accused has
full protection under the canadian charter of Rights and.

Freedoms. rt is a state appointed crown attorney who presents
a criminal case Ín court. The porice are responsible for the
initial criminar- investigation into a child abuse arregation.
They determine whether an offense has occurred by interviewing
victims, witnesses, guardians and the accused. The police
seize any rerevant evidence that will assist the cro!ün
attorneyts case, and also charge the arleged offender.

Bill C-15, Gender & The Court process

The increasing criminarization of chird abuse has been
accompanied by legislative changes, namely Birl c-15. The
legisrative changes that nere introduced in Birr c-r-s
(discussed earlier) not only acknowl-edged the special needs of
children, but arso airned to elininate gender bias in the law
(Hornick et ar., Lggz). prior to Birr c-i_s, the criminar code
defined protection by the raw differently for boys and girls.
For exarnpre, fathers, step-fathers and foster fathers hrere
prohibited from having sexual intercourse with daughters,
step-daughters or foster daughters, but there was no provision
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to protect, sons, step-sons or foster sons from mothers, step-
mothers or foster mothers (Hornick et ar., Lgg2,). Birl c-1s
redefined offenses to ensure that alr chitdren, regardress of
their gender, wourd be protected. Arso, all offenders,
regardress of their gender, would be held responsible for
their actions.

while the legisration has the intent of removing gender
bias from the def inition of sexuar crimes and thei_r
prosecution, there is a definite gender pattern in the sexual-

abuse of children. First, most sexuarry abused children are
girls, and most perpetrators of child sexual abuse are men

(Goodman et al., L9g2; ursel I rgg2'). rn her study of the
F-v.c. in winnipegr Manitoba, ursel (Lgg3) reported that 772

of the child victims of sexual abuse v¡ere female and 962 of
the perpetrators vrere male. An Alberta based study found that
842 of child sexuar abuse victirns v/ere girts and g|z of the
perpetrators !,rere males (stephens, Grinnell & Krysik I L}BT) .
similarry, the LgB4 Badgtey Report found that men v/ere the
suspected offender of chird sexual abuse g}.gz of the time,
while women lrere suspected L.zeo of the tine (Hearth and
lilerfare canada , L9B4) . Most investigators consistently report
that between Boå and goz of all sexuar abuse victims are
female chirdren and the perpetrators are someone they know,
usually a father figure (pierce & pierce, L985).

The sexuarly abused male chird is often treated.
differently than the sexualJ-y abused female chird. pierce and
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Pierce (1985) found that acts of sexuar abuse against boys by

men receive harsher sanctions than those involving abuse of
girrs by men. They postulate that society labers the mare

offender responsible if he abuses a mare, but there are
nitigating circumstances if he abuses a femare (eg. she was

seductive and encouraging). Therefore, sexual abuse of a male

child may be viewed more negativery than that of a female

child.

A second gender issue that is rerevant to courtroom
research is the fact that male and female children are
sociarized differentry. chirdren learn appropriate gender

rores at an early age; by age three mares are generally
expected to be assertive and competitive, whire females are to
be sensitive, passive and emotional (Mackie, L}BT). These

gender role differences can have an impact on childrenrs roles
as witnesses. children who appear more rike victims by, for
exarnple, crying or híding (characterístics reinforced more

strongly in girrs than boys) tend to be believed more

(Garbarino et ê1., 1989). The pressure praced on boys in
court may be confounded by the fact that they are expected to
act not only as victims, but according to their gender as

well. They are expected to be assertive, yet emotionar.
There are many factors that can affect children's abitity to
testífy, including gender.

The recognition of the difficulties facing child.
witnesses, such as the comprex court process and gender
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stereotyping, supports the belief that there is a need for
legislation, like Bilt c-15, to protect children. Further to
thís, in order for the tegislative changes that Bill c-15
encompasses to be implemented and enforced effectively, a

child-sensitive court must be in place. The generar crininal
court system may not provide this proper forum because it was

not designed with childrents special needs in mind. The

question this study seeks to answer is if a speciarized court
system provides a better structure to meet the special need.s

of child t'¡itnesses than a non-specialized court. rn Manitoba,
the criminar prosecution of chird abuse cases occurs in the
specialized F.v.c. and the court of eueen's Bench. There are
distinct differences between these two levers of court.
Attention will first turn to the F.V.C..

Family Violence Court

Rationale

The F.v-c., in l{innipeg, Manitoba, began operation on

septernber 17, Lggo. The inprernentation of the F.v.c. \,ùas a

direct result of an increasing a$¡areness of violence in the
family and the manner in which these cases should be handred

in the crimínar justice systern. This specialized court is
unique in canada. rt is designed to handre domestic viorence,
incruding wife, erder and chird abuse cases and aims to assist
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those victims who must come to court to testify, often against
someone with whom they have a personar relationship.

Efforts are made in the F.v.c. to provide support for the
victims, thereby rninirnizíng the stress of the court process.
This is especially rerevant for children, who may not have the
same supports and resources that adurts do. Further, many of
these chirdren are testifying against someone who is a family
membêr or close friend. This can divide their existing
support network, as some people may support the accused d.uringt
the court process. The F.v.c. attempts to provide a more
supportive environrnent for victims. The F.v.c. is ress formal
than Q.e., not requiring rawyers to wear robes. Arso, the
physicar layout of the courtroorn is ress threatening, as child
witnesses are seated facing the judge, rather than the
accused. The goals of the court are:

(1) to increase victirn/witness information and.cooperation Lo reduce case attrition, particur";ltat the prosecutoriar rever (through á ieauction iñstays. . of proceedings) î (Z) tó pro""== casesexpeditiously .aimingr for a- three -nonth 
.rr""ágãr¡rocessing time from first appearance todisposition; (3) to provide more c-oïsistent and.appropriate sentencing to better protect thevictim, to mandate trealment for the ofiender wheresuitabre, and to increase monitoring-of offenders(tlrough probation services), aif of whichreinforce the policy of zero tolerance for farniryvi-olence/violence agãinst women in Manitoba (urs;i,

L992',).
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To imprenent and enforce the mandate of the F.v.c., a
speciarized staff q¡as serected by nembers of the court
rmplementation cornmittee. They are trained to be av¡are of the
dynamics of child abuse, the needs of the victim, and the
regal procedures avairable to assist victins. specificarly,
in chird abuse cases, crovrn attorneys carefurry weigh the
availabre evidence prior to proceeding with the case. As the
case must be proved beyond a reasonable doubt, the crown
attorneyst rigid screening of the evidence resurts in onry a
small percentage of cases actuarly proceeding to triar (ursel,
L993) so that chirdren are protected from unnecessary trauma.
ursel (r-993) reports that in winnipegr approximatery a third
or l-ess of the-reported cases of child abuse proceed through
criminar court. Those cases that do proceed are usuarly
alleged sexual abuse cases involving a male offender. rn
Manitoba in rggo-aggL, 672 of chird abuse cases in the F.v.c.
invorved arreged sexuar abuse. The accused was mare in 9oå of
the sexual abuse cases, whire the victim was female in 69å of
the same cases (Ursel , j,9g3) .

The crown attorneys are cautious with the cases that they
decide to prosecute. Even r¡irhen they berieve that the chird is
telling the truth, they may decide not to proceed, for in some

cases there is sirnply insufficient evidence or the child is
not capable of being a credible witness. Cases that are no.
processed in criminal court do not necessarily result in the
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alleged abuser maintaining custody of the chird (if that was

the arrangement before the investigation). rnstead, many

cases of suspected chítd abuse are handred in civil court
(unified Family court) through orders of guardianship, with
the result that the chird can be apprehended from the alleged
offender. urser (L993) reports that in winnipeg in Lggo-LggL,
4oz of the cases in civir court hrere resorved through
placement of the chird in the care of child and Family
Services.

The specialized staff in F.v.c. originalty consisted of
three crown attorneys (in september, 1990). presently, there
are five crown attorneys assigned to the Faniry violence unit
(in 1993). The unit operates only in the city of Irlínnipeg at
the Provinciar court level (though some Famiry viorence unit
crohrn attorneys occasionally handre e.g. matters) and onry
handles criminal prosecutions. These cases folrow the strict
rules of evidence and procedures descríbed earlier. The onus
is on the crovrn to prove the guilt of the accused beyond a

reasonable doubt.

The Famiry violence crown attorneys v¡ork ín provincial
court. F.v.c. cases are heard by select provinciar court
judges. Judges are chosen by key members of the court
rmplement,ation committee on the basis on their interest and
suitability. This prevents lawyers from being abre to 'judge
shoprr (e.9., choosing a judge they think is lenient). The
F.v.c. crown attorney has direct day-to-day contact with
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groups such as The chird protection centre/child and Farnij_y

services, city of I{innipeg porice chitd Abuse unit, child
Abuse witness Program, and riaisons of the community. These

groups help to administer informed and sensitive care to the
victims while the crown attorneys attend to the regar aspects
of the case.

Particurarly relevant to the handling of chird abuse

cases is the child Abuse witness program. rt was deveroped to
rr...provide information, support and assistance to child abuse

victims and their supporting famiry members who may be

required to become invorved in criminar court proceedíngs,,

(Manitoba Attorney Generar, no date). The program is funded
through the Department of Justice. The staff of the program

ansv¡er questions and prepare child witnesses for court by

means of pre-court interviews and a tour of the courthouse.
The chird Abuse l'Iitness program Dírector is arso involved in
making suggestions to improve the court experience for
children (e.g., suggesting a ne!.¡ layout, of the courtroom).
The child Abuse l{itness Program worker becomes involved in the
cases when they enter the F.v.c.. The worker wilr fol-row a
case that proceeds to e.8.. This can be difficult, however,
as there is onry one worker to cover both level-s of court.
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Processing of Cases

The F.v.c. is designed to accommodate alr steps of a case

including first appearance, remands, guilty pleas, preliminary
hearings and triars. rncoming cases are first put on a rist
Lo appear in docket court, arso called intake courtr âs it is
here that new cases are first heard. screening courts hrere

establ-ished to assist in the rarge case toad. screening court
handles hearings subsequent to docket court including guilty
pleas, remands, and first appearances for famiry violence
cases that $rere originally mis-assigned to generar court. rt
provides a quick court date for guirty preas and minimizes

unnecessary delays by controlling the number of remands,

ensuring that triar dates are set within a month of the
hearing in screening court (urseI, l-993). The processing time
for child abuse cases, hovrever, is usuarly much ronger than
wife abuse cases due to the fact that these cases can be

complex to prepare and prosecute, âs there are usuarry many

people and agencies ínvorved that must be interviewed and

examined. Arso, some F.v.c. chird abuse cases are erected to
be heard Ín Q.8., which requires a preriminary hearing first
in F.v.c. then a trial in e.9.. This resurts in months being
added to the processing time (urseI, L9g3). From screening'

court, court dates are set for prelirninary hearings or trial_s.
Put succinct.ly, there are two avenues for a F.v.c. case to
proceed; (i) a trial in F.v.c. ort (ii) a preriminary hearing
in F.V.C. and then a trial in e.8..
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child sexuar abuse charges (except aggravated sexuar
assault and sexual assautt with a weapon) are hybrid offenses.
This means that the crown can proceed summariry or by
indictment- rndictable refers to serious offenses that carry
a maximum penarty ranging from two years to life in jair (Bara
et ar., 199i-). The crown decides whether to proceed summarily
or indictably based on the seriousness of the atleged offence.
Both sunmary and indictabre charges can be handled in the
F.v.c., whereas charges in e.B. are arways indictable. The

crirninar code of canada arlows the defendant the option to
trial in a higher court (a.e.) when the charge involves an
indictabre offence. There are different triar procedures for
indíctable and sunmary offenses. An accused person chargred
with an indictable offence is entitled to extra procedurar
protection, like the right to a preliminary hearing and a jury
trial (Bala et al., 1991).

F.V.C. Trials
cases that proceed to trial in F.v.c. are presided over

by a F.v.c- judge and prosecuted by a F.v.c. crown attorney
(as described above). Trials are based on the highest regal
standard of proof, such that the prosecution must prove the
case rrbeyond a reasonabre doubtr. F.v.c. cases do not require
a preliminary hearing.
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Preliminary Hearings

Preliminary hearings are set if an accused opts for trial
in Q.9.. A preriminary hearing occurs in the F.v.c. presided.

over by a provincial court judge. The crown attorney calrs
evidence to demonstrate that, there is sufficient reason to
proceed with the case to trial in the higher court. The crown

typically calrs only those witnesses necessary to show

sufficient evidence. The defense rarery calrs any witnesses.
The same rules of evidence and procedure that apply to triars
also appry to preriminary hearings. The chird victirn is
virtuarly always carred to the stand, and is subject to cross-
examination by the defense counsel. At the end of a

preliminary hearing, the judge decides whether there is
sufficient evidence to cornmit the accused to trial. rf
evidence is insufficient, the accused is discharged. urser
(1993) reports that l-3? of chird abuse cases rÄrere discharged

at the end of the preriminary hearing. rf the accused is
committed to triarr ên arraignment date is set in e.8., where

a trial date is set for the accused. The cases that do go to
triat in Q.B. have been through a rigorous screening process

(from initial investigation to the preliminary hearing).
Having a preliminary hearing is advantageous to the defense.

rt is an opportunity for the accused to obtain knowredge of
the crownts case and to decide if he or she should enter a

guilty prea without a trial. The defense counsel wirl arso
have the chance to questíon the child. The defense can use
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the preliminary hearing transcript at the triar to attempt to
identify and elicit inconsistencies in the childrs testimony
(Bala et al., L991). A e.g. trial date is often many months

ahray.

O.B. Triats
overarl, only a small percentage of F.v.c. cases erect to

be heard in e.8.. ursel (L992) reports that Bz of F.v.c.
cases elect to be heard in e.8.. However, the rnajority of
these F.v.c. cases that go to e.B. involve arleged child
abuse. That is, while only 18å of the totar cases in F.v.c.
involve arleged child abuse, 55å of the F.v.c. cases heard in
Q-8. are child abuse cases (ursel , L9g2). This has serious
ramifications for the handling of these cases, as the length
of a case in the system increases two to three times (urser,
1992) and the child/victin witness is no longer in a

specialized court.

The court of eueen's Bench is a higher court with a

separate judiciary appointed by the federal Minister of
Justice. e.B. handles onry indictable offenses which must

first have a preriminary hearing in provínciar court. The

strict rules of evidence and procedure followed in a e.B.
triar are the same as the ones that are folrowed in provincial
court. The onus is on the crown to prove the guilt of the
accused beyond a reasonable doubt.
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The cases that are processed in Q..8. are subject to more

levels of screening than cases heard in F.V.C.. Screening

refers to a review of the evidence to determine if the case

should proceed. F.v.c. cases are screened at the porice rever

and then by the crown attorney when the cases first enter the

system. The cases whích are elected to be heard in e.B. must

have a prelirnÍnary hearing, resulting in the evidence being

screened again at the judicial level. If the case is
committed to trial at the preliminary hearing, the crown

attorney again assesses the strength of the evidence before

the Q.B. trial. Q.B. cases, therefore, receive two add.itional
screenings than F.v.c. cases. This courd result in e.g. cases

having stronger evidence and/or better witnesses.
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Conclusion

The F.v.c. in Manitoba attenpts to acknowredge that there
are specific guiderines that shourd be followed when dealing
with chitd abuse cases. As mentioned, F.v.c. cases are heard

by select judges and prosecuted by specj-arty trained crown

attorneys. F.v.c. personnel are trained to be sensitive to
the special needs of the chirdren. rn e.8., however, where

there is not a specialized team, issues relevant to children's
testimony may be negrected. Research shows that a court
setting that is desígned with the chird in mind is more

conducive t,o receiving detaired testimony (sas, L99L).

Further, the cases that are handted in the F.v.c. usualry
onry require that child victim/witnesses testify once. This
makes the process easier for children (Goodman et ar., ],gg2).
rt arso allows F.v.c. to process cases more expedientty. This
is ensured by judges refusing unnecessary remands and

demanding court dates to be set. rn cases that are elected to
Q.B. however, chirdren must testify at a preliminary hearing
and a trial. This can exacerbate the court experience for
children as testifying more than once increases anxieLy, the
case takes longer to process and the potential for
discrepancies in testimony to arise increases (Goodman et ar.,
Lee2) .

rn essence, the structural requirements that are
necessary to provide an environment better suited for children
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includes the physical layout of the courtroom as weII as a

specialized staff. These structural changes, accompanied by

the legislative changes that have been mader ilay better serve

the best interest of children. Chapter three outlines the
study that will be conducted to measure the relative
effectiveness of F.V.C. and Q.B. in neeting these structural
and legislative requirements.
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CAAPTER THREES I.TETIIODOIJOGY

The GoaI of the Study

This is a descriptive study, hrhose major purpose is to
compare specific features of the specialized F.V.C. and the

non-specialized Q.B. court related to the treatment of chitd
witnesses. Of the cases studied in the F.V.C. Research

Project (wife, elder and child abuse) , ZOZ involved child
abuse and 672 of these involved child sexual abuse (Ursel,

1-993). Of the child abuse cases that vrere observed by

research staff, approxirnately 80å involved sexual abuse cases

(writer's calculat,ion) . Therefore, in order to have an

adequate and homogeneous sample, the present study will focus

exclusively on sexual abuse cases, âs research suggests that
the impact of sexual abuse is dist.inctly different than that
of physical abuse (Cíchetti & Car1son, l-989; Goodman et â1.,
Lee2) .

There l¡rere a small number of victirn/witnesses who trere

adults at the tine of testifying about their sexuaL abuse as

children. They will be included in the sample to provide a

comparison of court response to current and historical abuse.
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Method of Data Collection

The data used in this study came from the F.v.c. Research

Project a two year project assessing the impact of the
F.v.c.. The F.v.c. Research project followed alr wife, erder
and chird abuse cases that entered th.e F.v.c.. Detairs of
each case vrere recorded on specific schedures; this
constitutes the futl population case study. The data
collection techniques employed in the F.v.c. Research project
incruded schedules to monitor cases. Monitoring refers to the
process of recording case characteristics and court procedure

while in attendance in court. Two schedules were ûsed while
monitoring cases: the child observatj-on schedule and the child
abuse monitoring schedule. The cases that T¡rere monitored were

heard in both the F.v.c. and e.8.. rn the F.v.c. there were

both tríars and prerirninary hearings, whereas in e.g. there
were only trials. F.v.c. trials do not require a preriminary
hearíng. But, for cases that elect to be tried in e.8., a

preriminary hearing must occur. The preliminary hearing
occurs in F.v.c. and then the trial in e.B.. cases that hrere

heard in F.v.c. and e.B. wÍIl be compared to see if chirdren
vtere treated differently in the two courts.

The child observation schedule (see Appendix A) was used

when chird witnesses $¡ere observed as they qrere testifying.
rt was designed to collect information regarding the child's
behaviour, the behaviour of court personner (judge and
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lawyers), and various courtroom setting characteristics. For
thÍs schedule, recordings $tere made of observations Íncluding
the length of tirne the child testified, courtroom environment

(e.9., where the accused sat, the number of people in the
courtroom, the presence of a support person), the chirdrs
behaviour (e.9., if chird fidgeted, cried, appeared confused

or hras cooperative), use of age-appropriate ranguage, and.

supportiveness towards the child (e.g., aggressiveness or
patience of attorneys). The observations hrere made by the
research staff present in court

The chíld abuse monitoring schedute (see Appendix B) h¡as

arso completed by research staff observing chitd abuse cases.

The monitoring schedure records case characteristics, court
processing and description of the testimony of court
witnesses. To cornplement the schedules, the research

assistant also kept detailed notes of the evidence and the
courtroom experience. For this study, the monitoring schedure

will be used to compare ttre case dispositions and rength of
time a case was in the system in F.V.C. and e.8..

Data Collectors

The data were corlected by research assistants emproyed.

by the F.v.c. Research project. Arr research assistants were

female university students. After being hired, each research
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assistant was given a general introduction to the project. At

this time, the methods of data collection (the schedules) were

reviewed and explained. Typicarry, nert¡ research assistants
wourd sit through court cases with an experienced research

assistant in order to become famitiar with the project and to
have the chance to ask questions. The research assistants
wourd meet on a regular basis to discuss any issues or ask

questions. This alrowed for potential inconsistencies and

biases in the data correction to be identified and addressed.

rt is important to acknowredge that due to the fact there were

a number of research assistants, there is the possibirity of
observer-bias. Based on their personar beriefs and.

experiences, the observers may have assessed situations
differently.

Sampling

Sampling Procedures

The sampre to be used in this study vras drawn from the
Family viorence court Data set and the eueen's Bench Data set.
Many of these cases did not invorve child witnesses, usualry
because the accused entered a guilty plea. The child
testimony included in this study hras from both preliminary
hearings and trials. Arr the cases that were monitored in
Q.B. were originally from F.v.c.. of the cases that hrere
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observed by research staff, chird witnesses testified in L2s
cases, 89 in F.V.C. and 36 in e.8..

cases were not randomry selected to be monitored. The

serection of cases to monitor hras based sorely on

accessibility. Research staff monitored any case that vras

being heard when they were present. The goar was to monitor
as many cases as possible within the ri'mits of the budget and

staff avaílability (urser, Lgg3). urser (Lgg3) explaíns that
randorn sampling techniques hrere not appropriate for the F.v.c.
Research Project because it was impossibl-e to determine atread

of tirne what would happen to each case i.e., whether they
would result ín stay of proceedings and therefore be

inerigibre, or end up being disposed concurrently ín any one

of five courts. A lack of contror over these factors wourd

have resulted in a much smarler sampre if a random sampring
technique râ¡as used.

The cases that v¡ere monitored are representative of child
sexual abuse cases appearing before the F.v.c.. To determine
the representativeness of the monitored sampre, a comparison
of case characteristics was made of the monitored sample and

the furl population case study. The fulr population consists
of arl the cases that were processed in the F.v.c.. Data from
these cases rárere recorded from the crown attorney case fires
after disposítion. The criteria recorded included detail-s of
the incident, the tirne the case was in the court system and

the case dispositíon (urseI, 1993). There was no discrepancy
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3The writer compared- preriminary hearings and F.v.c. triars ona variety of variabres (i.e., agels& or witïL;;; -tirne 
in systemand time testifying) . fhere weie'no differences found between thetwo proceedings. Therefore, they were consider"a ãã*parable andsuitable to be classifíed as one group.

between the monitoring sanple and the
of these criteria (Ursel, Lgg3).

full population on any

The Sample

The sample consists of 125 subjects, 92 gír1s, 14 boys (a
child is defined as being 17 years old and younger), 1g women

and 1 man. The chird witnesses have been classified on the
basis of their ages into pre-operationar, concrete operational
and formal operational groups. Table 1 represents the
distribution of cases across preriminary hearings, F.v.c.
triars and e.B. triars. The F.v.c. triars and preriminary
hearings are presented separately to identify the number of
each type of proceeding that was observed. For most of the
data anaryses, preriminary hearings and F.v.c. trials wirr be

considered as one group.3
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TABIJE 1

GENDER AND AcE DISTRTBUTToN By :[YPE AND I¡ocATIoN oF EEARING

Age and
Developmental
Stagee

2 - 7 Yeare
Pre-operational

co
ts

I - 11 Years
Concrete

L2 - LS Yeare
Formal

Female

Preliminary

L6-L7
Oldest

1

18+ lears
Adult

Years
Children

Male

L5

fype of Proceeding

TOlAL

0

19

Female

FVC Trial

4

L2

o

3

Male

9

5

1

o

9

56

FemaIe

0

QB Tria1

3

5

1

1

8

Male

1

5

1

o

11

20

Femgle

o

1

TOTAI,

9

2

o

Male

5

I

25

o

o

39

34

1

I

26

4

2

18

2

110

1
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Indices

The F.V.C. and Q.B. witl be compared by examining the
processing of child sexual abuse cases in each court. The

features to be compared have been divided into the forlowing
categories: (1) court environment, (Z) time, (3) court
personnelts behaviour, and (4) childrs behaviour.

l1l Court Environment

In order to compare the responsÍveness of F.V.C. and e.B.
to the special needs of children and the chalrenges of
processing child abuse cases, the envj-ronments of the two

courts will be analyzed,. The following environmental features
of F.v.c. and Q.B. and techniques availabre to ttre crown wirr
be considered:

(a) Modifications to mininize eye contact between the witness

and the accused. There are severar ways that the accused. and

witness can be outside each otherts line of vision. They

include:

(i) The use of a screen. According to section 4e6(2.L1 of the
criminar code, íf the accused is charged with a sex offense
and the comprainant is under the age of eighteen, the judge

can order that the conprainant be arlowed to testify behind a

screen ín order to facilitate full and candid disclosure from

the child. This is most needed in cases where the child is
extremely frightened and intinidated by the accused. The use
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of a screen for children will be deemed as an effort to make

testimony easier.

(ii) The use of closed-circuit television. This is outlined
in section 486 (2.2') of the criminal code. rt arlovrs the judge

to have the cornprainant testify outside the courtroom. The

testimony of the child can be viewed via a crosed-circuit
terevision that is in the courtroom. This is used in cases

where the crown successfully argues that the rnere presence of
the accused wirl silence the comprainant. The use of a

television wilr be seen as an effort to lessen the negative
impact of testifying.
(iíi) rf the accused is situated outside the chird's rine of
vision. Irlhen a screen or other device is not used., thís may

be because the accused is already situated outside the child's
line of vision due to the design of the courtroom. A record
was made of whether the accused was originally seated outside
the child's rine of vision. Having the accused seated outside
childrents rine of vision wilr be seen as a measure that
decreases the stress placed on the children.

This variable wilr be measured on a nominar (yes/no)
scare. An estimate of the association between the use of a

nodificatíon to minímize eye contact and type of court wirt be

made through a chi-square analysis, o{ using Fisherrs exact
test when celI sízes are srnall.

These variables witl be discussed in context of the
design of the courtroom. There wirr be a qualitative account
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of the design of the courtroom. The writer wilr describe the
rayout of the courtrooms in F.v.c. and e.B. and compare the
rocation of the witness box and the gatrery. The location of
the r¡ritness box wirl be used as an indicator of how suitable
the courtroom is, with a courtroon that has the chird seated

outside the accused's rine of vision as being the most

suitabre. This wilr be used to get a general sense of what

kind of courtrooms are common in F.V.C. and e.8..
(b) The number of peopre in the courtroom during the chird.'s
testimony. A totar count of peopre in the courtroom wÍlr be

made, including the court personnel, people known to the chird
and strangers. The totar number of people present will be

used to determine how many people vrere present during
testimony. The presence of people, particurarry strangers,
can be negative (sas, l-99i-). The average number of people
present in F.v.c. and e.B. will be compared by means of a t-
test. A Z-way analysis of variance wilr be used to see if
there are any different main effects or interaction effects.
(c) The presence of a support person in the courtroom during
the chírd's testimony. A support person is usually a family
member, friend, child and Farnily services worker or a chird
advocate. The use of a support person for a child testifying
is not covered in legislation expressly. The discretion rests
with the judge to al-low a support person to be present. The

presence of a support person witl be used as an indicator of
a supportive environment. The presence of support peopre can
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be a positive infruence (sas, 199i-). This variabre wirl be

measured on a nominar (yes/no) scale. The frequencies of the
presence of supportive others, and the identity of them, will
be compared between F.v.c. and e.8.. Fisher's exact test wirl
be used to anaryze if there are signifícant differences
between these groups.

Tine

lime refers to:
(a) How rong the child witness is on the stand testifying.
Separate records will be made of the tirne children were on the
stand during the crown's examination and the defense's cross-
examination and total time on the stand wilr be calcurated by

adding the two separate recordings together. The time the
child spends on the stand is important because rong

examinations can be frustrating and tiring, affecting the
childts attention span and thus the quarity of the evidence.

The average time a chird spends on the stand in F.v.c. and

Q.B. wilr be compared, as welr as the difference in the time
the crown and defense spend examining the witnesses in each

court. A t-test wirl be done on the time to determine if
there is a rerationship between time, type of court and age of
the witnesses. A 2-way anarysis of variance for each court
personnel will be used to see if there are any main effects of
interaction effects.
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(b) The length of time the case ís in the criminar justice
systern. This calculation wirr be made by recording the date
of the accused's first appearance and the final case

disposition. rt wilr be measured according to approximate

weeks in the system. Tirne can contribute to memory d.ecay

and/or nev¡ int,erpretations of earlier events. A comparison of
the average processing tirne in F.v.c. and e.B. wilr reveal
which court processes chird sexuar abuse cases quicker.

Court Personnelrs Behaviour

The behaviour patterns of the court personner wirl be

observed in order to measure the interaction they have with
child v¡itnesses. Court personnel behaviour wiII be assessed

accordíng to:
(a) The use of props. This incrudes anything chil_dren can use

in order to herp them testify. commonly used props are
anatomically correct dorrs, drawings and diagrams. The judge

decides if the prop is appropriate and useful t,o the case, and

is not prejudicial to the rights of the accused. A record
v¡irl be kept of the use of props on a nominar yes/no scale, âs

well as the type of prop used. The frequency of the use of
props by children in F.v.c. compared to e.e. wirr be used as

an indicator of the effort made by court personnel to
accommodate the special needs of child ¡'ritnesses. A Fisherrs
exact test will be used to assess if there is a significant
difference between the groups.
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(b) The degree to which age-appropriate language is used by

court personnel during examination. The degree to which açfe-

appropriate language is used by the judge, crohrn and d.efense

will be recorded on a scale from 1 to 5, with 1 representing
tno appropriate language' and 5 tno inappropriate languager.

During the course of the chirdrs interäction with each court
member, the research staff will determine the lever of açfe-

appropriate language according to the forlowing criteria: did
the question seem confusing, did the question have to be re-
worded in order for the child to understand it, did the child
anshrer the question or rernain silent, and did the adurt use

complex words and legal jargon. The assessments made by the
research staff are globar and subjective. This measure wilr
be used as a rough estimate of the language used by court
personnel. The average degree to which age-appropriate
language was used by the court personnel witl be compared to
see if there is an association between the use of language,

type of court and age of the witnesses. A series of t-tests
will determine if there are significant relationships between

the use of age-appropriate language, type of court, court
personner and age of the witnesses. A 2-way anarysis of
variance for each court personner wirl be used to determine if
there are any main effects or interaction effects.
(c) The degree of supportiveness shown towards the chird.
During the course of the entire hearing, the supportiveness of
the court personnel wirl be measured according to a five-point
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scale, r¡ríth 1 representing ,not supportive at allr, 3

tneutral' and 5 'very supportive/. There wirl be a separate

rating made for each court member. Research staff wirl
subjectivery assess supportiveness by the sray in which the
court personner interact with the chirdren, with those who are
aggressive, impatient, and insensit,ive being not supportive and

those who are non-threatening, patient and sensitive being
very supportive. The average degree of supportiveness of the
court personnel in F.v.c. and e.B. will be compared to see if
there is an associatíon between supportiveness, type of court
and age of the witnesses. A series of t-tests will determine

if there are significant rerationships between supportiveness,
type of court, court personner and the age of the witnesses.
A 2-way anarysis of variance for each court personnel_ wirr be

used to determine if there are any main effects of interaction
effects.

(4) Child's Behawiour

The childrens' behavioral states wilr be monitored by the
research staff during the chirdrensr testimony. These

behaviours wil-l be used as indicators of the chirdrs anxiety
revel. There is a 4 point scale to rate behaviours, from trro,

the chird does not exhibit a particurar behaviour to the chird
exhibits the behavíour ta lotr. The anxiety scare wilr
incrude 9 behaviours. This scale is age-appropriate for all
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witnesses, as well as homogenous. Separate recordings will be

made for each behaviour during testimony to the Crown

attorney, the defense lawyer and the judge, resulting in 27

ratings for each child. The average anxiety level in F.V.C.

and Q.B. will be compared to determine the association between

child witnessest behaviour, h¡ho they v¡ere interacting with,
their age and type of court. A series of t-tests wíll
estimate the sígnificance of this association. A 2-way

anarysis of variance for each court personnet wirl be used to
determine if there are main effects or interaction effects.

These recordings only ídentify the anxiety level of the
child witnesses. Conclusions cannot be drawn as to why the
children behave a certain wayr as behaviorar and emotional

states do not necessarily refrect rearity. rf r find more

anxiety in one of the courts, I can only speculate that such

d.ifferences are a result of court differences. r wirl discuss

the relation between the behaviours of children and the other
variables. For example, if there is a lot of anxiety in e.n.
tríals, are the other variables consistent with this (e.g., no

support people present, use of age-inappropriate language).

This wilr arow me to rook for correlations among the
children's behaviours and the other variabres and help draw

conclusions.

As noted throughout the discussion, the above variabres
wirr arso be anaryzed according to the age of the chitd
witnesses. Age has been identified as a major factor in the
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ability of chÍldren to be witnesses. Age must be taken into
account in order to identify the interaction age has with each
variable. Adults wil-l not be included in most of the
analysisr ês they are not appricable to the indices being
considered. Their incrusion would skew the data. For
exampÌe, the use of age-appropriate language is not applícable
to adurts. Therefore, the adult subjects wilr only be used.

when the anarysis of the índ.ex 'time, is done. Based on the
indices to be used in this study, specific hypotheses vrere
generated.

Hypotheses

The indÍces discussed above provide the means necessary
to make a comparison of the treatment of chird witnesses in
F.v-c. and e.8.. The manner in which child witnesses are
treated will reveal whether specialized court better meets the
needs of children as witnesses than e.8..

It is predicted that the comparison of F.V.C.
hearings and tri-aIs to e.e. triars wirl revear
between t'he two courts. rt is anticipated that:
(1) The accused witr be seated outside the childrenrs rine of
vision more often in F.V.C..
(2) F-v.c. personnel wirr be more likery to use legisrative
procedures to shield the victin from the accused (i.e.,
screen, cl-osed circuit television) than e.B. personnel.

preliminary

differences
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(3) Fewer peopre wirr be present during chirdren's testimony
in F.V.C. cases than e.B. cases.
(4) child witnesses witr have support peopre present during
testimony more often in F.v.c. than in e.g., particurarly
younger children.
(5a) I{it'nesses in F.v-c. cases v¡irl be required to testify for
shorter periods of time than witnesses in e.B. cases.
(5b) Defense rawyers wilr examine witnesses for ronger periods
of time than Crown attorneys.
(5c) Younger witnesses wirr be required to testify for strorter
periods of tirne than the older witnesses.
(6) F.V.C. cases wilr be processed more quickly than Q.B.
cases.

(7') Props (i.e., dolls and diagrams) will be used more often
by f.V.C. personnel than e.B. personnel.
(8) F.v-c. personner and e.B. cro!ün attorneys wilr use more
age-appropriate ranguage, particularly with younger children.
(9) F.v.c. personner wirr exhibit more supportive behaviour
towards child witnesses, particurarry the younger ones.
(loa) child witnesses, especiarly younger chirdren, witt have
a higher level of anxiety in e.B. than they do in F.V.C..
(l-ob) rn general, child witnesses wirl be more anxious with
defense lawyers than with Crown attorneys.

These hypotheses reflect the general predíction that
F-v-c. witr better meet the special needs of chirdren by
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creating a more child-sensitive court
of these hypotheses wi1l be discussed

process. The analyses

next in Chapter Four.
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CHAPTER FOUR: ÀI{ÀLYSTS OF DATA A}¡D RESULTS

rn this section, r will compare F.v.c. and e.B. according
to specific indices. e.B. was chosen as the comparison group
because it is the only other court that handres criminal
charges of sexual abuse against chÍrdren. The indices incrude
features that are conmon to both of the courts. They are: (1)
court environment; (2) tirne testifying and time case kas in
the system; (3) court personnel behaviour; and (4,) chird's
behaviour- The two courts will be compared to determi-ne if
there is a difference in the way witnesses are treated in the
two courts- rt is hypothesized that F.v.c. wirl be more
sensitive to the speciar needs of children than e.B. because
F.v.c. is a specialized court system with a victin-focused
approach to the adrninistration of justice, whereas e.e. is
not.

Two issues that must be addressed in order to determine
the varidity of the study are representativeness and
comparability. The cases that were rnonitored are
representative of cases appearing before the F.v.c.. rn order
to determine the representativeness of the sampre, urser
(L993) compared the case characteristics of the chird abuse
monitoring data with the characteristics of the tracked cases.
The tracked cases accounted for Tgeo of alr disposed cases. No
discrepancies between the two vrere discóvered. Therefore, the
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smalrer sample (the monitoring data) is representative of the
Iarger population (the court population data).

on a number of crit,ical dimensions the cases heard in
F.v.c. and Q.B. $rere comparabre. Arr the cases involved
alleqations of child sexual abuse. As well, the. age

distribution of the witnesses in both courts hras similar.
Table 2 indicates the percentage distribution of the age of
the witnesses by court and gender. A chi-square anarysis of
the age of the witnesses and type of court found no

significant relationship between the two groups (chi-sguare:
4-59, df= 2, p= .06). As well, statisticar comparisons hrere

run on most of the variables (e.9., genderr â9e, nature of the
charges and tirne testifying) in order to enpiricalry assess

comparability. No significant differences ltrere discovered.
However, there vrere two general areas in which

differences did emerge. First, the canad.ian crininal code

specifies that onry in cases of indictable offenses can tlre
accused opt for triar in e.g.. As a resurt, arI e.B. cases

invorved indictabre charges. rn comparison, in this study,
85? of the cases heard in F.v.c. involved indictabre charges.
Typicarry, most child sexual abuse cases invorve charges that
are considered serious (i.e., indictabte). Nevertheless,
there is a i-5? difference in the rate of indictable charges in
cases heard in the two courts.

second, as mentioned in chapter Two, the evidence in e.B.
cases is screened more than the evidence in F.v.c. cases.
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F.v.c. cases are screened by the crown attorney when they
first enter the system. The crown assesses the strengttr of
the evidence and whether the chird is capable of being a good

witness. e.B. cases receive this initial screening, but they
are arso screened at the prelirninary hearing by a provincial
court judge and then again by the e.B. crown attorney before
it goes to triar. The screening process results in cases with
the strongest evidence and the best witnesses going to e.8..
ursel (L994) reports that in the first year of F.v.c. only 8?

or L42 of the 11800 cases which began in the speciarized court
proceeded to triar in e.8.. rn the second year only 5? or 136

of the 2,660 F.v.c. cases proceeded to trial in e.8..
Therefore, it wourd make sense to expect e.B. witnesses to out
perform F.v.c. witnesses. However, the hypotheses to be
tested are based on the assumption that specialization witl
create a sufficiently child-sensitive environment to moderate
these effects, making it possible for children to perform as
werlr or betterr on the witness stand in F.v.c. as they do in
Q.8..

Although F.v.c. proceedings are not equivalent to e.B.
triars, they are similar in terms of the regal process the
child witnesses experience (testinony). Based on these
simirar case characteristics, F.v.c. and e.e. cases are
arguabry comparabre. By estabrishing the comparability of
F.v.c. and Q.8., it can be assumed that if differences are
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revealed after data analysis, they are

differences, not case differences.

due to court

The sample being used for this study includes Lzs
subjects, 110 females and. 15 males. As Table 2 presents, the
witnesses ranged in age from z to 31. centrar to the
discussion in this study is the issue of age. Age is a

significant factor v¡hen dealing with child witnesses who are
required to testify in court. Based on a witnesses êger

different cognítive and linguistÍc expectations should be mad.e

of hi¡n or her. For example, more detair and sequencing of
events should be expected from a t4 year ord witness than a 7

year old witness. Failure to acknowledge the importance of
the age of chil-d witnesses in their abirity to provide
testimony would resurt in an incomplete assessment of them.
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TÀBI,E 2

PERCENTAGE DrsrRrBUTroN oF AcE oF cErr¡D lvrrNEss

BY COURT A}ID GENDER

The witnesses rárere recoded ínto 3 groups for statistical
purposes. They are: group 1 (7-LS years), group 2 (L6_1,7

years) , and group 3 (18-3r- years) . The variable age tfas
recoded into three groups to arlow statisticar anarysis to be
mader âs the original vari-abre wourd not have had enouglr
subject,s per group to arlow for it. Adults h¡ere not incruded
in the anarysÍs of variables, except with the index related to

AGE

OF

TTTTNESS

TYPE OF COURT

F.V. c. (N=89) Q.B. (N:36)

7-LL YEARS

L2-L5 YEARS

L6-L7 YEARS

18-3]- YEARS
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tirne (tine testifying and time case in system). rt was not
appropriate to include adurts in the other anaryses because

the variables did not apply to them (e.g. one cannot assess

the use of age-appropriate ranguage with an adurt). rncrusion
of adults would have skewed the data.

The cases vrere heard in two courts, F.v.c. and e.8.. The

cases in F.v.c. vrere either prelirninary hearings or trials.
Alt cases in e.B. vrere trials. Table 3 provides the
percentage distribution of the types of cases incruded in the
sample.a rn the anarysis of the data, prelirninary hearings
and F.v.c trials are combined into one group, representing the
F.V.C. proceedings that are to be compared to the e.B.
proceedings. The writer statistically compared prelíminary
hearings and F.v.c. triars on a variety of variables,
incruding â9e, gender, time case in system and time
testifying, and found no significant differences. Therefore,
they were deemed comparable and able to be classified as one

group.

aThere
preliminary
subjects in

are 7 child witnesses
hearing and Q.B. trial.
both the F.V.C. sample

in the sample who have both a
Therefore, they are considered

and the Q.B. sample.
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TYPE OF

HEARING

Prelininary

F.V.C. Trial

Q.B. Trial

TABIJE 3

PERCENTAGE DTSTRIBUTTON OF TYPE OF EEARING

The experience of the children in the two courts will be
compared to test the overall hypothesis that F.v.c. will be a
more chird sensitive environment than e.8.. Data v¡ere
analyzed using statistical package for the social sciences
(s - P- s. s. ) . The data i-ncr-udes numerical and percentage
differences for the two courts. lrlhere possible, tests of
statistical significance vrere made. A .05 level of
signíficance r,'ras chosen, and if the value obtained is less
than .05, there is a significant relationship between the
variables that were analyzed. The value (p) obt.ained vras

divided by '2', as these were one-tailed tests. rn the
interpretation of the data, there are considerations to be
made. usuarly, when there v/as a large difference in the means

between the two groups being compared a significant
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relationship $ras found (i.e., the tp, varue v/as ress than
.o5). However, there are exceptions to this generar rule.
First, íf there was a rarge difference in the size of the two
groups being compared (e.g., group one has s4 subjects and

group 2 has 6) a significant rerationship may not be found.
second, if the standard deviations of the two groups vrere

considerabry different, a significant rerationship wourd

likery not have been found. rn expl-oratory studies Like this
one' ceII size and standard deviation can affect the chance of
a significant relatíonship being discovered.

Research Findíngs

various indices, which were designed to measure the
sensitivity of the courts to the speciar needs of the child
witnesses, wilr be considered. These indices are court
environment, tine testifying and case tirne, court personnelrs
behaviour and chird's behaviour. Thê resurts of the data
analysis will be presented according to these indices and the
hypotheses that relate to them.

Court Environment

The courtroom environment is a very important fact,or to
considerr âs research indicates that the settíng in which
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testimony occurs can affect the abílity of the witnesses to
give fuIl and candid disclosure of evidence (sas , LggL).

The environment of the two courts wirl be anaryzed in
order to compare their responsiveness to the speciar needs of
chird witnesses. The environmentar features incrude; (1)
positioning of the accused, (2) modifications to minimize eye
contact, (3) the number of peopre in the courtroom duríng
testimony and (4') the presence of support peopre. The

analysís is based on cases in which the witnesses were
children- Adutts [rere excluded because the environmenta]-
features are designed to meet the needs of child witnesses.
The tables in this section are based on 106 cases, or ress if
there u¡ere missing data. Four hypotheses vrere formulated to
eval-uate this index.

Before discussing the anarysis, it is important to point
out that in order to furry understand the findings for
Hypotheses L Eo 4, they must be discussed in relation to the
physical design of the courtroom. The use of the provisions
provided in Birr c-15 is deternined in part by the layout of
the courtroom.

rn F.v-c. courtrooms, the witness box directly faces the
judge. Diagram A (see Appendix c) illustrates the layout of
a typical F.v.c. courtroom. The lawyer's tables are to the
left and right of the witness box and the garlery is behind
it. Typically, the accused is seated at the defense table or
in the gallery. Therefore, the accused would be seated to the
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síde of or behind the child witness. rn contrast, e.B.
courtrooms usually have the witness box situated beside the
judge and facing the rawyerrs tables and the galreryr âs

Diagram B (see Appendix c) indicates. The accused is contmonry

seated at the defense tabre, which praces him/her directly
facing the chird witness. As the diagrams indicate, there is
a prisoner's box in the courtroom for the accused. This is
used only when the accused was detained in custody (which is
seldorn) .

Therefore, there seems little need in F.v.c. to utilize
the provisions provided ín Birl c-r-s. The modifications made

possible by Birr c-1s would be of greater significance and

more necessary in a formal court setting 1Íke Q.B. r €rs more

chirdren in e.B. can see the accused whire they were

testifying.

ursel (1993) points out that crown attorneys are
reluctant to use screens or televisions because the
constitutionality of their use is stilr being debated in the
court,s. They could provide the defense with a basis for
appeal. Furthermore, screens have been found to be

distracting for the child, as the chird imagines the accused
behind it. Nevertheless, too many. children seem to be exposed

to the undue stress of having to see the accused whire giving
test,imony. The most sensibre solutÍon, which urser (1993)

arso points out, would be to schedule atr chird sexual abuse

triars in rooms that do not have the witness box facing the
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accused. This would be most attainable in F.v.c.. The first
step in the data anarysis vras to determine how many child
witnesses were seated in the accusedrs rine of vision. Based

on the quaritative description above, more children were
expected to be ín the accusedrs rine of vision in e.8..

Hypothesis #j_

THE AccusED I{ILL BE SEATED oursrDE THE cHrr,DREN's LINE oF

VISTON MORE OFTEN IN F.V.C..

As described above, the layout of F.V.C. and e.B.
courtrooms are dramaticarly different. rn F.v.c., the vritness
box rarely faces the accused., whereas in e.n., this is
commonly the case. Therefore, in Q.8., measures would have to
be taken in most cases to prevent the victi¡n from having to
face the accused (i.e., regisrative procedures or a request to
move the accused).

Tabre 4, shows the relationship between type of court and
if the accused was seated outside the chirdrs rine of vision.
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:TABTJE 4

PERCENTAGE DISTRTBUTTON OF TYPE OF COURT

BY IJOCATION OF ACCUSED

TYPE
OF COURT

ACCUSED OTITSIDE LINE OF
vrsIoN

YES NO

F.V. C.
N: 79

67.L2
(s3 )

32.92
(261

Q. s.
N= 27

18.5?
(s)

81.5?
(22)

-square L9.L6 df f s cant' .0000

of the 106 cases incruded in the anarysis , 32.92 of the F.v.c.
witnesses courd see the accused, whereas gi-.så of the e.B.
witnesses could see the accused. A significant relationship
between type of court and rocation of accused was found. The
few children in e.B. who rr¡ere not in the line of vision of the
accused (18.så) T¡rere situated in that manner due more to
circumstance than to it being planned. Either the accused was
seated behind a physicar barrier (e.g., a podiurn or post) or
the courtroom was not the usuar e.e. layout. rn F.v.c., the
chirdren who were in the rine of vision of the accused were
also usually victins of circumstance. For exampre, the case
may have been heard in a courtroon that was typicarry not used
in F.v.c. cases (i.e., where the witness box faced the
accused). Having 91.5å of the chird witnesses in e.¡. in the
line of vision of the accused is a significant discovery. rt
clearry distinguishes the chirdrs experience as a witness in
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F.v.c- from Q.8.. Reéearch shows that testífying in such

circumstances is intinidating and dífficult because the chíId
witnesses become highry aroused by theír stress or fear
(Goodman & clark-stewart I tggt). e.B. is clearly a more

stressful environment than F.v.c., according to this variabre.
Fisherts exact test was used due to the smarl number of celÌ
sizes in the e.B. sampre. No significant differences s¡ere

found. rn generar, a comparison of percentages revealed. that
younger children, r,rho are arguably more vulnerable than older
children, faced the accused ress often. younger children are
more vurnerabre due to their inexperience and. dependency.

Rectifying this stressful situation, however, is not
difficurt to accomprish. A simple ansvrer wourd be to have the
accused or the victin move to another part of the courtroom.
Another anshrer would be for the crown attorney to request the
use of a legislative procedure to shield the victim from the
accused. Legisrative procedures incrude screens and crosed-
circuit televisions. Both of these options are readiry
accessible. The use of legislative procedures wirl be

discussed next.
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Hypothesis #2

F.V.C. PERSONNEL ARE MORE

TO SHIELD THE VTCTIM FROM

cïRcuIT TELEVISTON) THAN

LTKELY TO USE LEGTSLATIVE PROCEDTIRES

THE ACCUSED (I.8., SCREEN OR CLOSED_

Q.B. PERSONNEL.

The literature states that child advocates (e.g., crown
attorneys, court-appointed support people) frequentry argue
for the use of innovative techniques to reduce the stress on
the children and to ericit the most comprete and detaired
testimony from children (Goodman et â1., Lggz). The writer
speculates that there will be more chird advocates in the
F.v.c. system than in e.8., resulting in a higher rate of use
of innovative procedures. In court, there will be
many cases that require procedures which would shierd the
victim from the accused. The frequency of the use of such
procedures hras expected to be high. Table 5 presents the
frequency distribution of the use of innovative procedures in
F.V.C. and e.8..
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TABTJE 5

PERCENTÀGE DISTRIBUTION OF PROCEDT'RES USED TO SHTELD

VICTIU FROT,I ACCUSED BY TYPE OF COURT

Tabre 4 indicates that there was one screen used, and this was
in Q.e.. Further, there were two closed-circuit terevisions
used, both in F.v.c.. Fisher's exact test was used due to the
small cel-r sizes. No significant differences between these
groups were found. As the means indi_cate, the frequency of
using these procedures is row in both courts.

IVhile neither court utilized procedures to shierd the
victin from the accused., the dífference in design of the
courtrooms resurts in a greater need for such shierds in e.B.
than F.v.c.. As described above, children are more ríkety to
be in the accused's line of vision in e.8., simpry due to the
layout of the courtrooms. rn F.v.c., it is possible for the
chirdren to enter the courtroom, give testimony and exit
without seeíng the accused (the crown attorney can wark with
the chil-d and brock his or her vision) . This is not as

TYPE
OF

COURT

LEGISLATIVE PROCEDURE

TELEVISTON

F.V. C.
N= 79
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possibre in Q-8.. The infrequent use of screens and cl0sed._
circuit terevision, particurarly in e.8., is evidence that
BilL c-r-s provísions are not being used to ressen the Ímpact
of attending court.

Irrhite there is registation provided for particurar
proceedings to shield the victirn from the accused, the cro¡rrn
attorney arso has the opportunity and the right to introduce
ot'her mechanisms t,o do this. Most often this entails the
crown attorney requesting that the accused be seated somewhere
other than the childrs line of vision. (e.g., in F.V.C., if
the accused was seated in the garrery, the victim courd easiry
avoid eye contact at arl tirnes). These types of requests are
relativel-y sirnple and quick, making them ideal measures to
use. rt ís very telling that these procedures are not
utirized in e.8.. This seems to suggest that e.B. personner
are not as sensitive to chirdrenrs need.s in the courtroom as
the legislation would pernit them to be.

The first tv¡o hypotheses discussed looked at the extent
to which chird witnesses had to face the accused while giving
testimony and the procedures avairabre to shierd the witnesses
from the accused. There are other environmentar features that
can affect chirdren's abirity to testify openry and
confidently. one such factor is the number of peopre in the
courtroom whire the children are testifying. rn keeping with
the expectatíon that F.v.c. is more chird-sensit,íve than e.8.,
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fewer people

proceedings.
are anticipated to be present at F.V. C.

Hvpothesis #3

FEWER PEOPLE *ITLL BE PRESENT DURING CHILDREN,S TESTTMONY ÏN
F.V.C. CASES THAN Q.B. CASES.

The presence of people, particularly strangers, can have
a negative irnpact on children's abirity to testify (sas,
l-991) ' The first step of this anaÌysis was to determine the
totar number of people present during proceedings in F.v.c.
and Q-8.. Table 6 presents the data for a series of t_tests
that were done to see if the number of peopre in the courtroom
during the chird's testimony was related to type of court or
açte.
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TÀBT¡E 6

coNTRAsr rN t'tEÀN RÀTrNcs oF NttltBER oF pEoprJE rN TIIE
COT'RTROOI' AND COT'RT TYPE OR ÀGE OF TTITNESS

A¿t_ ages:
7-LS yrs:
L6-L7 yrs:

p=
p=
p=

.54
1. 45

df= 77
df= 25

t
t

.2

.295

.080

rn F'v.c., the average nurnber of people present during the
child's testímony vras 8.5 and in e.B. it was 9.3. There was
no significant rerationship between type of court and number
of peopre' compared to Q.8., the mean number of people ü/as a
little l0wer in F.v.c. - when controlling for the age of the
witnesses in F.v.c. or e.8., again no significant
relationships h¡ere found. rn F.v.c., witnesses of all ages
had approximately the same number of people present during
testimony as did the witnesses in e.g.. A 2_!,¡ay analysis of
variance (number of people in courtroom by court and age)
found no main effects, nor any interaction effects.

The varues found. in the anarysis are somewhat higher than
expected. The presence of g-10 people can be quite
influential' The similar varues found for F.v.c. and Q.B.

TYPE

OF

COURT

NUT{BER OF PERSONS TN

THE COTIRTROOM

7.T5 YEARS2 L6-L7 YEARS3

F.V. C. (n=79)

Q. g. (n=27 )
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indicates that in both courts the issue of the presence of
people during chirdrenrs testirnony is not addressed as a
serious matter.

The next step in the analysis was to deterrnine the
identity of these people. Irlhire it is believed that having a
large number of people present during testimony is
intinidatingr, a distinction is made in the riterature between
the pubtic at rarge and support people who are there for the
witnesses- support peopre can serve as positive Ínfruences
for children (Sas, LggL).

Hypothesis #4

CHTLD hIITNESSES TVTLL

TESTIMONY MORE OFTEN

YOUNGER CHTLDREN.

HAVE SUPPORT

ÏN F.V. C. THAN

PEOPLE PRESENT DURTNG

ÏN Q. B. , PARTTCULARLY

The averagres carculated above were further anaryzed to
determine if the peopre were support people, and if so, their
relationship to the witnesses. rn considering the presence or
absence of support people in the courtroom, identifying the
relationship between the child and the support person is also
irnportant. Different relationships offer different t119es of
support' the writer distinguishes between the nature of the
rerationships, with parent and guardian relationships being
seen as more supportive than relationships with advocates.
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Parent/child relationships are more supportive
are usually more emotionally supportive than
with professional_s (advocates) .

because they
relationstrips

Tab1e 7 presents the percentage distribution
people by type of court.

of support

TÃBLE 7

PERCENTAGE DrsrRrBUTroN oF suppoRÎ pEoprrE By coIrRT

Tabre 7 indicates that 83.5å of witnesses in F.v.c. had
support people present during testímony, compared Eo 77.8å in
Q'e" This higher percentage of support people in F.v.c. is
aligned with the hypothesis, though the difference was not
statisticarly significant. Tabre 7 also indicates that when
the identity of the support person is considered, a difference
between the two courts exists. rn F.v.c., the most common
support people r{ere rparent and Àdvocate, (3g .82), ,Advocate,
(25'42'), and. rparenL' (23.g2). rn contrast, e.g. commonly hadtAdvocater (40e"), 'parent' (25-oz), and 'other ' (tsz). That
is, rn F.v.c., parents and advocates vrere much more rikery to

support
person
present,

IDENTTTY OF SUPPORT PERSONSI

F.V. C.
N=79
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attend together, whire in e.B. advocates $rere much more rikery
to attend arone. But,, parents v¡ere about equarry likery to
attend alone in both courts.

The type of support peopre can be divided into two tlpes
of support personar support (parent or guardian) and
professional support (advocate). For the most part, personar
support would seem to be more advantageous to the child due to
the emotionar nature of the proceedings (sas, Lggt). peopre
who are cr-ose to the chird witnesses, those usualry being
farnity members and friends, may offer more support because of
the relationships they have with them. Advocates, though they
are trained to offer emotionar support, do not have a crose
relationship v¡ith the chirdren. unfortunatery, famiry member
support is not al-ways available, in some cases the accused is
arso a family member and others have sided with the accused.
Irlhile observing the case proceeding, research assistants
distinguished if the farniry member r¡¡as there to support the
child or the accused. rn cases where the famiry supports the
accused, the irnportance and relevance of professionar support
for the chird witnesses is essentíar and should not be
underestimated.

F.V.C has a higher rate of support peopre who are cr-ose
to the chirdren, lvhereas Q.B. has more professionar support.
rnterestingry, the most frequent support peopre in F.v.c. is
the 'parent and advocater grroup. This diversity can create an
optirnat support system, as the chitd has the opportunity for
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both personal and professional support. All child witnesses
should have the opportunity to have a strong support system.
The court personnel shourd make it a priority to ensure that
this happens. That is, if the chird has no known support
system (e'9', farnily or friends) other relevant adurts shourd
be encouraged to attend court (e.g., sociar v¡orker or support
worker) - rt appears this is a greater priority in F.v.c. than
it Q.s..

rt is due to the vurnerabirity of children that support
peopre are so important in court cases that involve chird
witnesses. This is especialì-y true for young children. An
analysis was done on the presence of support peopre according
to the ages of the child r^¡itnesses. Table 8 presents the data
for this analysis.

TABIJE 8

PERCENTAGE DISTRTBUTTON OF SUPPORT PEOPLE INF.V.C. & Q.B. BY AcE oF IÍITNESS

chi-square= .L47
p--
p=

1,6

AGE OF
Ï{ITNESS

SUPPORT PERSONS PRESENT (Z)
F.V.C
N=79 | Q. s.

N=27
YES

N=66
NO

N=l3
YES

N=21
NO

N:6
7-L5 YEARS1 86.72 L3.32 83.3? L6.72

L6-L7 YEARS2 73.72 26.32 66.72 33 .3å
years: chi-squffi

62. L7 years:
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This anarysis indicates that both courts have support
people present more often with younger chirdren. rn F.v.c.,
the 7-15 year oId group had a support person present 65.8å of
the time, while the 16-i-T year ord group L7.Tz. rn e.8., the
younger children had support people present 55 .62 of the time,
compared to the L6-L7 year old group who had support 22.24 0f
the time- IVhen controrling for age , there is rittle
difference between the younger children in F.v.c. and Q.B.
The younger children in F.v.c. have support people 87å of the
time, compared to 832 of e.B. children. However, the
difference remains when comparing the older chirdren in r.v.c.
and e.B. - The order chirdren in F.v.c. had support peopLe 742
of the tirne' compared to 672 ín e.8.. Fisherrs Exact test was
used due to the smarr celr sizes. No significant difference
between groups hrere found. However, the percentages do
indicate that younger chirdren have support people present
more often, particularly in F.V.C.

The data anaryses thus far indicates that the
environments of F.v.c. and Q.e. are distinctly different.
Evidence suggests that F.v.c. has a more chird-sensitive
environment than Q.n.. F.v.c. courtrooms are designed so that
the child witnesses do not have to face the accused during
testirnony, but in Q.e. they do. Despite the obvious need to
use procedures to shÍerd the victims from the accused in Q.8.,
such procedures are rarely used. Although F.V.C. and e.e.
proceedings are very different in terms of where the accused
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and the chird witnesses are seated during testimony, this can
easily be changed (e.g., move the accused or the chird or hotd
Q.B triats in F.v.c courtroons). The fact that the settings
in which e.B. trials are held are not changed is significant,
as the childrenrs needs are clearly not being met.

Furtherrnore, F-v.c. v¡as more sensitive in terms of the
number and type of people present in court during the
childrents testimony. rn F.v.c., the peopre present in court
tended to be people who could offer personar support to the
child witnesses, whereas in e.B. they tended to be peopre who
courd offer professional support. Although professional_s are
trained to offer emotional support, often peopre crose to the
children can provide more personal emotional support. The
four hypotheses made concerning the environments of the two
courts vrere supported by the data analysis. of these, only
one of the relationships were statisticalry significant.

Time

The F.V.c and Q.g- chird sexuar abuse cases that were
monitored wirr be compared according to two criteria that
constitute the index 'time'. The first criteria, court time,
refers to the rength of time the witness was required to
test'ify. This is 3-ford: (1) totar tine testifying, (2) time
with the Crown and (3) tirne with the defense.
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Testifying in court can be a stressfur and potentiarry
threatening experience for children (Goodman and Bottoms,
1993). These reactions can be magnified when the examinations
by the rawyers are long. when children react to stress and
fear, the quality of their evidence can be jeporadized due to
their decreased attention span and overwhelming feelings.
Goodman et al (L9g2') found that the longer and more often
chirdren were required to testify, the more stressed they
vtere.

The second criteria for the index time, case time, refers
to how long the case was in the crirninar justice system. This
calculation was made by deterrnining the date of the accused.rs
first appearance and final case disposition. case time is
another significant potential stressor for child witnesses.
Goodman et al (L9g2) found that the ronger a case r¡ras in the
criminal justice system, the more emotionaÌ disturbance it
caused for the child invorved. chirdren whose cases go to
Q-8. wilr rikety have a longer experience in the court system
because their cases require a preriminary hearing first. This
process can add considerable tirne to the casers progression
through the criminal justice system (Urse1 , Lgg3,) .

Furthermore, case time can affect the quarity of the
evidence chird witnesses give. As a case progresses through
the system, the child witness continues to rearn and develop
his or her own skitls as a witness. Their ability to describe
events and communicate in the court system improves. This can
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introduce variation ín testimony or make testimony seem

rehearsed., which can in turn make the child witness appear to
not be a credibre rr¡itness (perry and wrightsman I LggL) .

Adult r'¡itnesses will be included in thís analysis.
Therefore, there wirl be Lzs subjects included in the
analysis. rf the output indicates that there are less than
L25 subjects included in the anarysis, it is due to rnissing
data. Though children do interact with the judge, as v¡err as
the crown and defense, judges will not be included in the
analysis. This is because the judges main interaction with
the chitd witness tends to be to administer the oath and to
tell the child to speak up (Goodman et aI., Lgg2).

Hvpothesis #5

5a) I{TTNESSES rN F.V.C. CASES r4irI,I, BE REQUTRED TO TESTTFY FoR

SHORTER PERTODS OF TIME THAN WTTNESSES TN Q.B. CASES.

5b) DEFENSE LAWYERS WILL EXAMINE T{TTNESSES FOR LONGER PERTODS

OF TTME THAN CROT{N ATTORNEYS.

5c) YOUNGER CHTLDREN $IrLL BE REQuTRED To rESTrFy FoR 
'H.RTERPERIODS OF TTME THAN THE OLDER I^ITTNESSES. :

The first step in this analysis examined the differences
in the time chird witnesses testified in F.v.c. and e.g..
Tabre 9 presents the results of the series of t-tests for this
analysis.
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TÀBTJE 9

CONTRAST IN UEAII RÀTTNGS OF TII.IE IESTIFYTNG & TYPE OF COURT

TYPE OF

COURT

TIME TESTIFYTNG (minutes)

total timer crown2 defense3

F.V.C. (n=88) 62 .4 29.O 37 .4

Q.B. (n=36) 85.0 39.L 47.2

. totaL time: t= -1.862. Crown:
3. defense:

p=
p=
p:

!_L_ù-
L-

-1.91
-L.11

df= 48.77
df= 45.36

. o31

.136

The total length of time chirdren testified differed from
F.v.c. to Q.8.. rn F.v.c., children testified for an average

of 62.4 minutes, whire chirdren in e.B. for Bs.o minutes.
This time difference is quite large. A t-test determined a

significant relationship between type of court and total
length of time testifying. The difference in averages revears
that child witnesses wilr testify for shorter periods of time
in F.V. c. .

Anarysis h¡as also done for the tine children testified.
for the crown and defense separately. These data are included
in Table 9, as well. child witnesses must testify for as long
as it is required for the rawyers to ericit, necessary
evidence. often, the tine it takes a crown attorney versus a
defense rawyer to examine the same child wítness varies
considerably. A t-test determined a significant relationship
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between the length of time a F.v.c. crown (zg.o) had. a child
testify and a e.e. crown (39.1). The time defense lawyers had
children testify for in F.V.C. (37.4) and e.B. (47.2) differed
considerably, as well, though no significant relationship was

found. Atthough there was nearly the same difference in
minutes betv¡een time testifying with crown and defense, ttrere
virere very different probability (p) varues obtained. This
variation can be exprained by the differences in the standard
deviations, which rras much rower for the analysis wíth the
crown attorneys. rn general, the averages indicate that crown
attorneys examine the chitd l¡itnesses for shorter periods of
tirne' especiarly in F.v.c.. The defense attorneys, most
notabJ-y Q.e. defense, have children testify for longer periods
of time. These findings further support the hypothesis made.

However, when controrring for the personner in each
respective court separately, there vras a very strong
signíficant relationship found between the time crown and

defense had chirdren testify in F.v.c.. Table 10 presents the
data for this analysis.
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TABIJE 10

CONTRAST IN I,fEAlf RATINGS OF TTDÍE TESTTFYTNG

ÀIÍD COURT PERSONNEIJ IÍIT¡IIN EITE COUR:ÍIS

TYPE OF

COURT

COURT PERSONNEL

CROWN DEFENSE

F.V. C. (n=85) I 29.O 37 .4

Q.B. (n=35) 39.1 47.2

& ense: -2.

The crown in F.v.c., on average, had chirdren testify for
29.o minutes, while the defense for 37.4 minutes. rn
contrast, in e.8., there was no significant differences
between lawyer and time testifying. e.g. cro!,rn attorneys had.

children testify for 39.1- minutes whire e.g. defense for 47.2
minutes. I{hite the differences are close (approximatery I
minute differences between crown and defense in both courts),
the difference is significant in F.v.c and not in e.B. because
of the variation in cerl sizes. These findings also support
hypothesi= #S.

Further anarysis was made on the rerationship between
time testifying and the witnesses's age. Hypothesis 5c stated.
that younger children would testify for shorter, periods of
tine than older children. This data is presented in Tabl_e r_1.
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TABIJE 11

COIilTR.AST IN }ÍEAN RATINGS OF TIIÍE TESTIFYTNG

AìTD TYPE OF COT'RT À!{D ÀGE OF IÍITITESS

TYPE OF

cottRT

ÀGE OF I1ITTNESS

7-L5 YEARS'

N=77

I6-L7 YEARS2

N=28

18-31_ YEARS3

N_L9

F.V. C. 55. s 73.5 8t_.8

Q. s. 7 6.O 69. O 1L8.9

1. years: df: 20.5
L6-L7 yrs.: != .292.

3. 18-31 yrs.: t= -.90
df= 26.O
d,f= 9.72

p: .39
p: .L94

when considering the three age gròups in F.v.c. and e.B.,
there was a significant difference found. This !üas for the
youngest chirdren in F.v.c. (55.5 minutes) and e.B. (76.o
minutes). The mean values indicate that the youngest chird.ren
do testify for the reast amount of time in F.v.c.. rn e.8.,
however, the average times indicate a different order
according to time testífying. The L6-L7 year old group
testified the reast (69.0 minutes), followed by the 7-l-5 year
ord group (76.0 rninutes) and the 18-3L year ord group (r-r_g.9

minutes). A 2-way anarysis of variance (length of time
testifying by type of court and age of witness) found main
effects by court and âgê, but no interaction effects. rn
general, the numbers carcurated support hlpothesis 5c that
younger chird witnesses wilr have to testify for shorter
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periods of time than the older child witnesses. Based on this
variable, F.v.c. was the most consistent and sensitive to the
needs of children according to their age.

HypothesÍs #6

F.V.C. CASES WILL BE PROCESSED MORE QUICKLY THAN Q.B. CASES.

The data for this hypothesis v/as carculated by hand by

the writer, as the two variables required for the carculation
$rere on two different schedures (the chird observation
schedure and the monitoring schedule). rt is argued that
cases that take a long time to process through the court
system put more stressors on the chird (Goodman et ar., Lgg2).

rt was hypothesized that the F.v.c. will put less pressure on

the chird by processing cases more quickry than e.B. Tabte 12

identifies the processing time for F.v.c. cases and e.B.
cases. The processing time is the length of time from when

the accused first appears in court to the date of finar case

disposition.
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TIME

(months)

FVC TRIAL

N:17

QB TRIAL

N:35

missing info.

TABIJE L2

AVERAGE IJENGTE OF ||TII'IE IN TEE SYSTE!.I (rN ltolrTHs) BY COITRT

The average rength of time in the system for prerininary
hearings (4.6 nonths) and F.v.c. triars (4.8 months) are quite
simirar. As expected, the e.B. triars took much longer to
process (10.L5 nonths). The e.B. cases take approximatery 2

times ronger than F.v.c. cases. urser (Lgg3) reported that
chird abuse cases that go to e.B. take 2 Eo 3 times as rong to
process. This is expected because e.B. trials require a

prerirninary hearing f irst and then a trial_. These numbers

indicate strong support for the hypothesis.

The data supported the two hypotheses which stated that
children testify for ronger periods of time in e.B. and e.B.
cases take a longer tine to process. This revears further
evidence that F.v.c. can be a more sensitive court than e.8..
F-v.c. personner require chirdren, especialry younger ones, to
testify for shorter períods of tÍme than e.e. personner. This
lessens the burden of lengthy examination and interrogation
commonry put on children by defense lawyers and. Q.e.
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5An important factor to point out is that the t,ine delay dueto the requirement of a. preriminaiy hearing is not theresponsibirity of e.B.. rt is ã rãéåî-rãquir"ment outli_ned in the
Ef,l]üñ"o.T:,t'nt"al 

-code tt'at arrecls ãrrirai"rr--rno-iu=t pro""ãã

personnel. Furthermore, children in F.V.c. are also usually
spared the stressors associated with a rengthy court case.
According to the requirements of law, e.B. cases must first
have prelirninary hearings. This adds months to court cases,
which in turn increases the pressure put on chird witnesses.
rn Q.e-, child witnesses, who are already dearing with the
stress of their sexual abuse, must arso endure rengthy
testimony and court involvement.5

The behaviour of court personner is very irnportant to
consider because it directly affects the chird witnesses court
experience- court personner are often seen as intimidating
people by chirdren (sas, 1991). Therefore, court personnelrs
behaviour must be analyzed in order to evar_uate the type of
interaction that occurs between chird witnesses and personnel.
court personner behaviour wirl be assessed according to 3

areas; (1) the use of props to faciritate testirnony, (2) the
use of age-appropriate language, and (3) the degree of
supportiveness shown towards the child witnesses. These 3

behaviours wilr be used to determine if court personner are
behaving in an age-appropriate and supportive manner. The
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adurt subjects lrere not incruded in this analysis because the
variables are not appricable to them. Therefore, there will
be 106 subjects used, and less if there are missing data.

Hypothesis #7

PROPS (DOLLS AND DTAGRAMS) WTLL BE USED MORE OFTEN BY F.V.C.
PERSONNEL THAN Q.B. PERSONNEL.

rt is often difficurt for chird witnesses to give concise
and detailed testimony. This can be due to factors such as
their emotional state, memory, or agre. .There are methods that
can facilitate in the retrieval of evidence from chirdren.
one of these methods is the use of props, which includes
anatomicalty correct dorrs and diagrams. when used properry,
these props enable child v¡itnesses to describe their evidence
in more detail and much clearer.

consídering the accessibirity and usefurness of props,
wourd expect thern to be used frequently. The frequency of
use of props in F.v.c. and Q.B. is presented in Table r_3.

one

the
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TYPE
OF

COTJRT

USE OF PROPS

F.V. C.
N=79

PERCEIITAGE DISTRIBUTION

TABIJE 13

OF lEE USE OF PROPS BY TYPE OF COURT

of the 1o6 cases included in this analysis, props were used
only 7 times. rn fact, they !üere only used in F.v.c. cases.
The 7 times props v/ere used in F.v.c., 6 of the times were
with child witnesses from the 7 to 15 year ord age group while
only one time was with the older age group. A Fisherrs exact
test was used due to the smalr celr sizes. No significant
differences were found between the groups. Further inquiry
using frequencies revealed that diagrams v¡ere used in 3 cases,
while dolls were used in 4. l'ihile no concrusions can be drawn
from this, the observation that F.v.c. personnel appear to be
more likely to use props than e.e. personnel can be made.

This finding is a critical reflection of the behaviour of
all court personner, particurarry e.B. personner. The proper
use of props, which avoids leading questions and
suggestibility, can dramatically help children express
themserves to the adurts asking the questions. At the same

time, the rights of the accused wourd not be threatened. To,
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discover that props are used so infrequentry, especialry when

they are easity accessibre and beneficiar to a case, offers
support, to the crain that courts are not sensitive to the
speciar needs of child witnesses. This is particurarry true
of Q.8. .

9thire the use of props can facilitate testirnony, court
personner must also be aware of the ranguage they use whire
communicating with the child witnesses. They must use
language that the,chirdren understand. .This rnakes it possible
for court personnel to ericit the information that they are
seeking. The issue of the use of age-appropriate ranguage in
court rooms remains a highly researched topic (Goodman &

Bott,oms , L993) .

Hypothesís #B

F.V.C. PERSONNEL AND Q.g. CROI{N ATTORNEYS WILL USE MORE AGE-

APPROPRIATE LANGUAGE, PARTICULÀRLY T^IITH YOUNGER CHILDREN.

The use,of age-appropriate ranguage is very important in
a court proceeding involving children. rt determines if the
child witness wirr understand the questions being directed at
hin/her. Court personnel must be ah/are that there are
developmental differences in the language abÍrity and
cognition of children depending upon age (Batterman-Faunce and
Goodman I L993). For instance, a child in the pre-operational
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stage (2-7 years of age) hrourd not be abre to reason and
seriate, though a child in the formal- operationar stagre (r_r_-15

years of age) would be able to do this.
For the purposes of this study, the degree of age_

appropriate language used by the judge, croh¡n and defense
rawyer was measured on a S-point scale, with 1 representing
'no age-appropríate languager, 2 tsomet, 3 rhalfr, 4 ,manyr,

and 5 'all/. The actual scores for the use of age-appropriate
ranguage hrere much higher than expected. As expected, there
Iá/ere differences between court personnel in their use of age_
appropriate language. on average, without controrling for
type of court, cro$/n attorneys used age-appropriate ranguage
most often (4-3), judges slightly r-ess often (4.L) and defense
Iawyers the least often (3.7) .

üIhen controrring for court personnel and type of court,
the differences between personner decreased. Tabre 1_4

presents ranguage scores by type of court and type of
personnel.
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TABLE 14

CODITRAST TN UEAN RATINGS OF USE OF AGE-APPROPRIATE

IJAIIGUÀGE A}TD COURT PERSONNEIJ

TYPE OF

COI'RT

COURT PERSONNEL

JUDGE' cRot¡tN2 DEFENSE3

F.V. C. (n:79) 3.9 4.3 3.5

Q.B. (n:26) 4.2 4.3 3.8

1_. FVC j. t= -l- = 5U.
2. FVC C. & QB C.:
3. FVC d. & QB d.:

t= .2O
t= -L.29

df= 103
df: 99

trF .(B8
pr .4â
trF .1(I1

For judges, there, üras a signifj-cant relationship between court
and use of ranguage when a t-test hrgs done. Judges ín e.B.
used more age-appropriate language (4.2) than F.v.c. judges

(3-9). This was not the expected resultr âs the writer
hypothesized that F.v.c. judges would use more age-appropriate
ranguage. This was expected because F.v.c. judges are
speciarly selected for sensitivity in family viol-ence cases

(ursel, a993). rn terms of an explanation for this finding,
perhaps by virtue of their experience, e.B. judges are more

avrare of the use of age-appropriate ranguage. F.v.c. judges,

with their continued invorvement and specialization, Dây

become as appropriate in their use of language. Both F.v.c.
and Q.B. judges rated high on the scale measuríng use of age-
appropriate language. crown attorneys in both courts showed

tittre difference in their use of language. crohrn attorneys
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consistentry used age-appropriate ranguage in F.v.c. (4.3) and

Q-8. (4.3). siÍrirarry, defense rawyers consístently used

'harf to many' ínstances of age-appropriate ranguage in F.v.c.
(3.s) and e.B. (3.8).

rn order to anaryze this variabre in more detairr â'
anarysis vras done on how the two rawyers in each court
compared to each other. That is, do the crown attorneys and
defense in a F.v.c. or e.B. proceedings differ in terms of
their use of age-appropriate ranguage? As Tabre r_5 indicates,
sígnificant rerationships were found in both of these cases.

TABIJE 15

CONTRASII, IN IIÍEÀ¡¡ RATINGS oF USE oF AGE-APPRoPRIATE

I,ANGUAGE AITD TYPE OF COURT

COT'RT

PERSONNEL

TYPE OF COURT

F.V.C.r

N=79
Q.8.2

N=26

cRo[{N 4.3 4.2

DEFENSE 3.5 3.8

. FVC Crown 6 ¿s P=.0002. QB Crown & defense: t=3.36 df=24 P=.002
These significant rerationships show that during a court

proceeding, crown attorneys use more age-appropriate ranguage
than the defense r-awyer. specificarly, in F.v.c., the crown
scored in the 'manyr category for their use of age-appropriate
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ranguage (4.3) while defense scored in the ,half' category
(3-5). similarly, in e.8., the crown scored in the 'many,
category for their use of age-appropriate language (4.2) while
the defense scored in the 'half' category (3.8).

The data above shows that crown att,orneys use the rnost,

age-appropriate language, followed by judges and then defense
lawyers. This is true when controlling for type of court and

also when not. An interesting factor to further include when

analyzíng this variable is the age of the chird. witnesses.
Age is an important factor to consider when addressing the use

of age-appropriate language because children understand
language according to their age. Therefore, a series of t-
tests were done using the age of the child witnesses. The two
age groups used hrere 7-L5 years of age and L6-L7 years of age.

This analysis vras done

Table L6 presents the data

language with the different

controlJ-ing for type of court.
for F.V.C. personnelrs use of

age groups.
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TABTJE 16

coNTRÀsr rN uEia¡I RATrNcs oF F.v.c. pERsoNNETJ'g

usE oF AGE-APPROPRTATE rJaNcuAcE & AcE oF ftrrNEss

ÀGE OF

CHILD WTTNESS

coURT PERSONNEL IN FVc (N=79)

JUDGEl CROT{N2 DEFENSE3

7-L5 YEARS 3.8 4.3 3.5

L6-L7 YEARS 4.2 4.4 3.5
ô. 0 2 p= .0992. FVC Crown: E= -.74 df: 77 p= .Z3L3. FVC defense: t- .L7 df: 73 p= .433

There v¡ere no signif icant relationships found, as F.v. c.
personnel (judge, crovrn and defense) tended to treat, children
of alr ages rerativery the same. vlhat is important to note is
that F.v.c. crov¡n attorneys again rated higher than judges and
defense rawyers in their use of age-appropriate ranguage.

srightry dif ferent resurts ï¡/ere obtained when e. B.
personnel $¡ere assessed according to their use of age_
appropriate language with the age groups. Tabl-e 17 presents
the data for this analysis.
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AGE OF

CHILD T{ITNESS

COURT PERSONNEL fN QB (N:26)

JUDGEI cRowN2 DEFENSE3

7-L5 YEARS 4.3 4.5 3.9

L6-L7 YEARS 4.2 3.9 3.6

l_. ô. .37 =18

TÀBLE 17

CoNTRAST IN ¡tEAtI RATIìIGS OF Q.B.

USE OF ÀGE-APPROPRTATE TJÀI¡GUÀGE

COURIT PERSONNEI,'S

E AGE OF IÍITNESS

p- .357
p= .008
p= .153

rn Q.8., iudges scored in the rmany' category for their use of
age-appropriate language with both the 7-L5 years old group
(4.3) and the L6-L7 year ord group (4.2). Furthermore, a
significant relationship was found betv¡een the use of language
by crown's with the 7-ts year ord group (4.5) and the L6-L7
year ord group (3.9). The language the e.B. crown used with
the younger chíldren is about the same the crown used wíth alr
chirdren in F.v.c.. The defense in e.e. were similar to the
defense in F.v.c.. They scored in the 'harfr to 'many'
category for their use of age-appropriate language with the
younger group (3.9) and the older group (3.6).

A final analysis was done on the use of age-appropriate
language comparing the two types of court for chirdren of the
same age group. The last analysis rôras a comparison within
each court (F.V.C. and e.B.) whereas this is between courts.

2. QB Crown:
3. QB defense:

t= 2.59 df= 24
t: 1.05 d,f: 24
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The use of age-appropríate language by

the 7-15 year old witnesses was analyzed

this comparison are in Table 18.

TABITE 18

CODTIRAST III I,IEÀN RãTINGS OF ITIÍE

IJÀITGI'AGE BY COURT PERSONNEIJ

USE OF AGE-å,PPROPRTATE

IN F.V.C. & Q.B.

CIIII,DREN

court personnel with
first. The data for

p- .L73
p: .o7L

TYPE OF
cottRT

COURT PERSONNEL

JUDGEI cRowN2 DEFENSE3

F. V. C.
N=79

3.8 4.3 3.5

Q. B.
N=26

4.3 4.5 3.9

-l_.5 0p-2. Crown:
3. Defense:

TÍTTH 7-L5 YEAR OIJD

t= -.95
t= -1.49

df= 75
df= 72

As Tabre 1g indicates, no significant rerationships v/ere
found- The e.B personner used srightry more age-appropriate
ranguage than F.v.c. personnel with 7-Ls year old children,
but this was not statistically significant.

The analysis of the order chird witnesses did result in
a significant relationship being found. The data for the
contrast in mean rati-ngs of the use of age-appropriate
language by court personnel in F.v.c. and e.B. with L6-L7 year
old children ís presented in Table l_9.
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TABLE 19

CONTRAST IN I.ÍEJA¡I RâTINGS OF NI'UBER OF PEOPIJE IN TEE

COURTROO}Í AI¡D COT'RT TYPE OR AGE OF YTITNESS

TYPE OF
COI'RT

COT'RT PERSONNEL

JUDGEl cRowN2 DEFENSEú

F.V. C.
N=79

4.2 4.4 3.5

Q. B.
N=26

4.2 3.9 3.6

l-. Judqe: .l_ 4p=
p=
p-

5-t--
L_L_

2.
3.

Crown:
Defense:

2.75
-. 16

df= 25.95
df= 25

. oo6

.438

Judges in F.V.C. and e.B. rated the same in their use of
age-appropriate ranguager âs did the defense lawyers. The

Crown attorneys, however, differed significantly. F.V.C.

crowns used significantry more age-appropriate language with
L6-L7 year old wítnesses (4.4) than did e.B. Crowns (3.9). A

2-way analysis of variance (language of personner by ty¡ge of
court and age of witness) found no main effects with the
judge, crohrn or defense. But, interaction effects were found

with the crown attorney, such that F.v.c. used more age-

appropriate language with the older children, and e.B. used

more with younger children.

The resurts of the anarysis on the use of age-appropriate
ranguage h¡ere not as expected. The wríter hypothesized that
F.v.c. personnel and e.B. cro!ùTr attorneys wourd use more age-

appropriate language, particularly with younger children.
rnstead, court personner hrere found to have similar rates.
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The important trend to note is that crown attorneys,
particularly F.v.c. crowns, used. the rnost age-appropriate
language, followed by judges and defense lawyers. A factor
that must be taken into consideration with this variable is
observer bias. Research assisLants subjectively assessed
whether or not age-appropriate ranguage hras used by court
personnel. Arthough the research assistants were trained in
a similar way, there still exísted the potential for their
personar experience and beriefs to affect their judgement.

Despite the lack of support for the stated hypothesis,
the findings are nevertheless encouragingr. rt is refreshing
to find that virtuarly all court personnel rated high on ttre
scare of the use of age-appropriate ranguage. Beyond the use
of language, court personnel must arso present themselves as

supportive in order for child witnesses to feel comfortable
testifying. supportiveness is the finar court personnel
behaviour to be discussed.

Hvpothesis #9

F.V.C. PERSONNEL WILL EXHTBIT MORE SUPPORTIVE BEHAVTOI'R

TOT{ARDS CHILD WITNESSES, PARTICULARLY THE YOUNGER ONES.

The supportiveness of the court personner is significant
to childrents testimony, as chirdren wilr speak more furly to
peopre r¡ith whom they feel safe (Batternan-Faunce and Good.man,
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1993) - Therefore, if court personnel aim to elicit detailed
testimony from the child witnesses, they must make an effort
to provide a supportive environment. supportive behaviour
refers to the manner in which the court personner interact
with the children. Those who are aggressive, irnpatient and
insensitive are not supportive, whire those who non-
threatening, patient and sensitive are supportive. sirnilar to
the use of props and age-appropriate ranguage, supportive
behaviour is an exampre of positive behaviour by court
personnel.

The supportiveness of the court personnel hras measured
according to a 5-point scale, witlr 1 representing 'not
supportive at aLLt, 2 ta little', 3 ,neutrdLr, 4 rsome', and
5 'very supportive'. There v/ere different analyses done on
the supportiveness of court personnet (by court type and age)
to specificarly determine if any significant relationships
exist- The amount of supportiveness court personnel display
towards children wrro are testifying differ from court to court
and also between court personnel themselves.

rn order to examine the differences between courts, the
type of court was controlled for. significant relationships
were found based on this analysis. Table 20 presents this
data.
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TABIJE 20

CONTRAST IN I,IEJAN RATTNGS OF

SUPPORTIVENESS & TYPE

COURT PERSOI¡NEIJ'S

OF PERSONNEI,

TYPE OF

COURT

COURT PERSONNEL

JUDGEI CROT{N2 DEFENSE3

F.V. C. (n=79) 4.L 4.5 2.8

Q.g. (n=26) 3.6 4.1 2.2

1. &Qe ô. df:
FVC & QB Croürn: t: 2.49
FVC e QB defense ¡,t= 2.47

df= 33.22
df:96

p= . oo9
p- . OO8

The judges in F.v.c. were much more supportive (4.1) than
Q.B. judges (3.6). The crov/n in F.v.c. v/ere more supportive
(4-5) than the crown in e.B. (4.r). As weÌl, the defense ín
F-v.c. r/ìrere more supportive (2.8) than the e.B. defense (z.z) .

T-tests confirmed significant rel-ationships between all- three
of these cornparisons. As evident by the mean values cited
above, crown attorneys, particurarly in F.v.c., are the most
supportive of arl court personner. Judges are the next most
supportive, forlowed by defense lawyers. These findings
confirm the hypothesis that F.v.c. personner wirr be more
support,ive.

To rook at this variabl_e in more depth and to see if this
trend is consistent, anarysis v¡as done on how crowns and

defense rawyers behaved in the same court. Tabre 21 presents
the findings for this comparison.
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TABIJE 21

CONTRASID TN }fEAÑ REIIINGS OF COURT PERSONNEL'S

SUPPORTIVENESS ÀÀrD TYPE OF COURT

COTIRT

PERSONNEL

TYPE OF COI'RT

F.V. C.1

N=79

Q.8.2

N=26

CRObTN 4.5 4.t

DEFENSE 2.8 2.2

1. FVC own & ense: : l-3.83 :71 p= . oo02. QB Crown & QB defense:t= 8.6 df= 24 p= .OOO

Paired-sampre t-tests were made between crown attorneys and

defense lawyers onry, as they !,rere the court personnel who

interacted with the chird witnesses the most. Judges tended
to interact with the chirdren mainly to administer the oath
and to ask them to speak up (Goodman et ar., 1993). These

findings v/ere consistent with the earrier analysis. rn
F.v.c., the crown h/as very supportive (4.5) whire the defense
v/as not very supportive (2.8). There l,ras a signif icant
relationship between these variables. There h¡as arso a

significant relationship found in the e.B. comparison. e.B.
crown r¡¡ere quite supportive (4.1) whire the defense were not
(2-2) - The above data is what was expected. The crown

attorneys, perhaps by virtue of their rore as advocates for
the children, rrere much more supportive.
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The next step in the analysis was to see if the age of
the child witnesses contributed to how supportÍve court
personnel were. Age can be significant factor, as younger
children tend to be treated better due to their age and
perceived vurnerability. Tabre 22 incrudes the data for the
analysis made on the different age groups in F.V.C..

TABI,E 22

CONTRAST IN MEAN R.A,TINGS OF F.V.C. PERSONNEL'S

SUPPORTIVENESS & AGE OF WITNESS

AGE OF

CHILD VÙTTNESS

COURT PERSONNEL IN F.v.C. (N=79)

JUDGEl CROV,IN2 DEFENSE3

7-15 YEARS 4.3 4.6 2.9

L6-L7 YEARS 3.6 4.4 2.2

uctge z l= 2.
2. FVC Crown: l= 1.00 p= .160

p= .0063. FVC defense: l= 2.6L
df= 77
df= 70

ïn F.v.c., a significant relationship exists between how

supportive the judge is wi-th the 7-15 year ord group (4.3) and

the 16-17 year old group (3.6). The crown attorneys, on the
other hand, hrere very supportive of both the 7-Ls year ord
group (4-6) and the 16-17 year old group (4.41, resurting in
no significant relaÈionship being found. The defense
attorneys showed rittre support towards children, though
significantly more to the younger chirdren (2.g1 than the
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older children (2-2't. The F.v.c. crown and judge hrere the
most supportive, with the crown being consistently supportive
of children of all ages.

one significant relationship was found when anaryzing the
supportiveness of court personner in e.n. and the different
age groups. The presentation of t,he data in Table 23

indicates this.

TABLE 23

CONTRAST TN MEAN RÃTINGS OF 9.8. COURT PERSONNET'S

SUPPORTTVENESS & AGE OF WITNESS

AGE OF

CHILD VIITNESS
I

COURT PERSONNEL IN e.B. (N=26)

JUDGEl cRovüN2 DEFENSE2

7-75 YEARS 3.6 4.3 2.3

16-17 YEARS 3.3 3.7 2.0

ge: l=
2.
J.

QB
8B

Crown: l= 1.78
defense: t=.93

df= 24
df= 24

p= .044
p= .206

In Q.8., the judges hrere moderately supportj_ve of both the 7_

15 year ord group (3.6) and the L6-L7 year ord group (3.3) and
no signifi-cant rerationships were found. The judges in F.v.c.
(as shown above) were much more supportive than the e.B.
judges, especialry with the younger chirdren. simirarry, the
crowns in e.g. hrere moderately supportive of both the 7_Ls
year old group (4.3) and the 16-17 year old group (3.7). A
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statistically significant relationship was found between how

supportive crowns were with the 7-Ls year oId group and the
L6-L7 year old group. Again, the crown attorneys in F.v.c.
were much more supportive. The defense in e.B. $rere much the
same as the defense in F.v.c.. No significant rerationship
$tas found for the anarysis of defense lawyers in e.B..

A fi-naI analysis was done on supportiveness by comparing
the two types of court for children of the same age group.
The supportiveness of court personnel in F.v.c. and e.B. with
7-15 year ord children was analyzed first. The data for the
analysis are in Table 24.

TABLE 24

CONTRAST IN MEAN RATTNGS OF THE SUPPORTTVENESS OF

couRl PERSONNEL IN F.V.C. & Q.B.

WITH 7-L5 YEAR OLD CHTLDREN

TYPE OF
COURT

COURT PERSONNEL

JUDGEl CROI,üN2 DEFENSE3

F.V.C.
N-79

4.3 4.6 2.9

Q.s.
N=26

3.6 4.3 2.3

. Judge:
2. Crown: r- 1.33
3. Defense: t= 2.2I

df= 20.L2
df= 69

p= .10
p= .02

These data are consistent with the previous resurts. F.v.c.
judges were signifÍcantry more supportive with the young
children (4.3) than e.¡. judges (3.6). As werr, the defense
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in F.v.c. rÁ/ere significantry more supportive (2.g) than e.g.
defense (2.3],. F.v.c. crowns were also more supportive (4.61

than Q.B. crowns (4.3) but the rerationship $¡as not
statistically signif icant.

The results of the analysis for t,he older children lrere
simirar to the resurts of the analysis for the younger

children. Table 2s presents the resurts of the anarysis for
the supportiveness of court, personner in r.v.c. and e.B. with
L6-L7 year old chj-ldren.

TABLE 25

CONTRAST IN MEAN RATINGS OF THE SUPPORTIVENESS OF

couRT PERSONNEL rN F.V.C. & Q.B.

VÍITH L6-77 YEAR OLD CHILDREN

TYPE OF
COURT

COURT PERSONNEL

JUDGEl cRowN2 DEFENSE3

F.V. C.
N - 79

3.6 4.4 2.2

Q. s.
N=26

3.3 3.7 2.0

2. Crown: E= 2.33
3. Defense: t= .75

F.V.C. judges hzere more supportive of older children (3.6)
than Q.B. judges (3-3). similarry, F.v.c. defense were

slightly more supportive (2.21 than e.g. defense (2.0).
However, neither of these rerationships \^/ere statisticarry
signif icant. A signif icant rel-ationship Ìâ¡as found for the

df= 26
df= 25

p= .014
p= .230
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crown attorneys. F.v.c. crown lr/ere significantry more

supportive of order chird witnesses (a.al than lrere e.B. crown
(3.7). As found in the other analysis, F.v.c. crown attorneys
were the most supportive of arr court personnel. A 2-way
anarysis of variance (supportiveness of court personnel by
type of court and age of witness) found main effects for both
court and age, but no interaction effects.

The resurts of the analysis of court personner's
supportiveness by age of the chird witnesses v¡ere what uras

expected. F.v,c. personner and e.e. crown attorneys exhibited
more supportive behaviour towards child witnesses,
particularly the younger ones. This r¡ras true for both the
within court comparison and the between court comparison.
These data are strong support for the assertion that F.v.c. is
a much more child-sensitive court than g.8.. An important
point to make is that court personner.s supportiveness rnras

subjectÍvery assessed by research assistants. The subjective
nature of the supportiveness scale created the potentiar f.or
observer bias to occur. Arthough al_l of the research
assistant,s who collected the data were trained in a simirar
wêy' there still existed the potential for personar values and

opini-ons to affect the data collection. This must be

acknowledged along with the findings.
when assessing the sensitivity of courts to the speciar

needs of children, the issue of court personner,s behaviour
must be acknowLedged. As chiLdren become increasingly
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accepted as credibre h¡itnesses, court personnel must be
sensitive to chirdren's cognitive and affective states as they
provide testimony. Insensitive treatment of child witnesses
by court personnel, such as unrealistic cognitive
expectati-ons ' u.se of age-Ínappropriate ranguage and
unsupportive behaviourr can contribute to confusion and stress
for the children (yuilre et a1., 1993). rn order for child
witnesses to testify to the best of their abitity, court
personnel must understand the situational, emotionar and
developmentar issues that can influence their testimony
(Hurley et â1., 19BB). As werrr êr understanding of the
behaviour of the chird witnesses themserves must be made.

Child's Behaviour

ultimately, one of the most revearing indicators in
assessing how chirdren are being treated is observing how the
children behave during their court testj_mony. Even in
environments that seem entirery unsupportive there are
children who may react with strength and resiriency. Knowing
how the chird witnesses behave will help to exprain how they
are affected by the envi-ronment, time and t,he court personner.

The additional screening process

undergo permits the Crown Attorney

that cases in e.g.
to select for more
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confÍdent hritnesses. Therefore, it would be reasonable to
assume that child witnesses in e.g. would be more confident
and exhibit lower anxiety IeveIs. However, the hypothesis
below is based on the assumption that court speciarization (in
r.v.c. ) not only moderates this effect, but actually reverses

ir.

Hvpothesis #10

1Oa) CHILD !{TTNESSES, ESPECIALLY YOUNGER CHTLDREN, WILL HA\/E

A HIGHER LEVEL OF ANXTETY IN Q.B. THAN THEY DO IN F.V.C..
lob) TN GENERAL, CHTLDREN WTLL BE MORE ANXTOUS WTTH DEFENSE

LAVüYERS THAN WITH CROWN ATTORNEYS.

chj-ldren \4rere rated according to 9 behaviours. They are,
if the chil-d i covers his /lr,er f ace, f idgets , bites his,/her
fingernails, is shy,/timid, j-s easily embarrassed or j_s self-
confident. These behaviours will be used as indicators of t,he

chirdren's anxiety Ieve1s. These 9 behaviours h/ere recoded

into an anxiety scare. rt is a 4-point scal-e with 1

representing'no anxieLy,r 2'a littIe,, 2 ,moderate'and 4 ,a

lot'. rn order to ensure the reriabirity of this scare,
reriability tests were ïun on the computer. The tests
determined that the anxiety scale for the children,s behaviour
with the judge (aIpha=.741, crown attorney (arpha=.20) and

defense rawyer (arpha=.73) were reriabre. The subjective
nature of the anxiety scale must be acknowledged, as weII.
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Research assistants subjectively assessed the behaviour of the
children. The research assistant's personar bias may have
affected the data collection.

A series of t-tests r¡rere then done to determine the
rerationshíp between the anxiety lever of chird witnesses
according to the type of court, the court personnel they v/ere
interacting with and the age of the witnesses. Again, adurt
witnesses were not included in the analysis. Therefore I Lo6

cases will be used, or ress if there hrere missing varues to
consider.

First, Tabre 26 presents the data for the t-tests that
measured the association between revel- of anxiety and specific
court personnel.

CONTRAST

TABLE 26

MEAN RATTNGS OF CHTLDREN'S ANXTETY LEVEL

COURT PERSONNEL IN BOTH COURTS

rN

&

.n4

.4@

F
F
F

103
99

2. FVC & gB
3. FVC & QB

Crown:
defense:

t= -.80r- .08
df=
df=

TYPE OF

COURT

COURT PERSONNEL

JUDGEl cRowN2 DEFENSE3

F.V.C. 1n=79) .63 .76 .83

Q. g. (n=26 | .67 .83 .82
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There u/ere no significant rerationships found for F.v.c. or
Q.B. judges, crown attorneys or defense lawyers. on averaçJe,
children hrere not very anxious with F.v.c. judges (.63) or
Q.g. judges (.67). They were srightly more anxious with
F.v.c- crown (.76l, and e.B. crown ( .93 ) . simir arry, they lrere
a l-ittle anxious with F.v.c. defense (.g3) and e.g. defense
(.82).

The next series of t-tests were to determine if the age
of the witness contributed to the level of anxiety. Age may

be a factor in anxiety leveIs, as younger chirdren, with their
vulnerabitity and lack of experience, fray become more anxious
than the older children. Tabre 27 presents the data for the
F.V.C. analysis.

TABLE 27

CONTR.A,ST TN MEAN R.ATINGS OF THE

LEVEL IN F.V.C. & AGE OF

CHILDREN'S ANXTETY

THE WITNESS

2.
3.

FVC Crown:
FVC defense:

t= -.62t= -.90
df= 77
df= 73

.ß7

.re

.187

F
F
F

AGE OF

CHTLD VüTTNESS

COURT PERSONNEL IN F.V. C. ltrt=79 )

JUDGEl cRowN2 DEFENSE3

7-T5 YEARS .65 .74 .80

16-17 YEARS .57 .81 .91
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rn F.v-c.' the 7-15 (.65) and the L6-L7 year ord group (.57)
vrere not very anxious when interacting with the judge. with
the crown, the 7-Ls (.741 and J,6-L7 year ord group (.g1)
continued to have littte anxiety. However, with the defense
attorney, the 7-Ls year old group (.go) and the 16-12 year ord
group (.91) were a little more anxious.

The same trend was evident in e.g.. Table 2g presents
this data.

TABLE 28

CONTR.R'ST IN, MEAN RATTNGS OF THE CHTLDREN'S ANXIETY

LEVEL rN g.B. & AcE OF THE VÍITNESS

AGE OF

CHILD WITNESS

COURT PERSONNEL rN Q.B. (N=26)

JUDGEl CROWN? DEFENSE3

7-L5 YEARS .67 .86 .77

16-17 YEARS .68 .79 .91

9e: t'= -.2. QB Crown: r- .45
p=

3. QB defense: t= -.g3
df= 24
df= 24

p= .327
p= .209

rn Q.9., the 7-Ls (.67r and the r6-L7 year ord group (.6g)
were not very anxious when interacting with the judge, much

like in F.v.c.. Furthermore, e.n. chirdren from the 7-15 year
oId group (.86) were a little anxious with the Crown v¡hile the
16-17 year oId group (.79) $rere a littre ress anxious.
Lastly, the younger chirdren i-n e.e. were a littre anxious
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l.rith the defense (.77 ) while the order chirdren were a little
more anxious (.91).

A final anarysis was done on the contrast of mean ratings
of children's anxiety rever by court and type of personner.
The first comparison was for 7-15 year old chird witnesses.
The results of this comparison are presented in Table 29.

TABLE 29

CONTRAST IN MEAN RATTNGS OF 7-15 YEAR OLD CHILDREN'S .ANXIETY

LEVEL BY TYPE OF COURT AND COURT PERSONNEL

TYPE OF
COURT

COURT PERSONNEL

JUDGEl cRovùN2 DEFENSE3

F.V. C.
N-79

.65 .74 .80

Q. s.
\J=26

.67 .86 .77

. Juctge: t= -.
2.
3.

These

Crown:
Defense:

t= -1.04t- .28
df= 75
df= 72

p= .151
p= .780

findings are consistent with the other analyses. There

'n/ere no significant relationships found between F.v.c. judges,
crown attorneys or defense rawyers and the anxiety revers of
the younger witnesses. simirar resurts were found in the
analysis of the order witnesses. Tabre 30 presents the
results for the contrast in mean ratings of L6-L7 year ord
children's anxiety level by type of court and personnel.
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TABLE 30

CONTRAST IN MEAN RATINGS OF L6.L7 YEAR OLD

ANXIETY LEVEL BY TYPE OF COURT AND COURT

CHILDREN'S

PERSONNEL

TYPE OF
COURT

COURT PERSONNEL

JUDGEl cRowN2 DEFENSE3

F.V.C.
N-79

.57 .81 . 91_

Q. B.
N=26

.68 .79 .91

. JUCtge: t= -.2. Crown: t= .72
3. Defense: t= -.03

df= 26
df= 25

p= .453
p=.486

As was found above, there were no significant rerationships in
these comparisons. The older children had comparabre anxiety
levers when F.v.c. and e.g. judges, crown attorneys and

defense lawyers h/ere compared. A 2-way analysis of variance
(anxiety of child witnesses by type of court and age of
witness) found no main effects and no interaction effects.

The overal-l anxiety Ievels were much rower than expected.

A generar trend resul-ted, however, which was expected. That
is, children exhibited more anxiety in e.8., particurarry the
younger children. These differences are very srightr so no

firm conclusions can be drawn. As stated earrÍer, it wourd be

expected (a11 things being equal) that e.B. witnesses wourd be

less anxious due to the fact the cases are screened more than
F.V.C. cases. But, the writer hypothesízed that
specialization wourd moderate, and ultimately reverse, this
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effect. rndeed, specialization did moderate the expected
dÍfferences in anxiety. However, the impact of specialization
v/as not sufficient to reverse it such that F.v.c. witnesses
would have been significantly less anxious.

rn terms of the interaction with the judge, the low
anxi-ety lever seems easy to explainr âs child witnesses
generally did not interact very much with the judge.
Therefore, they did not realry get the opportunity to be
anxious. The expranation for the row anxiety levels with the
other two court personner, particularly the defense lawyers,
is more complicated. rt is complicated because the data
analysis of the other variables reveared considerable
differences between F.v.c. and e.e. environments and
personnel. These findings are not consist,ent with the results
of the anxiety scale anarysis. That is, the initiar anarysis
found that e.B. i-n general and defense rawyers in particular
hrere not very sensitive to children,s needs. Hi_gh anxiety
levers were thus expected for the child witnesses who

interacted with them, but, were not found.

rn an attempt to further examine the anxiety of the chird
witnesses, a dif f erent analysis r^ras done. This anarysis
involved recoding the 9 behaviours that made up the anxiety
scale such that only two responses r^rere possibre; those being
'yes' the behaviour occurred or 'no' the behaviour did not
occur. The 9 behaviours included; covers face, fidget,s, bites
f ingernails, picks at self , cries, withdrar^rn, shy/timid,
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easily embarrassed and serf-confident. This lvas done to
determine the actual occurrence of each behaviour, rather than
a scared rating of each behaviour (as was done above).

This analysis did not reveal any significant differences, much

rike the analysis of the anxiety scale. There r^rere some

notable differences, however, that deserve recognition. There

hrere notable differences found in the comparison of the actual
occurrence of speci-fic behaviours in the two courts. There
were three behaviours that occurred considerably more often in
8.9. than F.v.c.. chird wit,nesses covered their faces much

more in Q.B. (4LZ) than they did in F.V.C. (2SZ). e.g.
chirdren r^¡ere more withdrawn (B6u ) than F.v.c. children (75s).
As welr, Q.B. children \^rere more shy/timid (93%) than F.v.c.
children (822lr.

Further analysis on the actual occurrence of behaviours
revealed another important distinction between F.v.c. and

Q.B. . Each court personnel in F.v.c. and e.B. (iudge, crown

attorney and defense lawyer) were anaryzed separatety to see

if the 9 behaviours occurred. more with one personnel than
another. The percentage distributions of the occurrence of
the behaviours with the judges and the defense rawyers in
F.v.c. and g.B. were quite similar. However, the distribution
for the crown attorneys in F.v.c. versus e.e. differed
remarkably.

Based on all of the 9 behaviours, child witnesses
consistentry exhibited less anxious behaviours with the F.v.c.
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crown attorneys than the e.B. crowns. There were 5 behaviours
that occurred considerabry ress in F.v.c. versus e.g.. During
testimony with t,he crown in F.v.c., chi-Idren covered their
faces less (1"7.7e" versus 26.92)¡ fidgeted less (59.5s versus
73.12); bit their fingernails less (2.s2 versus 1L.58); picked
at themselves less (IS .22 versus 26.921 ¡ and r^/ere less
withdrawn (63.38 versus Bo.gz). This is important to note not
only because of the rarge percentage differences, but arso of
what these differences refrect. crown attorneys are supposed
to be advocates for the chil-d witnesses they represent. These

numbers indicate that F.v.c. crown attorneys fulfil_ this rore
better than e.e. Crown attorneys.
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Summary

Many of the predicted outcomes were supported by
statisti-cal- evidence. The forrowing tabre presents a sunmary
of these findings.

TABLE 31

SUMMARY OF FTNDINGS

* rndicates that a statistically significant reratÍonship wasfound.

The data indicates that F.V.C. is
special needs of chil_dren than e.e..
better than O.B. on all the indices;

more sensitive to the
fn general, F.V.C. rated
environment, time, court

VARIABLE

( 1 ) positioning of the accused accused outside children's
line of vision more often in
FVC"

(21 use of legislative
procedures

used infrequently in both
courts

(3) number of people present
_ during testÍmony

slightly fewer people Ín FVC

(4) number of support people
present during testimon

more support people in FVC,
and more with young witnesses

(5) time testifying Iess time in FVC, especially
for young children-

(6) case processinq time FVC cases take less time
(71 props used infrequently in both

courts
(8) use of age-appropriate

language
similar in both courts

( 9 ) supportiveness of court
personnel

FVC personnel more supportive-

(10) children,s anxiety level similar in both courts
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personnel's behaviour and chird,s behaviour. However, there
$¡ere anaryses that favoured e.8.. specificalry, the
environment in F.V.C. !.tas better for child witnesses because

it arlowed children to testify without seeing the accused.,

whereas in Q.B. chirdren often had to face the accused.. Also,
chirdren who had to testify in court did so for shorter
periods of time in F.v.c.. Furthermore, F.v.c. cases were

disposed of much more quickry than e.B. cases. children in
F.v.c. \¡rere also permitted to use props to herp them testify
more often than Q.a. child witnesses. The F.v.c experience
for children r^/as more positive also because court personnel in
F.v-c. exhibited more supportive behaviour than e.B.
personnel.

Each individual hypothesis revears a specifÍc area in
which F.v.c. is better at meeting the special needs of chird
witnesses. vühen all the hypotheses are considered together,
the statistical support for the stated hypotheses shows that
F.v.c. is overall a better court than e.¡. in terms of the
needs of child witnesses. The data indicates that F.v.c
offers child wítnesses a more supportive environment and

staffing personnel. chird witnesses in F.v.c. are thus more

likery to have a positive and empowering court experience.
chapter 5 wilr further discuss the conclusions and

ramifications of the research findings.
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CHAPTER FM: CONCLUSIONS

The primary theoreticar framework of this research,
cognitive-developmentar theory, offers a means to understand

what can be expected from child wj-tnesses according to their
cognitive and emotional states. Furthermore, an understanding
of the court environment provides a means to identify how the
court environment can affect chirdren,s ability to testify.
It is the interaction between personality characteristics and

the situation that best explains an experience (Grusec &

Lytton, 1988). The courtroom experience can be empowering or
victimizing, depending on the child,s personal characteristics
(e.g., a9ê, developmental level
and emotionar state) and outside factors (e.g., quarity of
adurt support, courtroom setting and treatment of chirdren in
examination) (Garbarino, L9g9) .

This chapter wirr discuss the theoretical issues
identj-fied earl-ier in reration to the resurts of the study.
The main goal of the study was to determine which court,
F.v.c. or Q.8., better meets the special needs of child
witnesses. The data on which this thesj-s is based supports
the assertion that F.v.c. better meets these needs. F.v.c.,
as a specialized court, acknowledges the needs of victims.
This victim-focused approach to the administration of justice
alrows victims to be empowered, without jeporadizjrng the
rights of the accused or the pursuit of the truth.
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The ten hypotheses that rnzere made reflected a generar
speculation that F.V.C. would indeed be a more child-sensitive
court system than e.8.. A sensitivity to the needs of child
witnesses is criticar. chirdren,s evidence is cruciar to a

caser âs chird abuse cases often rely sorery on he victim,s
account. corroborating evidence (i.e. physical evidence or
witnesses) is not common (Goodman et ar., Lgg2l. Therefore,
adults who deal with chird witnesses must be competent to
relate to and communicate with chirdren (salnvitz & snyder,
1993). The adults must be aware of the developmental changes

in language abitity and cognition that chirdren experience
(Batterman-Faunce & Goodman, 1993) and be trained to use_
appropriate language (yuilre et aI., 1993). The majority of
the hypotheses that were made were supported by the data.
There v¡as statisticat support that F. v. c . r^/as both
environmentally and emotionarly more supportive than e.B..

The physicar environment of a courtroom can have an
impact on childrenr âs the power of authority is sarient
throughout it. chirdren need speciar protection when

conf ronting the poinrer of adurts. rf protecti_ve procedures are
not forrowed, chirdren may be frightened in court and thus
their performance wirr be impaired. This is not a just system
(Garbarino, 1999 ) . The adversariar system is based on
competition. children need something more cooperative in
nature.
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The setting can infruence chirdren's behaviour and

experience (vanderZanden I L9g7l. chird witnesses are usually
seated in the courtroom such that the court personnel surround
the witness box and the judge is positioned on a higher revel
than the rest of the people in the courtroom. pre-operational

and concrete operational children are parti-cularly Ínfluenced
by authority. They tend to obey rures and demands out of fear
of authority (Kohrberg et â1., 1993). This can make them

vulnerable to aggressive court personnel. The older formal
operationar children, who are more independent and

experienced, are not as strongly influenced by authority (cole
& Loftus, L9871. But, they can stilr be affected by the
formality and mystery of the court process (sa1nøitz & snyder,
1e93 ) .

Probably the most sj-gnificant, person to chitd witnesses
is the presence and positioning of the accused. The sketches
of the courtrooms in F.v.c. and e.B. offer a crear descriptive
illustrat,ion that child witnesses in g.B. are expected to be

seated facing the accused. This setting can affect the
ability of the witness to provide full and candid discrosure
of evidence (sas, 1991) as facing the alreged abuser can be a
frightening experience (Goodman & clark-stewart, 1991). There
was also stati-stical evidence that chird witnesses in e.B.
face the accused more often than they do in F.v.c.. rn fact,
81.58 of the witnesses in e.e. courd see the accused while
they were providing testimony, but onry 32.g2 in F.v.c. could,.
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considering the fact that chird witnesses are physicarty
facing the accused due to the rayout of the courtroom, one

wourd expect e.n. personner to use legislative procedures to
prevent this more often than F.v.c. personnel wourd. But,
data to support this expectati-on was not found. The actual
use of legi-slative procedures was startling row, which is
particurarry disturbing in e.a.. rt would be very easy for
crown at,torneys to protect child witnesses from having to face
the accused. They courd request the use of a legisrative
procedure or simpry request that the accused or the witness be
seated ersewhere. The fact that this does not occur,
especiarry in e.9., supports the assertion that e.B. is not
sufficientry sensitive to the needs of children.

Another hypothesis that was strongry supported and which
indicates that F.v.c. is more sensitive to child witnesses
concerned the rength of time they were required to testify
for. Witnesses, particularly younger ones, hrere requi-red to
testífy for considerably ress amounts of time in F.v.c.. rn
F.v.c., witnesses testified for an average of 29.o minutes
with the crown and 37.4 minutes with the defense. rn e.8.,
witnesses testified wit,h the crown for an average of 39.1
minutes and the defense for 47.2 minutes. The riterature
states that rengthy testimony can be a threatening and
stressfur experience for chirdren (Goodman et ar., L992,). The

stress can affect the quarity of the evidence that the
children are able to provide (Goodman & Bot,toms, 1gg3). This
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analysis found that F.V.C. was most consistent and sensitive
to witnesses according to their age.

The Índex time also included the rength of time a case

!,ras in the court system. case time is a potentiar stressor
for witnesses, as the ronger a case j-s in the system the more

emotional disturbance it can cause children (Goodman et al.,
L992). As expected, the data reveared that e.B. cases are in
the system considerably longer than F.v.c. cases. preriminary

hearings took an average of 4.6 months to be disposed of,
while F.v.c. triars 4.8 months and e.B. triars 10.15 months.

The length of time a case is in the criminar justice
system has other ramifications. As the literature indicates,
children develop over time (Kohlberg et êr., 1993). Time and

deveropment can affect chirdren's testimony in two v/ays.

First, often children are testifying about abuse that happened

to them years earlier. Their memory of the detairs of the
abuse may not be too crear and their recalr may be limited by
the cognitive skirrs that v¡ere avairable to them at the time
of the abuse. second, child witnesses mature whire they are
invorved in the system. They tend to develop better skilrs
(e.9., ability to describe things and communicate) and their
knowredge of the system improves (perry & wrightsman, L991).

often, thÍs improvement in their skirrs can work against them,

as their init.iar evidence (i.e., the porice statement or
preriminary hearing testimony) can be very different from the
evidence they give at the triar. The change in evidence is
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due to development, though the defense can argue that the
evidence is inconsistent and therefore unreriable. The most

beneficiar system wourd be one that handles cases quickly and

efficiently.

Beyond the environmental and procedural aspects of court
cases' there are also personnel factors that influence the
witnesses' court experience. There hras strong statistical
support for the hypothesis that stated F.v.c. court personnel
will exhibit more supportive behaviour tov¡ards chird
witnesses. The supportiveness of court personner is
significant because the literature states that children need

a warm and supportive environment. support by court personnel
increases the likelihood of furl and candid disclosure of
evidence by witnesses (Batterman-Faunce & Goodman, 1993). The

term supportiveness encompasses many things. Not onry shourd
court personner be accepting and patient, they should arso be

ahrare that most children will know little about the criminal
justice system. Court personnel should teach the children the
rules of the legar system. once chitd witnesses rearn the
rores and expectations, court can become ress threatening to
t,hem (sa1ruritz & snyder, 1993). creating a supportive
environment for chird witnesses is i-mportant. Research shows

that children's accuracy and suggestibility is not an age-
rerated personari-ty trait determined sorery by cognitive
maturity. Rather, it is context dependent, on the topic to be

discussed, how safe the child feels and the generar physical
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environment (Batterman-Faunce & Good.man, 1993). Arong with a

supportive environment , adults must be prepared to be open to
effective coillmunication with children and to be sensitive and

unbiased recipients of information (Garbarj_no, j-999).

The data reveared that F.v.c. personner were more

supportive than Q.B. personnel. Thj-s was particularly true of
F.v.c. crown attorneys, who rated higher than e.B. crowns on

the supportiveness scale. Further, personner were in general
more supportive of younger children, who by virtue of their
age may be more vulnerable. These ratings crearly offered
support for the assertion that F.v.c. personner are more

child-sensitive than 0.8. personnel.

Personnel can be helpf ul in other v/ays r Ers werl. The

riterature identifies the benefit of using props (dorrs and

dj-agrams) to assist chirdren in giving testimony (sas, 1991).
This study found that props \^/ere serdom used. rn fact, they
were used onry 7 times (4 dorls and 3 diagrams) and atl
instances rnrere in F.v.c.. This anarysis exposed poor
behaviour on the part of e.e. personnel. props, which are
beneficiar and very accessibre, should be used more often to
assist children in an often arduous task. l_f rs
important to point out the usefurness of props based on the
chj-ldren's ages. very young children (pre-operational) have

a pre-logical level of reasoning and cannot sequence events
(v[adsworth, 1989). They tend to focus on perceptuarry sarient
features rather than the context as a whore (Garbarino et ar.,
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1989). As weII, their cognitive revel arrows them to be

better at recognition tasks rather than recarl tasks (ceci et
al., 1987). Therefore, often very young chirdren require
props to help them express themserves crearly and accurately.
vüithout herp and sensitivity, they are susceptible to
misleading questions and subtle hints (King & yuirre, 1996).
concrete operational chirdren, however, are more able to appry
simpre logic to concrete probrems and can handre more complex
questi-oning (perry & vtrightsman, 1991). But, because they
continue to be egocentric and think concretery, they still may

needs cues and props to elicit complete details (sayvrritz &

snyder, 1993). props can herp concrete operational chirdren
because wi-th the prompting, they can utilize their abirity to
seriate' sequence events and apply the concept of time to
events (Garton, 1992). As rong as the information is asked
for crearly, concrete operati-onar children can express
themserves. Formar operationar chirdren require props perhaps
the reast. They are capable of scientific reasoning and

abstract logic (wadsworth, l9g9). They are practical,
realistÍc and can ansh/er questions thoroughly. As wel1, they
are less susceptibre t,o suggestion and reading questions (cole
& Loftus I L987 | .

There \i/ere arso hypotheses that deart with the courtroom
environment that vrere not strongly supported by statisticar
evidence, but, nevertheless indicate the sensitivity of F.v.c..
These hypotheses concerned the presence and identity of people
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in the courtroom while the child witnesses gave testimony.
There are usualry peopre in the courtroom or garlery (located
at the back of the courtroom) during chird witnesses'
testimony. These people can be family members of the
complainant and the accused, support people or strangers. The

presence of people, particularly strangers, can have a

negative impact on the abirity of children to testify (sas,

1991). There T¡/as no significant difference found between the
number of people present in F.V.C. (9.5) or e.B. (9.3)
proceedings. This was true for a comparison by age as welr as

by court.

The differences between the courts \Â/as found when the
identity of the peopre were considered. The identity of the
people present in the courtroom is relevant because certain
people offer different types of support for the chird
witnesses. People who are crose to the children (i.e.,
family and friends) can offer personar support whire others
(advocates) can offer professional support. personar and

professional support can be very different from each other.
The writer postulates that personar support is probably more

beneficial to t,he children because of the emotional nature of
the court process. The riterature states that chil_dren tend
to talk more to people they are famiriar with or when a

support person they know is present on their beharf (Garbarino

et ar., 1989). This does not underestimate the importance of
professional supportr âs professionars are trained to offer
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emotional support, as vrell as to ensure that children are
properly prepared for the technicaritj-es of the court process.

The data determined that 83.5t of the witnesses had support
peopre present in F.v.c. proceedings, with the majority being
personar support, though there r¡ras a near balance of
professional supportr âs wetr. rn e.E}., horarever, there hrere

support people present onry 77.92 of the time, and the
majority of these people v¡ere professional support. The

diversity in the F.v.c support system personar and

professional support creates the potentiar for a balance

for the children that e.B. does not.
when the above anaryses and data are considered together,

there is strong support for the craim that F.v.c. can better
meet the speciar needs of child witnesses because F.v.c.
offers a more child-sensitive and victim-focused approach than

Q.9.. F.v.c. rated better in terms of environmentar and

personnel- factors than e.e.. This would lead one to speculate
that witnesses in F.v.c. wourd have a more positive court
experience than e.B witnesses.

There were areas, ho\^rever, that indicate simirarities
between the two courts. This hras true for the hypotheses

concerning the use of age-appropriate ranguage and the
behaviour of the child witnesses. rn generar, the analysis on

age-appropriate language found that personnel in F.v.c. and

0.9. frequently used words, sentence structure and meanings

that children hrere capable of understanding. The riterature
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identifies the use of language by court personner as a very
important issue when dearing with cases invorving chird
witnesses. Lawyers may use technical words and speciarized
legar vocaburary that chird witnesses cannot understand in
order to be persuasive and authoritative (yarmey, Lg7gl.
Batterman-Faunce and Goodman (1993) approach the use of
language as a deveropmentar issue. chirdren, depending upon

their â9er have different ringuistic and cognitive abirities.
The literature indicates that children of different ages

understand things and express themserves differently. For

exampre, pre-operational chirdren have a rimited ranguage

ability and may interpret questions and phrases incorrectly
(vüadsworth, 1989 ) . concrete operationar chirdren become

better at using language, but due to their continued
egocentrism, may believe that they are expressing themselves

crearry when in fact they are not (yarmey, 1979). on the
other hand, formal operational children become linguistically
competent communicators (Garton I r9g2l. Their practical and

realistic perspect.ive allows them to have more control over
their attention span and memory (yarmey, L9791.

Differences in the use of language hrere slight. fn
general, crown attorneys in both F.v.c. and e.B. used the most

age-appropri-ate language (4.3) forlowed by judges (4.1) and

then defense lawyers (3.7). when the age of the chird
witnesses were considered, the data reveal-ed that F.v.c. and

Q.B. personnel tended to treat chirdren of arr ages rerativery
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the same. Though the anticipated di-fferences in the use of
age-appropriate language lrere not found, it is important to
note that a general trend was found. That ís, crown

attorneys, particularry F.v.c. crowns, used the most age-
appropriate language, forlowed by judges and defense lawyers.
The fact that such high averages tnrere found is encouraging.

A simirarity between the two courts was arso found when

the behaviour of the chird witnesses was anaryzed. Their
behaviour h¡as rated according to an anxiety scare, as werl as

an actual count of the occurrence of 9 particular behavi_ours.
ïn terms of the anxiety scare, chird witnesses were not very
anxious with F.v.c. judges (.63 ) or e.B. judges (.671 . They
hrere slightry more anxÍous with F.v.c. crown (.76) and e.B.
crown ( .83 ) - simirarry, they Ìvere a Iit,tIe anxious with
F-v.c. defense ( . 83 ) and e.B. defense (.82). when the age of
the chil-d witnesses was factored into the analysisr no
significant differences v/ere discovered. The anxiety levels
hrere much l0wer than anticipated. Hi_gher anxiety levers were
expected, particularly with g.B. personner and defense
rawyers, due to the fact that the other variabres indicate
that these personnel are not as sensitive to children as

F.V.C. personnel are.

simirar results r¡/ere found when a count of the actuar
occurrence of the g behaviours !Ìras done. rn general, the
behaviours occurred in both courts to a similar extent. crown
attorneys than the Q.B. crowns. There were, holvever, a few
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notabre differences in terms of specific behaviours. chitd
witnesses covered their faces more in e.B. (4rz) than they did
i-n F.v.c. (2szl; they were more withdrawn (g6g versus Tszl¡
and they were more shy/timid (g3g versus g2z). Furthermore,
when crown attorneys were analyzed separatery, the data
reveared that child witnesses exhibited less anxious
behaviours with the F.v.c. crown attorney than the e.B. crown.
Despite the fact that crown attorneys are supposed to be
advocates for the children, regardless of the court the crown
is in, Q.g. crowns do not furfir this rore as welr as F.v.c.
Crown.

Based on the fact that differences r,trere found in the
court environment, significant differences hrere then expected
in anxiety levers of the children in F.v.c. compared to e.8..
while a slight difference hras found in the predicted
direction, significant differences r¡¡ere not found. perhaps,

then, the anxiety l-evel- of the chirdren is not the best
indicator of the impact of differences in the courtroom
envi-ronment and child testimony. The courtroom experience,
whether in F.V.C. or e.e., can be a very anxiety_provoking
experience due to the nature of the proceedings. rt v¡ould be

fair to say that virtuarly anyone, adurt or chird, would be

anxious at the prospect of having to testify. The goar,
therefore, would be to provide an environment that is as

friendly and comfort,able as possibre for chirdren to provide
testimony under the l-east stressfur conditions.
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rn fact, that is exactry what speciarization seems to
have done. All things being equar, it wourd be expected that
Q.B. witnesses would have lower anxiety revers due to the fact
that their cases and ability to testify were screened two

times more than F.v.c. cases. The writer, however,

hypothesized that speciarization wourd moderate, and in fact,
reverse this effect, resurting in higher anxiety Ievels in
Q.B. - rndeed, specialization did moderate the expected

differences in anxiety levers, but did not have a sufficient
impact to reverse it.

overall, the data suggests support for the assertion that
F.V.C. is a more child-sensitive environment than e.8..
Significant differences r¡¡ere found between the courts on many

variables. The variables that did not reveal differences seem

to reflect areas that both courts are doing a reasonabre job

in (i.e., the frequent use of age-appropriate language and the
low anxiety levels).

The riterature discussed throughout this research

identifies the progress that has been made in the criminar
justice system to i-mprove the court experience for chírd
witnesses (see Bara, L99L¡ Driver & Droisen, 1999; Garbarj-no,

1989; Goodman, 1989; and, sas, 1991). Birl c-15 is an exampre

of this progress. rt offers legisrative authority to protect
and assist chirdren while they are invorved in the system.

The amendments to the criminal code and the canada Evidence

Act, as outLined in Bill c-15, have made receiving children's
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evidence a much less structured process. These changes can

help improve the treatment of children in courtr ôs chirdren
will be assessed according to their age and ability.
unfortunately, these legisrative gains cannot serve their
purpose unless they are being utirized and enforced in
environments and by personner that understand the speciar
needs of child witnesses.

The changes that are necessary incrude the actual
physicar layout of the courtroom, as welr as the proper
traj-ning of the court personner. The courtrooms must be

designed so that the chird witnesses do not have to face the
accused or feer threatened by the other court personner (i.e.,
the judge hovering over them). Furthermore, the personner who

dear with child witnesses must be trained as to the
developmental, situationar and emotionar factors that, can

influence children.

According to this research, these changes are evident in
F.V.C., but are still required in e.8.. g.g. courtrooms are
not designed with the child in mj_nd¡ ërs the witness box

usuarry directly faces the accused. The personnel in e.B. are
also not as supportive as they are in F.v.c.. proper training
wourd likery sensitize personnel to the speciar needs of child
witnesses. These changes are easily attainabre. rt wourd not
be difficurt to change the physicar layout of a courtroom, or
to even schedule child abuse cases in courtrooms that are
already designed with the chird in mind (i.e, F.v.c.
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courtrooms). rn terms of personner training, there are many

qualified instructors and resources available to educate them.

As long as the needs of the chirdren are seen as a priority,
things can change very easily.

The question to be answered, then, is to what extent does

specializatj-on meet the special needs of child witnesses? The

F.v.c. is based on the strategy of speciarization. The berief
is that with specialization, the operation of the court system

will become child-sensitive. As discussed, some of the data
indicates that speciatization does not guarantee change will
occur (as F.v.c. ranked low on some indices); and that change

is possibre in the absence of speciarization (as e.B. ranked
high on some indices ) . on balance, however, the writer would
argue, based on this research, speciarization does herp to
meet the special needs of children.

First, specÍalization is necessary in order to
acknowledge that chirdren¡ âs witnesses, require special
attention. specialization maximizes the children,s abirity to
testify accuratery by addressÍng the needs of chirdren. The

fact that Q.B. cases are screened twice as often as F.v.c.
cases would resurt in the expectation that e.e. witnesses
wourd outperform F.v.c. witnesses. But, this is not the case.
speciarization, it seems, moderates the affect of this and

puts F.V.C. witnesses on an equal t oE even more advantageous,

leve] than 8.e. witnesses. speciarization creates a child-
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sensitive environment which compensates for the rack of
screening characteristic of provincial court.

second, speciarization is necessary and important at the
provincial court level because it handles hundreds of chird
abuse cases every year. rn order for the cases to be

processed properly and the chird witnesses to be treated
appropriatery, a speciarized system should be in prace.
Perhaps in 8.8., where considerably fewer cases (which are
screened three times) are handred, they can rery on the
experience and opinion of the court personner. speciarization
identifies the needs of the victim as an important issue,
which is a fundamental step towards ensuring that change wilr
occur.

Future Research

Apart from providing varuabre evidence for the needed

improvements to the court system in Manitoba, especiarry in
Q.e., the data in this research also identifies areas of
future research. This study described the effects of the
courtroom experience on child witnesses according to what the
riterature states and from data corrected by research
assistants. rt would be interesting and useful to interview
the child witnesses themselves to determine their feelings and

opinions of the court,room experience. The personal interviews
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and the present data coutd be compared to get a comprehensive

understanding of the courtroom experience.

Beyond the actual experience of the chird witnesses, it
would be interesting to assess the case outcome of the sexuar
abuse cases according to the court in which they vrere

disposed. cases that proceed to e.B. undergo a stringent
screening process (including a preliminary hearing) and thus
the evidence is stronger. Therefore, it would be expected
that Q.a. cases receive guirty verdicts more often than F.v.c.
cases. rf the research indicates they do not, the reason for
this could then be analyzed.

Any research that attempts to provide more insight and

understanding into the area of child witnesses in the criminal
justice system is valuable. rt is crear that chirdren shourd
not be treated in the same manner as adurts in a courtroom, as

it may affect their ability to give fulr and candid discrosure
of their evidence. rt is important to know that there are
factors that influence chirdren,s ability to testify. unless
children are treated age-appropriatery within a child-
sensitive environment, the court wirl not be abre to properly
investigate and prosecute arlegations of sexuar abuse
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CETTJD OBSERVATION SCTEDUIJE
FAIIII¡Y VIOLENCE COURT

APRIIJ 29, 1991
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CVAR1 CASE NA]IE

CVAÊz I.D. NI.I.IFER

CVARS NUI.ÍEER Or RCflISED

CVAR4 TRIAL JUDr¡€ ** SEE C.ODE EOOK PAGE 2A **

OFiIGINAL T}IAREES AT TRIAL (* OF COUNTS): **SEE |-ìODE FOOK PAËE IIT

CVARSA CHARGE 1

CVARSE#

cvARsC (STAY... I FR0CEED ...2 DISHISS... 3 FLEA 8....4i
CVAF:64 CHARGE 

.j

CVARGBS

CVAR6C

CVARTA CHARGE 3

CVAF:78#

CVARTT

CVARSA 
'][iAFl6E 

4

CVAREB#

cvARSt _

CVARgA CHARGE 5
cvAFfiEs
cvARgC _

CVARIOA CHARGE 6
cvARt0B#
cvARl0c

CVAR1IA ü.IARGE 7
cvARt 18#

cvARt tc

CVAR12A CHARGE 8
NVARt2SS

cvARlæ

CVAR13A CHAP.GE 9
CVARl3Bfi

cvARt3C

CVAR14A CHARGE 10

cvARl48#
cvARt4c
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CVAR1S IF NoT A TRIAL, TYFE 0F,HEASING/AFf€AF:ANrIE:

FIRST APFEARANCE . ...... 1

REI,IAND

PRELII.IINARY HEARING. ...... 3
ENTER A GUILTY PTEA . .... 4
SFEAT{ TO SENTENCE

OTHEÊ (SFECIFY} E

NOT APFLITABLE 7

I
I

I

4

7

tvARt6 IF TRIAL, WFE fF TRIAL:
PRWINTIAL CûURT JUDG€ ALONE .
PROVINCIAL COIJRT JUDGE AND JURY

OUEEN'S EENCI{ JUDGE ALONE .
QTJEEN'S BENCH JUIIGE AND JURY

NOT APPI.ICABLE

CVAR17 I.IHERE I.IAS CASE I€ARD

FAIIILY VTOLENCE ffruRT .
FF:OVINCIAL COURT .
oUEEN'S EENü{ . .......... 3

tIARlB I.IAS THE VICTII,I ACCOIIFANIED II'ITO COURT 8Y A STJPFORTIVE OTHEF:.

YES .. ...... r

N0 ... . . .... ?
NOT APFLICABLE .. ....... 7
N0 INFoRHATI0N .. .. ...,. 9

CVARIg SPETIFY I.IH{] ACCOTIFANIED

FARENT ...... 1

ü..HRDIAN .......... ?
ADVoCATE ......... 3
PARENT AND ADVOCATE .... ....... 4
0ÌHER . .. .... s

CVARzO RELATII]N ff VICTII,I TO rÉflEED T* s€E CODE BOOK PAGE 2E **

CVAR2I SEX OF ü{ILD

WAFIT¿ AGE OF ü{IU)

CVAR23 ruHBER ffi TTI,IES ü{ILD ATTEI'¡DED g}tfrT

crIAIfl{ CIITLD TESTIFIED (YES ... I NO ... 2)

CVAR2S TOTAL LENGTH OF TII.IE TI{ILD TESTIFYING THIS IfARING (IN IIINUTES)

I
2
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CÍTRTRÍIH $i'TR{hIE¡T DI.RITIG O{TLD' S IESTII{FÍY

CVAR26 VIDEOTAPE ISED FOR ü{ILDIS TESTIIIONY (YES ... 1 N0... ?)

CVARz7 ü{ILD TESTIFIES BEHIND SCREEN

CVAR28 I.IITNELCES CLEARED FROII COIJRT IruRINIì CHILD's TESTITIONY

CVARzg SUFPORT AHJLT STAYS IN TOURTEOOII

TVARS(' PUBLIC CLEATIED FROII COLÍRT DURIMj O{Iu)'s TESTII.IONY

CVAF:SI ADULT ACCOT,IPANIES CIIILO TO STAND

CVARS? CH ILD TESTIFIES I.II TH CI.OSEI}-CIEtIJI T TELEVISI ON

CVAR3s CHILD ÊIVEN EOOSTER SEAT

CVAR34 ADULT HOLDS C}IILI} ON KNEE

cvAF:35 CHILD ALL0I|ED T0 ERING IN Toy, ELANIIET, Ert.

CVAR36 ACCIJSED SIruATED OUTSIDE OF CfIILD'S LINE OF TIISION

TVAR37 ACCIJSED CTEARED 

'*O' 'O*'
CVARSSA EXPERT TESTIFIES ABOUT SIGNIFICANCE (F CTIILD'S TESTIIIONY

C11AR38E ETF€RTS æT1JPATION T* SEE CODE BOOI'í 2T **

CVARSEC FOR I.IHAT FURPOSE *T SEE COOE BOOI.I 2D ¡*

CVAF.3gA 6{ILD FERIIITTED TO TESTIFY I.IITH AID OF PROFS

CVAR3gB SFECIFY TYPE I]F PRI]PS I'SED DIAGPST,IS... I DOLLS ... 2I

cvAR4oA oTHER IM{0VATtrlE pp..............0ænrrss wm
CVAR4OB SPECTFY

CVAR4IA DTD $ITruING ÍECIJR Id{IClI ADDED TO ü{TLD'S STRESS
CVAR4TE SPECTFY r+ S€E CODE BülK PAGE 3A +r 

- -
CVAR42 NUI,IFER OF PEæ,I.E It{ CflIÆT P.OI]II DIJRING O{ILD'S TESTIT{OI,¡Y

** S€E üll)€ E00K 38 **

CHILD' S EEHAVIOUR IXJRING RJESTIONTI,IG----
CVAR44 LENGTI{ OF TESTIIIONY
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** fl{JLD'S EEHAVIOUR RATING USE THE FOLLOI,IING F{]R CBI TO CE?? **

NO

0
A LITTLE

I
IlODERATE

2
A L{iT

ô

JUDGE TF|O[.IN DEFENûE
l:S

TEI LAUGHS INAPFf;OFÊIATELY

CE2 COVEÊS FACE

CE3 FIDGETS

CE4 EITES FINGEF:NAILS

CB5 FICI(S AT SELF

TE6 THUI'IBSLEKINË

CE7 ANXIOUS

CF8 SAD

Cffi rjRiES

CB1O I,IITHDFNLIN

c8tI UoRRIED

CEI2 I.IHII,IING

C813 SHY/TIIIID

C8I4 EASILY ETIBARRASSEI)

CEIS STAEES BLAIffLY

CEI6 APFEARS C{IIFIEEI,

CBIT CLINS TO AIXJLT

CBIE AN6RY

C8I9 COOPERATIVE

cEzo sl.tEARs

CBzI SELF-ühFIDENT

C8'[¿ U{TLD LOOKS AT ACTJJSED
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** USE THE FoLL0¡,lIlffi FflR C823 T0 CE2E **
YES... I N0 ... 2 NA ... 7 NI ... 9

CE23 TRIES TO HID€

CE?4 RUNS FRffi üilRT

tE:S ASKS FûF: HAIER, KLEEIEX

OF: GO TO THE BATHF.{MT

CHILD CTI.IIIUNIIATION

ûCl S TII,IES G{ILD AsF.S FOR AN

EXFLANATION (ACruAL }å.ffBER]

** IJSE THE FOLLOI.IING FOF: Ctr.I TO CC9 +*

NI]T AT ALL LIT'ILE SOIIEI,IHAT VERY TJNAFI-E TO RATEr234s

JUDGE CROI.IN DEFEM:E

r23

CCz CHTLD'S SPEEEü{ - Hí]I,I FLUENT

CC3 CHILD'S SF€ECI{ - HOI.I Ê{IDIELE

CC4 AEILITY TO AITSI.IER EUESTIONS

CCs DETAIL SPONTS{EI]IJSLY Ff;fh'TDEI}

CC6 H]NFIDENCE IfiILE TESTTFYINIJ

CC7 INFTUENC€D EY LEADIIS g{JESTION

CC8 DEGREE OF CS6ISTE},ICY
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DID THE CHILD RECANT:

*I TJSE THE FIT.LOI.IIN6 FOR TL-JA TO CCfIG**
YES... f N0... ?.NA...7 Nr ...9

JUDGE CF.OI{N DEFENTE

t23
CCgA SEXUAL ASSAULT

TugS IDENTIW ff FEFfETF-ATIF

CCgT * OF TII{ES ASSAULTEI}

CT:ID LOCATI${ Of ASSAULT

CTgE TIIIE OF ASSAIJLT(S}

CCSF NATURE OF ASSAULT(5i

rJC9G FERIPHEFJ{- DETAILS

COURT COI.ÍI1UNICATION

COUF:TI # OF TII{ES CI{ILDIS ASKED

TO SPEAI( LOUDER OR 611Æ A

VEF:EAL RESPOI.ISÊ

TOUF:T? # OF TIIIES JUDGE ASS
CHILD TO SFEAK LIIJDER OR

GIVE VERBAL RESP{1¡6E

.IUDGE CROI,IN DEFENC€

** IJSE THE FIT.LI]I.IING FOR cûRT3 TO CI]IJRTS TT

t23459
NONE SI]I€ HALF I,IAI'IY ALL UNAELE TO RATE

JUDG€ CROI{N DEFENCE
ff]URT3 DEGREE OF AGE APPRÍmIATE

LANG1JAGE IßEI} (I{MDS AND GRAIII,IAR)

æIJRT4 DEGÊEE (F AGE AFPRÍFÊIATE
ü]NTEI{T TJSEI)

COURTS FREAUEICY OF LEADII€ SUESTIONS

COUF:T6 ATTEIIPTED TO ESTASI.ISH P.APFORT

HITH CI{ILD YES ... I N0 ... 2
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USE THE FOLLOT,IING FOR firuRT 7

12345g
NOT AT ALL NEUTRAL VERY UNAFLE TO PSTE '

JLÍDËE TROI.IN DEFEI.ICE

COUF:T7 DEGREE OF SUFFTRTI1JENESS

COUF:TA # OF îI¡IES JUDGE OIESTIONED CHILD

PUI:POSE OF JUDÊE's COI-ITIUNICATION

JUDGE CTOHN DEFENC€

COURTSA FACTUAL INFOR¡IATIOT{

EXPANS I ON/CLAft I FI ûATIOI{
YES... I N0...2

COUF:TgB RESTATING OR TLARIFYING CHILD 's
TESTITflNY

YES ... I N0 ... 2

COURTgT CTI'{FETENCE

YES ... I N0 ... 2

L-OURTgD PROTECTION OF THE ü{ILD
YES... r N0...2

CIIIJF:T9E OTHER SFECIFY

YES ... I N0 ... 2
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CETIJD OBSERVATION SCEEDUIJE CODE BOOK
FAIIILY VIOIJENCE COI'RT

APRIIJ 4, 1991
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CHÀRGE CODE
MURDER
ÀTTEMPTED MURDER
MÀNStÀUGHTER
ÀSSÀULT I^IITH À WEÀPON
ÀGGRÀVÀTED ASSÀULT
ASSAULT CÀUSING BODILY HÀRM
COMMON ÀSSAULT,/ÀSSÀULT
SEXUAL ÀSSÀULT
SEXUÀL ÀSSÀULT THREÀTS,/BODILY HARM,/I^IEÀPON
ÀGGRAVATED SEXUAL ASSÀULT
UNLÀÍ¡IFUL./FORCI BLE CONF I NEMENT
BREÀK AND ENTER
ÀTTEMPTED BREÀK & ENTER
UNLAWFULLY IN À DqTELLING
UTTERING THRE.ATS
POSS. WEÀPON DANGEROUS TO PUBLIC PEÀCE
BREÀCH OF RECOGNIZÀNCE
BREÀCH OF PROBATION
BREACH OF COURT ORDER/PEACE BOND
MI SCHIEF
ÀBDUCTION
CÀUSING DISTURBANCE
HÀRÀSSING,/ANNOYING PHONE CALLS
HOUSEBREAK ENTER T^I,/INTENT
SEXUÀL INTERFERENCE
POINTING A FIREARM
INVITÀTION TO SEXUÀL TOUCHING
POSSESSION OF PROHIBITED WEÀPON
SEXUÀL EXPLOITÀTION
FMÀ
HTÀ
INDECENT ÀSSÀULT
SEXUAL INTERFERENCE UNDER L4
GROSS INDECENCY 44
INCEST 45
ASSÀULTING A POLICE OFFICER 46
FORCIBLE ENTRY 47
ÀNÀL INTERCOURSE 48
BESTIALITY 49
OTHER 50
NO INFORMÀTION 99

11
L2
1_3

14
l_5
l_6
L7
1B
L9
20
2I
22
23
24
25
26
2l
2B
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
3B
39
40
4T
42
43
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2A TRIÀL JUDGE CODE
MYERS
DEVTNE
KOPSTEIN
COLLERMÀN
MITCHELL
GÀRFINKEL

01
02

03
o4

GUY

05
06

o7
08
09
10
11
L2
13
L4
15
16

KRÀ,MER
KIMMELMÀN

2B RELÀTIONSHIP CODE

GIESBRECHT

CONNOR
ÀLLEN
DUVÀL

S9TÀIL
RUBIN
HÀRRI S

FRIEND

NÀTURAL .CHILD
STEP CHILD 01

02

KNOI^IN ACQUÀINTÀNCE 03
04
05
06

STRÀNGER
OTHER SPECIFY
NO INFORMATION

2C EXPERTIS OCCUPATION CODE
MEDICÀL DOCTOR
SOCIÀL VJORKER
PSYCHIATRIST
PSYCHOLOGI ST
CHILD ÀBUSE SPECIÀLIST
OTHER SPECIFY

PURPOSE OF EXPERTS
TESTIFIED DEGREE
TESTIFIED DEGREE
TESTIFIED DEGREE
TESTIFIED ÀS TO
OTHER SPECIFY
NOT APPLICÀBLE

TESTIMONY CODE
OF PHYSICÀL DÀMAGE
OF EMOTIONÀL DAMÀGE
OF COMPETENCE OF CHILD

ACCUSED STÀTE OF MIND

oo

2D

01
02
03
o4
05
06

01
02
03
04
05
77
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3À CHILD'S ADDED STRESS CODE

38 NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN ÀTTENDANCE IN COURT ROOM CODE
1-10 01
11-20 02
2t-30 ... 03
31-40 04
4L-50 0s
51-60 ... 06
>60 0?
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APPENDTX B

Child Abuse Monitoring Schedule & Code Book
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a

UONTTORII¡G SCEEDT'IJE
TRTATJS A¡TD GUIIJTY PI'EAS

CEIT¿¡' ABUSE
FEBRUARY 5, L992
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CMVAR1 CASE NAME

CMVARz I.D. NUMBER

CMVAR3 POLTCE NUMBER

CMVAR4 DÀTE OF FIRST ÀPPEAR.ANCE

CI.Í\TAR5 TRIAL DATE (OR GP ENTERED) (OR PH DATE)

CMVAR6 INPUT NT'I,IBER

CMVART TRIAI. .'UDGE *:t sEE coDE BooK PAGE 7A **

cMvÀR8 CRO!{N (STANNARD.... I RrDD ... 2 sr. HrLL ... , **"r*r"*"r...n,
OTHER ... 5

CMVARg LEGAL AID

ORIGTNAL CHARGES (# oF CoUNTS): ¡t*sEE coDE BooK PAGE 1it¡t

CMVAR1OÀ CHARGE 1
cMvÀRl08#
CMVARIoC (STÀy ... 1 pRocEED ... 2 DrsMrss ... 3 pLEÀ e..1. 4)_
CMVAR11À CHARGE 2
CMVAR1lB#
cMvARllC

CMVAR12A CHARGE 3
CMVÀR128#
cMvARl2C

CMVAR13A CHARGE 4
CMVAR13B#
cMvARl3C

CMVAR14A CHARGE 5
CMVAR14B#
CMVARl4C

CMVAR1SA CITARGE 6
CMVAR15B#
CMVAR15C

CMVAR16A CHÀRGE ?
CMVARl6B#
cMvARl6C

CMVAR1TA CHÀRGE 8
CMVAR1TB#
cMvARlTC

CMVAR1SA CHARGE 9
CMVAR1SB#
cMvARlSC

CMVAR19À CHARGE 10
CMVAR19B#
CMVAR19C
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CMVAR2OA DATE OF INCIDENCE
CMVAR2OB DURATION OF ABUSE IN I.TONTHS
CMVAR2OC TYPE OF CASE

(sExuAL ... 1 pHyslcÀf, ... 2 sExuAL & pHysrcÀI, ...
oTHER ... 6 (r.8. FArL COMPLY)

3 ABDUõTIoN ... 4)

CMVÀR2l ORIGIN OF CASE
FAMILY VIOLENCE COURT
IMPORT
TRANSFER

CMVAR22 IF NOT A TRTAL, TYPE OF HEARING/APPEAR.ANCE¡

PRELTMTNARY HEARING.
ENTER A GUILTY PLEA .
TRIAL PROVTNCIAL COURT
TRIAI, QB ..
PEACE BOND (I.E. r{rTH SOP)

cMvARz3 IF TRrAI,, TYPE OF TRIAL:
PROVINCTAL COURT JUDGE ALONE
REELCTION
gUEEN'S BENCH \tUDcE ALONE
QUEEN'S BENCH ltUDcE AND JURY
NOT ÀPPLICABLE

YES .
NO ..
NOT ÀPPLTCABLE
NO INFORMATION .

CMVAR2T SPECIFY WHO ÀCCOMPANTED
PARENT
GUARDIAN
ADVOCATE
PARENT ÀND ADVOCATE .
OTHER

1
2
3

3
4
5
6
I

1
2
3
4
7

CMVAR24 CROWN ELECTION
INDICTMENT ...
SUMMARY
BOTH .
NO TNFORI'ÍATION .

CMVAR25 WHERE WAS CASE HEARD
FAMTLY VIOLENCE COURT
QUEEN'S BENCH

CMVAR26 WAS THE VICTI!.Í ACCOMPANTED TNTO COURT BY A SUPPORTIVE OTHER.

1
2
3
9

1
3

L
2
7
9

1
2
3
4
5

CMVAR2SA SUSPECT-VICTIM RELATIONSHIP: **SEE CODE BOOK PAGE 2A¡K_ _
CMVAR2SB IF MULTIPLE SUSPECT/VICTIM RELÀTIONSHIP ¡k*SEE CoDE pAcE 2B*'r

CMVAR29 OFFENCE.REPORTED BY: *'tsEE coDE BooK PAGE 2c*'k

sEx oF vrcTrM(s):
CMVAR3OA VTCTTM 1 (MALE ... 1) (TEMALE ... 2)
CMVAR3OB VTCTIM 2
CMVAR3OC VICTIM 3
CMVAR3OD VICTIM 4
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ÀcE oF vrcTIM(S) (rN YEARS)
cMvAR3lA AcE oF vrcirr,r i
CMVAR31B ÀGE OF VICTI¡,Í 2
CMVAR31C AGE OF VICTr!.f 3
CMVAR31D AGE OF VTCTTM 4

CMVAR32 EMPLOY!.IENT STATUS OF VICTI}.I**SEE CODE BOOK PAGE 2D**

CMVAR33 RÀCE oF VICTIM¡
*¡ISEE CODE BOOK PAGE 3À¡r*

CMVAR34À WAS T¡¡ERE A LANGUAGE BARRTER (yES ...
cMvAR34B IF yES TO CMVAR34A, INTERPRETOR USED?

(YES ... 1 NO ... 2 NA ... 7)

CMVAR3S DISABILITY OF VICTIM:
YES
NO

1 NO ... 2,)

rF YES TO C¡ÍVAR35, TyPE OF*¡ISEE coDE BooK PAGE 38 it¡t

CMVAR36À DISABTLITY 1
CMVAR36B DTSABILIIï 2
CMVAR36C DTSABILITY 3

sEx oF susPECT(S):
cMvÀR37A SUSPECÎ 1 (MALE ... 1)
CMVAR3TB SUSPECT 2
CMVAR3TC SUSPECT 3
CMVAR3TD SUSPECT 4

DISABILITY

(FEMÀLE ... 2,)

AeE OF SUSPECT(S) (rN YEARS)
CMVAR3SA AGE OF SUSPECT 1
CMVAR3SB AGE OF SUSPECT 2
CMVAR3SC AGE OF SUSPECT 3
CMVAR3SD ÀGE OF SUSPECT 4

CMVAR3g EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF DEFENDENT
IK¡ISEE coDE BooK PAGE 2D**

CMVAR4O RACE OF DEFENDENT:
*¡ISEE coDE BooK PAGE 3A¡tr.

CMVAR4IA WAS THERE A LANGUAGE BARRTER? (yEs ... 1 NO

CMVAR41B IF YES TO CMVAR34A, INTERPRETOR USED?(yEs ... 1 NO ... 2 NA ... ?)

CMVAR42 DISABTLTTY OF DEFENDENT:
YES
NO

rF yES TO CMVAR4z, TYPE*¡ISEE coDE BooK PAGE 38

CMVAR43À DISABTLITY 1
CMVÀR438 DISABTLTTY 2
CMVAR43C DISABTLITY 3

OF DISABII,ITY**
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CMVAR44 CHARGES ADDED.
YES
NO
NOT APPLICABLE

CMVAR4sÀ CHARGE 1 ADDED Ik*sEE coDE BooK PAGE 1,t¡t
CMVAR4sB# COUNTS

CMVÀR46À CHARGE 2 ADDED
CMVAR46B# COUNTS

CMVAR4TÀ CHARGE 3 ADDED
CMVAR4TB# COUNTS

CMVÀR48 WAS THERE A CHANGE OF PLEA?

1
2
7

YES
NO

4
7

1
2
7NOT ÀPPLTCABLE

CMVAR49 IF yEs To cMvAR48, WHAT WAS THE PLEA?curl,Ty To ORTGINAL CHÀRGE(S) ...... .1cuILTy TO À LESSER OFFENCE ... ..... 2
GUILTY TO FEWER OFFENSES 3
oTHER (SPECIFY)
NOT APPLTCABLE

CMVARSO WTTEN WAS THE CHANGE OF PLEA ENTERED?
BEFORE TRIAI, COMMENCED
DURING CROWN'S CASE .
AT CONCLUSION OF CRO!{N'S CASE
DURING DEFENCE'S CASE
oTHER (SPECTFY)
NOT ÀPPLICABLE

I
2
3
4
5
7
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*** rF currrry PLEA COMPLETE cMvARsl ro cMvAR55 ***
CMVAR51 WERE THERE ÀNY INJURIESyes . ..... 1No " ..... 2NoT APPLIcABLE 7

rF YEs ro cMVÀRsl, spECrFy: **sEE coDE BooK pAcE 3c ¡r:k

cMvARs2À rN,tuRy 1
CMVARS2B rN.'URY 2

CMVARs3 DID VICTI¡.I RECETVE !.ÍEDICAL ATTENTTON
YES .
NO ..
NOT APPLICABLE
NO INFOR¡.fATION .

cMvÀRs4 USE OF DRUGS/ALCOHOL
(vrcrru... 1 AccusED... 2 BorH... 3 NEIIHER... ¿ ¡¡ï... 9)

CMVARssA DID THE DEFENDÀNT MAKE A STATEMENT T{HICH THE
CROWN SOUGHT TO INTRODUCE AS TNFORMÀTION?YES. I -No " ..... 2
NO TNFORMATTON . g

CMVARssB TO !{HOM WAS THE STATEI.ÍENI MADE?
POLTCE
oTHER (SPECTFY)
NOT APPLICABLE

*** IF. TRIAL COMPLEIE CMVAR56 TO CMVAR9S ***
CMVAR56 DID VTCTTM/I{ITNESS AppEAR?

YES
NO ..

cMvÀRs7 rF NO TO CMVAR56, wAs A WARRÀNT ISSUED?
YES .
NO ..

CMVARsS WERE CHARGES DISMTSSED?- YES
NO ..

CMVARs9 REASON FOR DTSMTSSÀL
¡I*SEE coDE PAGE. 3D**

CMVARGO WÀS THE VICTTM UNCOOPER.ATIVE?yEs . .. _---:.... 1No " .....2
NOT ÀPPLTCABLE 7

CMVÀR61 DID CROWN MOVE TO HAVE Í{TTNESS DECLARED HOSTTLE?YEs ' ..... 1No " ..... 2
NOT APPLTCABLE 7

1
2
7
9

1
2
7

1
2

1
2

1
2
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CMVAR62
YES
NO

IF NO TO CMVAR61, gtAS CASE STAYED?
1
2

CMVAR63 REASON FOR STAY**SEE CODE BOOK PÀGE 3D*:t

CROWN'S CASE

rF THE VTCTIM TESTIFIED, BRIEFLy DESCRIBE lHE
'I*SEE CODE BOOK PAGE 4A*¡t

CMVÀR64A VICTIM'S STATEMENT 1

CMVAR64B VTCTIM'S STATEMENT 2

CMVAR64C VICTIM'S STATEIIENT 3

CMVAR64D VTCTIM'S STÀTEMENT 4

CMVAR64E VICTIM'S STATEMENT 5

CMVAR6S WERE THERE ÀNY IN.'URIES

TESTTMONY.

YES .
NO ..
NOT APPLTCÀBLE

IF YES TO CMVAR65, SpECfFy¡ **SEE CODE BOOK pAcE 3C **
CMVÀR66À INJT'RY 1
CMVAR66B TNJURY 2

CMVAR6T DTD VICTII.I RECEIVE ¡.{EDICAI, ATTENTION
YES .
NO ..
NOT ÀPPLICABLE
NO INFORMÀTION

CROSS EXÀI'IINATIoN oF vIcTrMs

cMvAR6sA HER/HIS USE OF ALCOHOL/DRUGS? (yEs ... 1) (NO
CMVAR6SB NATURE OF TNJURIES OR LACK THEREOF?
ctfvAR6SC RESTSTANCE (ON CHILD'S PART)
CMVAR6SD DID THE VTCTTU DISCLOSE

1
2
7

1
2
7
9

CMVAR6SE PROVOCÀTrON?

CMVAR6SF RETAITÀTION?
CMVAR6SG CIRCUMSTANCES

POLICE WIÎNESSES
'I*SEE CODE BOOK

POLICE WITNESS 1
CMVAR69A
CMVAR69B
cMvAR69c
CMVAR69D
CMVAR69E

POLICE WTTNESS 2
cMvART0À
CMVARTOB
cMvART0c
CMVARTOD

(pHys. oR EMOT. AND/OR TIME) TMPEDE MEMORY
EVIDENCE, IDENTTFY AND SUMMÀRIZE TESTIMONY:

PÀGE 4B¡t¡t
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CROSS EXÀMINATION OF POLTCE

cMvAR?lA VTCTIM'S soBRIETy (yES ... 1 NO ... 2 NACI,Í\¡ÀR718 ACCUSED'S SOBRIETY
CMVART1C NATURE OF IN.'URIES
CMVART1D VTCTTM'S BEHAVTOUR
CMVART1E DEFENDENT'S BEHÀVTOUR
CMVART1F CONDTTION OF SITE

cMvART2 CRO!{N'S THIRD pARTy WITNESS(ES) 1 **sEE

CMVART3A TESTII,ÍONY 1 ¡t:tSEE CODE BOOK PAGE 5A *:t

CMVART3B TESTTMONY 2

CMVART3C TESÎIMONY

CMVART4 CROWN'S WITNESS 2
CMVARTs TESTIMONY 1

CWAR76 CROWN'S WTTNESS 3
CMVARTT TESTIMONY 1

cMvÀR78 cRo!{N,S WITNESS 4
CMVARTg TESTIMONY 1

7l

_
CODE BOOK PA,GE 4c tr,

CMVARSO DID THE DEFENDANT MAKE A STATEMENT WHICH THE
CRO!{N SOUGHT TO INTRODUCE AS EVIDENCE?
YES . l_No " ..... 2NO INFORMATION .

CMVARS1 rF YEs ro CMVARSO' To wHoM wAs rHE srATE!'rENT MADE?POLICE 1oTrÍER (SPECTFYì 2Nor AppLTcABLE . i
CMVARE2 rF YEs ro cMvARSl' wAs rHE STATEMENT ALLoWED

YES .
NO ..
NOT APPLICABLE

DEFENCE'S CASE

cMvARB3 DrD THE oerÉ¡¡cn cAr,L wrrNussEs?YEs ...... 1No" 2

cMvARE4 rF YES To cMvARS3' DrD THE DEFENDANT TEsrrFy?yns. 
1No" z

NOT APPLTCABLE 7

TESTTMONY FOR DEFENCE íACCUSEDì
*¡KSEE coDE BooK PÀGE 5Bìt*

CMVARSsA IESTrMONY 1
CMVARSsB TESTIMONY 2
CMVÀR8sC TESTTMONY 3
C!,fVAR85D TESTIMONY 4

IN?
1-
2
7
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CROSS EXÀ}ÍTNATION OF ACCUSED

cMvÀR86A ttsE oF ALCOHOL/DRUGS? (yEs ... 1 NO ... 2 NA
Ct.flIARS6B EXTENT OF FORCb USED?
CMVARS6C ACCUSED'S EI{OTTONAI, STÀTE?
CMVARS6D PREVTOUS ASSAULTS?

CMVARST DEFENCE WITNESS 1 *¡tsEE coDE BooK PAGE 4c ¡t*
CMVARSSA TESTTI,ÍONY 1 ¡I*SEE coDE BooK PÀGE sc¡t?I
CMVARSSB TESTI!.ÍONY 2
CMVARSSC TESTTUONY 3

CWÀR89 DEFENCE WTÎNESS
CMVARgO TESTTMONY 1

CMVAR91 DEFENCE WTTNESS
CMVAR92 TESTTMONY 1

CMVAR93 DEFENCE WITNESS
CMVAR94 TESTII,IONY 1

APPI.IC.AALE FOR BOTE TRIAL AIID GUrIÆY PIJEAS

CLOSTNg-êEGUMENTS--IFgB--GUTLTY PLEAS SPEAK TO SENTENCEI BRIEFLY SU}TMARIZE:
DEFENCE SIntMATIoN *¡rsEE coos-õoK-ÞÃõ-ã-*,t

CMVARg5A
cMvÀR958
cMvÀR95C
CMVARg5D

CROWN SUM!,IÀTIoN 'k*sEE coDE BooK PAGE 6B¡t¡k
CMVARg6A
CMVARg68
cMvARg6C
CMVARg6D

VERDICT

CMVAR9T IF A PRELIMINARY:
COMMITTED TO TRTAL
DISCHARGED ...
NOT APPLICABLE

CMVAR9S TF A TRIAL:
GUILTY
NOT GUTLTY ...
GUILTY OF A LESSER OFFENCE ...
oTHER (SPECTFY)

CMVAR99 DID ACCUSED HAVE A PRTORRECORD? (yES ... 1 NO ...21_
CMVAR100 rF YEs To cMvARgg' DrD THE REcoRD TNCLUDE AssAuLT? _
cMvARlol rF YEs ro cMvARlol' DrD REcoRD TNCLUDE cHrLD ABusE?

CMVAR1O2 !{ERE REPORTS REQUESTED ?
YES .
No ..

1
2
7

3
4
5
6

1
2
9NO INFORMATION
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IF YES 10 CMVARlO2, VIHAT KIND OF REPORTS? *SEE CODE BOOK PAGE 6C **
CMVAR1O3A REPORT 1

CMVAR1O3B REPORT 2

CMVAR1O3C REPORT 3

NATT'RE OF THE REPORT

CMVAR1O4 ASSESS¡.IENT OF DANGER TO VICTTM

CMVAR1O5 ÀSSESS¡.IENT OF DÀI.fAGE TO VICTTM

CMVAR1O6 POTENIrAI. FOR REHABTLTÎATTON

I2345
VERY LOW MEDTUM HTGH VERYLO!{ HIGH

CROWN,S RECOMMENDÀTION RE: SENTENCE **sEE coDE BooK PAGE 6D¡T,t

CMVAR1OTA RECOMMENDATTON 1

CMVAR1OTB RECO!.IMENDATION 2

CMVÀR1O7C RECOMMENDATION 3

CONDITIONS¡ **SEE CODE BOOK pAcE ?C**

CMVAR1OSA CONDITIONS 1
CMVAR1OSB CONDITTONS 2
CMVAR1OSC CONDITIONS 3

CMVAR1O9 IF PROBATTON SPECIFY LENGTH IN MONTHS
CMVAR11O IF TNCARCERATTON SPECIFY LENGTH IN MONTHS

DEFENCE RECoMMENDATToN RE: SENTENCE **sEE coDE BooK pÀcE 6D **
CMVÀR111À RECOM!,ÍENDATION 1

CMVAR1llB RECOMMENDATION 2

CMVAR111C RECOMMENDATTON 3

CONDITTONS **SEE CODE BOOK PAGE 7A**

CMVAR1l2A CONDTTIONS 1
CMVAR112B CONDITIONS 2
CMVAR112C CONDITIONS 3

CMVAR113 IF PROBATION SPECIFY LENGTH IN MONTHS
CMVAR114 IF TNCARCERATION SPECIFY LENGTH IN MONTHS

JUDGE'S REMÀRKS *¡ISEE CODE BOOK PAGE 7A*

CMVARll5A
CMVARl15B
cMvARl15C
CMVAR1l5D
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FINÀI, DISPOSITTON

CMVAR116 DATE OF FTNAL DTSPOSITION

CMVAR117 SENTENCING JUDGE 'r'rSEE CODE BOOK pAeE ZB**

CMVAR118 CHARGE 1: *¡rSEE CODE BOOK pAcE 1 **-
CMVAR119A DISPOSTTION1 CHARGE1 **SEE CODE BOOK PAGE 6D **
CMVAR119B DISPOSITTON2 CHARGE1

CMVAR1l9C DISPOSITTON3 CTTARGE1

CONDITIONS: ¡t*sEE coDE BooK PAGE 7c*¡t

CMVAR12OA CONDITTON 1

CMVAR12OB CONDITION 2

CMVAR12OC CONDITION 3

cMvAR121 rF FINE/RESTITUTION SpECrFy AMOUNT

CMVAR122 IF PROBATTON SPECIFY LENGTH TN MONTHS

CMVAR123 IF INCARCERÀTTON SPECIFY LENGTH TN MONÎHS

CMVAR124 CEARGE 2: **SEE CODE BOOK pAeE 1 **
CMVAR125À DISPOSITION1 CHARGE2 **SEE CODE BOOK PAGE 6D **
CMVAR1258 DISPOSITION2 CHARGE2

CMVAR125C DISPOSITION3 CHARGE2

CONDTTIONS: *¡ISEE coDE BooK PAGE 7c ¡t*
CMVAR126A CONDTTTON 1
CMVAR126B CONDITION 2
CMVAR126CCONDITION3 __

cMvARl27 rF FINE/RESTTTUTTON SpECrFy AMOUNT
CMVAR128 IF PROBATION SPECTFY LENGTH TN MONTHS
CMVAR129 IF INCARCERATION SPECIFY LENGTH IN MONTHS

CMVAR130 CHARGE 3: **SEE CODE BOoK pAcE 1 **
CMVAR131A DISPOSITION1 CHARGE3 **SEE CODE BOOK PAGE 6D **
CMVÀR1318 DISPOSTTION2 CHARGE3

CMVARl31C DTSPOSITION3 CT1ARGE3

CONDITfONS: :r¡rSEE CODE BOOK pAeE 7c¡r,r

CMVARl32A CONDITION 1
CMVAR132BCONDITION2 --CMVAR132CCONDITION3 _-

CMVAR133 rF FINE/RESTITUTION SPECIFy AMOUNT
CMVAR134 IF PROBATION SPECTFY LENGTH IN MONTHS
CMVAR135 TF TNCARCERATTON SPECIFY LENGTH IN ¡,{ONTHS
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CMVAR 136 IS SENTENCE TS BEING SERVED CONCURRENTLY
YES .
No .- .....2
No INFoRüATIoN . .... 9
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MONT:TORING CODE BOOK
FAIIIIJY VIOIJEI¡CE COURT

CETLI¡ ABUSE
FEBRUARY 5, L992
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CHARGE CODE
I.ÍURDER 11
ATTEMPTED ¡'{URDER 12
I.fANSLAUGHTER . .... .. 13
ASSAULT WITH A WEAPON L4
AGGRAVATED ASSAULT ...... 15
ASSAULT CAUSING BODILY HARM . ...... 16
coMMoN ASSAULT/ASSÀULT 77
SEXUA¡ ÀSSAULT 18
sExuAI, ASSAULT THREÀTS/BODILy HÀRM/WEAPON ... 19
ÀGGRAVATED SEXUAI, ASSAULT .... 20
UNLA!{FUL/FORCIBLE CONFTNEMENT .. ... 2L
BREAK AND ENTER 22
ATTEMPTED BREAK & ENTER ...... 23
UNLAWFULLY IN A DWELLING ..... 24
UTTERING THREATS 25
POSS. WEAPON DANGEROUS TO PUBLIC PEACE ...... 26
BREACH OF RECOGNIZANCE .. 27
BREACH OF PROBATION . 28
BREACH OF COURT ORDER/PEACE BOND .. 29
MTSCHIEF ...... 30
ABDUCTTON ..... 31
CAUSING DISTURBANCE .. ... 32
HARASSING/ÀNNOyrNG PHONE CALLS 33
HOUSEBREAK ENTER W/INTENT 34
SEXUAI, INTERFERENCE . 35
POINTING A FTREARM ...... 36
INVITATION TO SEXUAL TOUCHTNG .. ... 37
POSSESSION OF PROHTBITED WEAPON 38
SEXUAL EXPLOITATION . 39
FllA . 40
HTA . 4I
INDECENT ASSAULT 42
CHOKING TO OVERCOME... 43
GROSS INDECENCY .... 44
INCEST 45
ASSAULTING A POLICE OFFICER 46
FORCIBLE ENTRY 47
ANAI TNTERCOURSE 48
BESTIALITY ... ...... 49
OTHER 50
BUGGERY 51
NO TNFORMATION . 99
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24. RELÀTTONSHIP CODE
NATURAT, CHTLD
STEP CHTLD ...
FRIEND
ACQUAINTÀNCE ..
STRÀNGER
CAREGIVER
UNCLE/AUNT ...
GRANDPARENT ..
OTHER
BROTHER/SISTER
DATING RELÀTIONSHTP .
NO INFORMATION .

28. MULTIPLE VICTIM/SUSPECT RELATIONÀL CODE
ALL FAMILY MEMBERS
VICTIMS FA¡'IILY AND THTRD PARTy
SUSPECTS FÀ}IILY AND THTRD PARTY
THIRD PARTY ONLY .

2C. OFFENCE REPORTED BY
VTCTIM
FRIEND
P.ARENT
oTHER RELÀTM (SPECIFy)
TEACHER
CHILD CARE (DAY CARE) ...
socrAI, lvoRKER
CAREGTVER
MEDTCAL PERSONNEL
oTHER (SPECtry)
NOT APPLICÀBLE
NO TNFORMATTON

2D. EMPLOYMENT CODE
EMPLOYED . PROFESSIONAL
EMPLOYED - SKTLLED/SEMr-SKTLLED .
EMPLOYED - UNSKILLED ..
EMPLOYED - OTHER (SPECTFY)
HOMEMAKER
STUDENT
UNEMPLOYED ...
DEPENDENT
RETIRED
oTHER (SPECIFY)
NO TNFORMATTON .

3A.

o1
o2
03
o4
05
o6
o7
08
09
10
11
99

1
2
3
4

01
o2
03
o4
05
o6
o7
o8
09
10

01
o2
o3
o4
05
o6
o7
08
o9
10
99

77
99

RACE CODE
CANADTAN CAUCASIAN (EUROPEAN BACKGROUND) . . . . .
NATIVE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

BLÀCK
ORIENTA¡
EAST INDIAN
PHTLLTPTNE
CENTRAL/SOUIH A¡IERICÀ .
OTHER NEW CANADIAN .
NO INFO
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38. DISABILTTY CODE
VISUALLY IMPATRED.. ....
HEARING TMPAIRED
COGNTTIVELY IMPAIRED ...
PHYSICALLY I}IPAIRED ...
SPEECH IMPEDI}ÍENT ...
MENÎATLY ILL..
OTHER
NO INFORMATTON .

3C. INJURY CODE
¡.IINOR CUTS/BRUISES .
MA.TOR CUTS/BRUISES .
BITES
BROKEN BONES/TEETH ..
BLACK EYE .
STITCHES REQUIRED
!.TSCARRIAGE ..
BUMPS TO HEAD/NOT VTSIBLE ...
ATTEMPT SUICIDE
EI'{oTTONAL STRESS/BREAKDOWN.
BURNS TO THE BODY .
MULTIPLE PERSONAI,ITY DTSORDER ..
DA¡,ÍAGE GENITALS
DAI,IÀGE TO REPRODUCTIVE ORGANS
PREGNANCY
OTHER
NO TNFORMÀTTON .

3D. STAYED CODE
VICTIM REFUSED TO TESTIFY ...
vrcTru RETRACTS/RECANTS
FAILED TO ATTEND COURT
ACCUSED SOUGHT COUNSELLTNG ..
INSUFFICIENT EVTDENCE .
VICTIM NOT SERVED ...
VICTIM UNABLE TO S!{EAR OATH .
VTCTIM CONFUSED ;....
VICTII'í PROVOKED
VICTIM NOT CREDIBLE .
VICTTM UNABLE TO TESTTFY ...
oTHER (SPECTFY)

01
o2
o3
o4
o5
o6
o7
99

01
o2
o3
o4
o5
06
o7
o8
09
10
11
L2
13
L4
15
16
99

01
o2
o3
o4
05
o6
07
08
o9
10
11
t2

NO INFORMATTON . .... 99

4A. TESTTMONY FOR CROWN (VICTrr,r)
USE OF VIDEO TAPE ATONE ... ... 01
VIDEO TAPE AND rN PERSON TESTTMONY ..... 02IN PERSON TESTIMONY ALONE .... 03
GAVE ACCOUNT OA TNCIDENT .... 04
CAN DISTTNGUISH 'GOOD AND BAD TOUCH" ... 05
CAN DISTINGUISH "TRUTH ÀND LIE" ... 06
NO ONE TOLD VICTII,I WHAT TO SAY . ... 07
CHTLD DESCRIBED MORE THAN ONE INCIDENT ...... 08
CHILD !{AS TOLD NOT TO TELL ANYONE ... ... 09
CHTLD IDENTIFIES ÀCCUSED ..... 10
CHILD IS CONFUSED ABOUÎ INCIDENT .. 11
CHILD RECANTS ...... 72OTHER 13
NOT ÀPPLICABLE ..... 77
NO INFORMATION .. ... 99

48. TESTItfONy FoR CRO!{N (poLIcE)
pRopER PROTOCOL FOR VIDEOTAPTNG jl.i¡.. ... 01
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RECENCY OF VIDEOTAPE .
CHALLENGE TO CONSITUTIONALITY OF VIDEOTAPE ..
NOTICED IN.'URIES ON VICTIU
DID NOT NOTICE INJURIES ON VICTIU
SPOKE TO VICTIM
SPOKE TO ACCUSED ...
SPOKE TO BOTH VICTIM AND ÀCCUSED ..
SPOKE TO OTHER
ACCUSED COOPERÀTrVE ..
ACCUSED NON-COOPERATIVE
CORROBORATED PREVIOUS POLICE TESTTUONY . . . . . .
!{EAPON USED .
WEAPON THREATENED ...
WEAPON SEIZED
VOIR DIRE CHALLENGED BY DEFENCE .
VOIR DIRE NOT CHALLENGED BY DEFENCE
OTHER
NO INFORMATION .

4c. cRo!{N,s oTHER !{ITNESSES (EXCLUDING VICTIM)
PÀRENI/GUARDIAN .
CHILD(REN) .....
CHILD ÀBUSE UNTT .
SOCIAL WORKER
MEDICAL DOCTOR
FORENSIC
!{ITNESS
oTHER (SPECTFY)
c¡rILD'S FRTEND (BOY/GIRLFRTEND)

L2
13
L4
15
16
L7
18
99

o2
03
o4
05
06
o7
o8
o9
10
11

o1
o2
o3
o4
05
06
o7
o8
09

5A. TESTr¡tONy FOR CROWN (THTRD pARTy)
ATTENTION TO EXTENT OF VTCTII{'S INJURIES .... 01
EXTENT OF PHYSICAI. FORCE USED . ... 02
EMOTIONA], STRESS/BREAKDOWN .. 03
ÀTTEMPTS SUTCIDE .. 04
EVIDENCE OF PENETRATION . ..... 05
DAI'IAGE TO GENITALS ... .. 06
DAMAGE TO REPRODUCTIVE ORGANS ..... 07
PREGNANCy ..... 08
CREDIBTLITY OF VICTIM'S ÀCCOUNTS .. .... 09
CORROBORATTON OF VICTIM'S TESTIMONT .... 10
VICTIM'S EI,ÍOTIONAL STRESS 11
INTTMIDATION OF VICTIM BY DEFENDANT.. ... L2
CORROBORATTON OF PREVTOUS WITNESSES 13
WEAPON USED . ...... 14
WEAPON THREATENED ... 15
OTHER ... 16
NOT ÀPPLICABLE .... 77

58. TESTIMONY FOR DEFENCE (ACCUSED)
DENIÀT OF CIRCUUSTANCES ...... 01
PROVOCATION BY VICTTM .. 02
coNsENsuAL ACT . ... 03
usE oF DRUGS/ALCOHOL . .. 04
VICTTM MISTNÎERPRETED TNTENT ...... 05
ATTEMPT To DISCREDTT VICTII'Í ... ... 06
STRESS DUE TO UNEMPLOYIT{ENT .. . . ... . 07
GENERALIZED STRESS ...... 08
VICTIMIZATION OF ACCUSED ..... 09
BOTH BECA¡IIE VIOLENÎ . . . .. 10
OTHER
NOT APPLICABLE ..... 77
NO INFORMATION . ... 99
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5C. TESTIMONY FOR DEFENCE (THTRD pARTy)
DENIAL OF CIRCUMSTÀNCES
ATTEMPT TO DISCREDIT VICTIM ...
ACCUSED OF GOOD CHARACTER
GOOD PROVIDER .
GOOD PARENT ..
ACCUSED VICTIMIZED IN PAST
STRESS-TNDUCED
CORROBORATES PREVIOUS TESTTMONY .
PROVOCATION BY VICTTM
BOTH BECAME VTOLENT
usE oF DRUGS/ALCOHOL .
OTHER

01
o2
03
o4
05
06
o7
o8
o9
10
11
t2
77
99

NOT APPLICABLE
NO TNFORMATTON

6A. DEFENCE SUMMATION
QUESTIONS CREDTBTLTTy oF vrcTrM ... 01
PÀRENT-MANUFÀCTURED TO DENY ACCESS 02
ALTERNÀTrVE EXPLANATION OF INJURY/ÀCT. . . . . . . . 03
ÀTTENTTON TO DEFENDANT'S CHÀRACTER ..... 04
GOOD PROVIDER . ..... 05
GOOD PÀRENT .. ...... 06vrcTIM PROVOKED .... 07
SPEAKS TO LACK OF CRIMINAL RECORD ...... 08
FTRST INCIDENT OF THIS NATT'RE REPORTED ...... 09
CAÍ,LS ATTENTION TO CONSENSUÀL FIGHT ......... 10
ACTTNG IN SELF,DEFENCE 11
COUNSELLING IN PROGRESS L2
NO HARM INTENDED BY DEFENDÀNT . 13
NEED TO SUSTÀIN EMPLOY¡4ENT ... T4
ACCUSED pHySrcA],Ly/sExuALLy ABUSED AS CHILD . 15
ACCUSED ÀCCEPTS RESPONSIBILITY FOR ACTTONS .. 16oTHER .... t7
ASKTNG FOR NO COMMTTAL (LACK OF EVTDENCE).... 18
THOUGHÎ CHILD Í{AS OF AGE . 19
INCONSISTANCTES OF VTCTIM'S TESTIMONY 20
FABRICÀTION OR DREA¡{ .... 2I

68. CROWN'S SUMMATION
ATIENTrON TO EXTENT OF VTCTIM'S TNJURIES ....
VICTIM PREGNANT
VICTTM'S EMOTIONA¡, STRESS
EXTENT OF PHYSTCAI, FORCE USED .
ATTACK ON DEFENDANT'S CREDIBILTTY ..
CREDIBILITY OF VICTIM'S TESTTMONY
CORROBORATION OF VICTIM'S TESTTMONY ..
INTIMIDATION OF VTCTIM BY DEFENDANT..
INVOKES CHILD PROTECTION UNIT REPORT
ACCUSED TOOK ADVANTAGE OF YOUTH
OTHER
ASKING FOR COI,TMITAL .
NOT ASKING FOR A COM¡IITÀL
GENERAL DETERRENCE ...
PRTOR RECORD OF CONCERN
VIOLATED RELÀTIONSHIP OF TRUST
EXPLANATTON FOR TNCONSISTENCTES
DTD NOT SUFFICIENTLY DETERMTNE AGE

6C. REPORTS REQUESTED CODE
PRESENTENCE REPORT
P S Y CrI IATR r C / P SYCHOLOG r CAI,
CHILD PROTECTTON UNTT...

01
o2
03
o4
05
06
o7
08
09
10
11
L2
13
L4
15
16
L7
18

1
2
3
4MEDTCAI. REPORT
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CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY
OTHER
NOT APPLTCABLE

6D. FINAT DISPOSTTION
ACAUTTTAL
ÀBSOLUTE DTSCHARGE
CONDITIONAI DISCHARGE . .
SUSPENDED SENTENCE
PROBATION (SUPERVTSED) ..
FINE .
INCARCERÀTION .
PEACE BOND .
UP TO JUDGE'S DTSCRETTON .
OTHER
INTERMITTENT SENTENCE .
COMMUNITY SERVTCE ORDER
TIME IN CUSTODY
PROBATION UNSUPERVTSED .

7À. JUDGE'S REMARKS
CREDTBILITY OF VICTTM 01
CREDIBILTTY OF DEFENDANT 02
BOTH CREDIBLE WTTNESSES ...... 03
INAPPROPRIATE USE OF FORCE 04
POTENTTAL FOR FURTHER ABUSE 05
CONCERN ABOUÎ VICTIM 06
OFFENCE OCCURRED 07
CROWN SHOWED BEYOND REASONABLE DOUBT ... 08
CROWN DTD NOT SHOW BEYOND REASONABLE DOUBT .. 09
CONCERNED WITH PRTOR RELATED RECORD 10
VIOLATTON OF TRUST ...... 11
NEED FOR GENERAL DETERRENCE ... L2OTHER 13
NEED TO PROVIDE REHABILITÀTION T4
TAKES THE GP INTO ACCOUNT . 15
REMORSE SHOTVN ...... 16
AGGRAVATTNG (ouT Í{EIGH MIT) t7
MITIGATING (OUT WErcH ÀcG). 18
SPECIFTC DETERRENCE ... 19

5
6
7

o1
o2
03
o4
05
o6
o7
o8
o9
10
11
t2
13
T4
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78. SENTENCTNG JUDGE
MYERS
DEVINE
KOPSTEIN
COLLER¡,ÍAN
MITCHELL
GARFINKEL
GUY .
KRÀMER
KT!{MEL¡,ÍAN
CONNOR
AI,LEN
DtIvAI,
GIESBRECHT ...
SWAIL
RUBTN
HARRIS
MORLOCK
WEBSTER
GYLES
QB .tUDcE
SINCLÀIR . i¡.. .
NEWCOMBE
ENNES
MTNUK
OTHER
LISMAR

7c. IF PROBATION, CONDITIONS

PARENTING COUNSELLING ..
ATTEND ABUSE GROUP .......03
ABSTAIN FROM AÍ,COHOL . ....O4
ÀTTEND SUBSTÀNCE ABUSE TREATI,ÍENT .. 05
OTHER TREATMENT .... 06
NO CONTACT ... ...... 07
CONTÀCT BY PHONE ONLY . .. 08
CoNTACT ONLY FOR ACCESS TO CHILD(REN) .. 09
ABSTATN FROM POSSESSING/CARRYING VíEAPON ..... 10
RE¡.ÍAIN IN JURTSDICTION 11
CONDITIONS AS COURT ORDERED T2
SEX OFFENDER TREAT¡'IENT . ...... 13
NO CONTÀCT W/CHTLDREN <18 t4
OTHER CONDITIONS ... 15
RESTITUTTON .. ...... 16
NOT APPLICABLE 77
NO INFORI'ÍATION . 99

01
o2
03
o4
o5
o6
o7
08
09
10
11
L2
13
L4
15
16
T7
18
19
20
2t
22
23
24
25
26

o2
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Courtroom Diagrams
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DIAGRAIVI B
Typical gf.B Courtroom
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